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May EEnd, 1844,

THE JOURNAL

OP * •
F R A N C O I S  M l G N O N

Memorenduin' to Clipping Sefvioe :

left unreported.

May 22, 1944 - December 51, 1946 

also:
letters from James Pipes to 
Francois Mignon 1944 - 1946

■M
'A

tfirst off, the matter fof the chemise] They arrived 
at sueh a propitious time, - ana I am ashamed of myself for
having let .so much time elapse without"acknowledging the. 
reoeipt, and mentioning the partial distribution, ™

ir 
or one

a doings at the school, - St 
and two good youjLha^

Matherw1s colored school, 
hashe en _slight

because of their attendance at school,, had not unfrayed 
shirts for the little program in which they were to apperxr,
1 need not say how much the se two items “meant to them, giving 
them great satisfaction, - not to mention considerable
-p-rirde -baing-
an uncontested footed with some of the more fortunate students 
Tonight there Ts^^gradii&ti on of a ..Qlaas_Qf,_large..r.students
s well as another one .to be held a week hence. It will mean 
so much to these youths to be thus eg-uppied, and for^the ensuing
year,Tflaehnever' there"Ts a «call for ^Sunday clothes," as they ~ 
qall them here, they will .have the assuranoe and constant^eminde-r-o-T who,- wh-i-tiiout knowing them-lndividually
somehow as able to clothe the poor, and at the same time 
■make— them happy,___ Thank you much.on .-their and-.-my-part^—

Thanks equally for the penciled report which meant 
“ever“so much to me* ^uch cofidenoe was an enormous boost 
to me, and what with things going somewhat by sixes-and-
service.

yhe
.The lady s health situation remains much the 

al though if anything slightly on the 1 mproygd-^lda.
Still in her room, and without having dressed as yet, she 
is out of the b»ed, and spends much time reading these---- — —  7 ^ ----- JL7---------- ----------- ------- ~ ----'--— __ _days, ThysTcaTiy,“T should~say , “s h e is almostf back To 
normal, but mentally she occasionally goes in to fits of

and~
such times are difficult both for her and those who 
try tn-nh. fig her.up*. Vaguely__L, sense a tendency on the part-
or la ^ttgnan toward laying a barrage, in the direction of 
Rabutin. It hasn't come off yet, - and might be halted 
Tmme d i a t eTy i fev e r started," still,' t he s e n sat ion “of the 
possibility is unpleasant, Rabutin remains the only
— one who can do much wixtr the head ox - the set up,tmv 
I am frankly amazed that this very fact has long before this 
caused a racket to break out,__But should such bridges------
come into view, it will be sufficient time to cross them 
when they are reached, (over) ______ •
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The flipping covering "le viaux homme de la Biviere'* 
knocked everyone for a loop, Goming at a time when the 
Legislature is meeting, the absence of a line is to be 
brought up for consideration, - surely that was a blow.
Up to now the rre si dent of the Library ■“■ssociation hasn't 
been able to contact him, either by telephone or personal 
call at his hotel, nor have we he rd anything from him 
at this place. It was interesting that on the day 
following the receipt of your clippings, a letter came from 
Anne Parish, likewise enclosing a Iwt clipping similar 
to the ones you supplied. With her clipping was merely a 
card, sayihg to ,J-he Madam, "Th ought you ,would find this 
interestingTt. ‘“’s you knew, her late husband had been 
a great friend of the subject in question. It was 
interesting that her clipping, apparantly taken from a 
suburban edition of the same paper, was not sotlong by a 
couple of paragraphs, so that (your report was both more 
prompt and complete. a copy was immediately forwarded 
to Miss Oliver., She is expected to make a round in these 
parts within a week or so, snd then we shall see what we 
shall see regarding the intentions of the legislature.

Concerning recent clippings covering the literary 
field, ^r. P. and I are much interested in the Doubleday, 
Doran negro book prize, and that of Houghton, Mifflin. As 
I reca.ll, both are for ^£,500.00. We have already written 
for blanks, since we shall have volumes under both categories 
for the publishers anyway, we might as well submit them 
in passing, - just in case. I believe, the Houghton,
Mifflin is in a series,-styled life in America, or some 
such* t f
i ' . ‘ / . » 4' - ' ' f - ■ ’ ■, r ; -;

Should Mrs, Moore, responding to my request for 
her opinion as to what she would consider fair in the 
handling of the Natchez Scrapbook„ relinquish her rights to 
that volume, we might sew the columnes together,, and sub
mit that to uougton, ^ifflin. Should she not, we can 
easily submit the Old Louisiana Scrapbook. .Save for 
re-writing that volume, and doing quite a bit of composing 
tby way of introductions to chapter^, and polishinc off a 
'lot, the thing is pretty well in hand. That is to say, we 
already have assemble^ more material that we shall probably 
be able to include in the publication. As we re-write, 
we shall also remove, and it may be that ,the publisher 

will also pare it down some even after that. But it is 
so much better to have an embarrassment of material rather 
than a paucity,

- «In its final sjiape up,, it will probably stess these 
items: -

A
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*ay £3rd, 1944.

Memorandum to Clipping Service: -
Merely a line this morning, as I am pushed for time.
^o want to acknowledge receipt of joint report, - 

as addressed to the Madam and me, and it came to hand 
in yesterday's mail, - as did the two volumes, - General 
Butler, etc., both of which, - report and package, - 
delighted the Madam no end, - as it did me.

It is nice to think of C, and the twins as being so 
propitiously located for the summer. It is good to 
think of you and the girl friend as being in the 
neighborhood of the lake, for birthday and general outing.

A fine letter from Mr. John Martin, indicates that 
he has received his mother's civil war letters, addressed 
to her husband, GenQrai “ artin of ^onteigne, - and that 
he has transcribed them and is forwarding them. He has 
included the names of a flock of people in Natchez who 
appeared to frequent the society of Yankfee officers 
aitoget er too much. . In repcoducing (interruption),
I shall have to use a certain care in not offending the “artin 
family by putting the fingure, through these communications, - 
on certain bags now living in Hatchez, but a little later, 

and even at the moment, certain phraseologies can be employed 
that will tell all without saying muo|a of anything regarding 
actual names. Hut aside from such approaches, the letters,
I am sure, will prove wonderfully interestings, and it is 
so unusual to have letters from a^General's wife in times 
of such stress, - I believe Gen. artin was the only general 
which this region produced in the °ivil $ar, - I believe 
their contents will have a wide interest.

The" Madam continues to improve , as manifested by 
her continued and furthered interest in reading, and 
although she doesn't like to admit.it, she is much better 
physically at the moment. She will eventually come around, 
although she may remain in her room for a few weeks yet, - 

but that is merely in line with her whim, - and eventually 
the horse will drink water after getting thirsty enough.

So interested in material you mentioned as having run 
acrosss. ‘'ant to skeap of it further, but must skip. ••••• 
I'll be back again shortly........
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May 30thf 1944.

Memorandum to Clipping Service;

f
My trouble is during these busy days that I 

write too many letters in my mind and then, when I
find'-myself at this machine, forget what I have actually 
set down and what I haven’t.

In yesterdayrs mail came a most excellent report, 
addressed primarily, to Mr. Pipes and myself, and one 
which we both enjoyed'thoroughly, with Mr. P, remarking 
that it was among the better * letters he had ever had the 
privilege to read,

I am ashamed of myself for having failed to mention 
receipt of the newspaper articles about Old Man River.
They certainly meant a great deal to all of us in many 
different respects, not only by way of .gratitude for 
the clipping in providing us with them but also for the 
information the clippings themselves contained. From 
what they had to 'say, I gather the man in question is up 
and about, even though apprantly not about much of a 
constructive nature. I immediately enclosed one to 
the President of the library Commission who has been 
unable to establish contact either by mail, telephone or 
personal meeting for ever so long. * Immediately 1 had 
a response from that place, expressing thanks for the in
formation the Beebe item contained. It was good of you 
to send two copies, for both can be employed as part of a 

« record that slowly, I am sorry to say, becomes less imposing.

letters came through from Natchez yesterday, - a 
plendid sheaf of them, - from Mr. Martin, He had 
btained the original letters which his' mother had written 
rom Montaigne to her husband, General Martin, during 
he occupation of Natchez by the Yankees in 1863 and subseq
uently.. Imagine my delight wehn one of them began thus;
I acquaint you in detail with all that has happened here 
uring the past several months since the arrival of the 
I’ankea", etc., etc., with pages following that embraced 
all the details which had come to her attention, - and they 
were endless, I have not had a chance to run through 
either this letter or the others, but from a casual 
glance they are all of the highest order (over)
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-grit-detail not only-the ransackirigofMontaigne, but 7~ 
the doings of individual people of prorainenoe in Natchez 
-and— tlialr- re ̂ a ctl-o-n^-to-the— ¥-ankeeg-,— Unque st-ionahly tfaaee-
letters constitute the finest collection of the type eyer 
run across. Comparatively few wives of Generals had

gliifi

me&fc

.

the extraordinary mental capacity and strength that Mrs. 
Martin possessed, few women would have dared write as 
she did, - for fear of the" letters' being TnTTercepted7~8^id~ 
none that I know of were in such a remarkable situation 
— as-to-he-.-ble to^-bmif44a-sa m any-details - a husband—far- 
away in the opposing ^rmy, I don’t know yet how I shall • 
use these letters. They would be a beacon of light..

S8S® »
i

in any* volume in which they might be included, and a 
revelation as to the circumstances under which people of 
culture lived during a t i im  that was so~trying. * .

; ___.

I- cannot speak too highly of these p&pcreyand-were
J associated at this moment, - before breakfast, with 
a parfait secretaire. 1 feel sure i would want t o he
spending the balance of the day digesting their contents, and 
figuring how they might be used*to the greatest advantage.

Mr, Pipes and I have reached the stage wherein 
-we-.find ourselves pulling-eut-materlal-fram- the mass
we have collected, discovering that ours ia an embarrassment 
of wealth. xhis is all to the good since.. It. enables us. ..
to cull the Contents over and retain what appears to us 
to be only the best, ^r. Pipes, for example, was 
able to 'discard' a lot of stuff yesterday when he discovered 
the old 1896 pamphlet, written by dictation of "the man” , 
-wha.1 ive4^-onth--of-^l-axandria-g whe dictate his life story—
to a school teacher, under the title: "The Man t lho 
Sold His Wife11. That is like y to make a _striklng-.chapt.ar.
head, don’t you ‘think?

In yesterday^sTlail 1 sent' a letter to la Moore, 
inquiring how she would like to' divid our material, in 

--ordor— that something may be dorfe-with a part —of— it now .—  
I explained to her that while she felt forced in December 

~ to make a terribly important decision without-confiding—
in any one, - with a view' to solving certain financial 
problems, so now I was forced to make use of some of the 
fiiat&  ifel whioh she had idft unfinlshed* and that we must 
make some decision soon. I am not telling her, but my
-next 1 eter to her -will-indlca-frethat-dur ing her Birsunge ut 
least, the Old Natchez Scrapbook will be permitted to lapse, 
and that in its place, will appear^The, Old Mississippi-

Scrapbook with Mr, Pipes* name*Substituted'for hers in 
association with me.

JL t'*Aj
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And speakin^ of scrapbooks, remainds me that the 
Natchez democrat, inoharacteristic fashion, recorded 
two different events in the Sunday paper the other day.
One article was headlined: "Mrs. Robert V/0od, President 
of the Natchez Garden Jlub, will inaugurate a series of 
broacasts of the Old Natchez Scrapbook. The local 
sc apbook continues apaoe in Natchez, with the children of 
St. Joseph’s school having accumulated so® many tons of 
scrap during the past week, the children of so and so, - and 
so on"; They, under the ti&le of "Triumph Marks Local 
Scraptoakxx drive, there was much to be said about 
the enormous tonage of scrap acquired andhow the labors 
ofa local historian , in <pursuance of this great accumulation 
of scrap, would have it broadcast over Station WMIS*.
The whole thing.was a mare’s nest and made no sense 

at all,'but may have accomplished a lot by making people 
who recognized the error in set up talk and talk and talk.

*
In regard to the local health sitaution, the Madam 

improves steadily but not strikingly. Her mental view
point is gay and hex sense of humour returned. She re- ,___
mains on the second floor of the big house, in accordance 
with her own volition, in conformity with the orders from 
all doctors, save her son-in-law, and the lat^ei’s wife, who 

seem determined to get her down stairs. < The stairs would 
be a tax on her, in my opinion, but comparatively slight, 
as contrasted with the hauling and pulling she would do 

once she set foot in the garden where most certainly she 
would do herself out on the first round without realizing 
how far she* had gone.

; ' ' ~
Just as few friends of the lady can make a go of it 

* here very long, so ^rs. ^oty who has -been with her since 
her return from the hospital is making: plans to leave 
shortly, although no one knows it as yet, and you might 
skip reference to that fact. That evil bag who has 
robbed the lady of so many friendships is forev r at work, 
and the departure of Madam "oty will aark but one more 

to a long, long list, - and some one else will come to 
be with the lady while she is convalescing and will stay 
about as long as all theproceeding.

But there are pleasanter side to discuss, and 
as for myself, I am divorcing my mind from things 
which.are beyond my scope. It is heartening to go 
ahead in the Old Louisiana Scrapbook, and it is 
astonishing the ® number of things we have had to 
discard, - for want of spaoe, - which will be ready 
for inclusion on some other project when he get around 
to expanding some of the chapters of the present volume in 
to full blown books, - items st*h as the Erwin Diary, 
the Prudhomme diary, etc, , etc.
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- - - - j must let thrift slide tjr ww 1“U1TO11V* ^  

W  ,r  the rast night or two., I have been having
'  ......~ thouKhts oharging around TYTmy mini.

'  ' t °°Wt. made much sense out of t h a n  a s  yet but^ ....
T feel tnere is sor.e sort of B relatid^ip ^
which I  have not h e <^o_^-WitJi^M.nwald „

•

with Mla'B Myr f T M  the’neSof Out of such a curious
i  " ........  ’ !--0clati"r t h in k .  I.may a n d  us.ty asking Hiss; Myra

to establish Derereux in whole or in. e'blusively for where Bosenwald may erect a lior-r,, - place.. *..v.e— rphft-re o i e  a lot of records- floating -

i s  ______________
..........................................-Wd as fsye-re^ a l m u ^  ^ M c e S e r  M s  located, -  with

- |M ;e n ? f t.h,re. and with beyereux running______________the--elo. *- . the road To ̂ s H T h g t o r r ;

1 ■ ^ M l g ou  w ° M h  Xievsrenx faces', - and _ _

an iaeal spot f o x  su P £ t v>aSS hy tM  « way when..
------------------------------------- l i r a .  M s s l  h a v e  y e r *  tar ted on old

f i t t w a l d  I  f e e l  a u r e  t h a t  U i s s M y r a  w o u ld  he^ s y m p a t h e t i c ,

a n d  o f  " h e m !  “ f w g l h e  f i n e ,  and i f  I  canpt

J ■ h  . . .  . : j .. .............■ . . . . . . ____________________________________________
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M§iy 31st, 1944*

Memorandum to, ^lipping Service;
I enclose letter which I thought might interest*you, it 

although of no importance.
Several times yesterday our joint labors were interrupted 

by Mr, P,, who broke into a lia of thought with some observa
tion such as this: - :

"You know that sure was a grand letter we had from 
our favorite Clipper, * Somehow it showed a heart and an 
understanding that I don’t recall having run up against in 
letters from other directions,

I appreciated his oberservations, and replied that I 
should write a line to the "lipping Service, and report that 
he had expressed hiniself thus;
"Kind hearts are more than’ coronets and simple faith than 
Saxon blood",

I oan't think why I haven*t thought to quote from the 
same line many a time before, - the first half is so true, 
while the last half is so pat.

And speaking of Pat, he returns to Melrose from 
his school^in Columbia, I’ennesssee today. His father, Joe 
Henry, is here, passing through Louisiana , as between 
his old military post in Florida* to his new one in 
California,

Another letter came in yesterday*s mail from Alice 
Walworth’s sister, wife of a doctor, living’ in Baton Bouge. 
When she can find it, she wants me to borrow her grandfather's 
Diary, He was old Samuel ^dolph '•'artwright, friend of Dr. 
Mercer, and the only physician ever to occupy the chair of 
negro diseases at i4ulane University, - that was in ante 
helium times, She also remarks upon a lot of letters of 
Jefferson -̂ avis to r̂. Cartwright, etc., which she wants 
to share with me, when  ̂run down to Baton ouge, I do hope 
I can take time out to go to see her, if and when Mr, P. 
and I get a chance to run down there to hob-knob with Madam 
wulver soon.
(over)
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I think I have mentioned that "lice and her sister are
-also gran-dd-augĥe-r-s- of on G or deny-planter^ of L ou i si-ana
whos© wife was r̂s. Audubon s sister, and thtt explains why 
.XHoe-and ber sister have ..giLjn&ny original ̂ T^bon^^TJki-ah 
have never been reproduced* I have never met Mary, but under"*
stand she is a grand person, - as would he supposed by her____
“kind ietterV ~~~
----- 1 would- w-tut-e m-ore but am pressed for tine at the moment.
•̂ id want to say Howdy, however, fend so ^ust ripped this off _
. r agar dl ess.____—  : ------------- ------------- -— ----

Cannot refrain from again mentioning the Martin letters, 
a few of wh'ich I have yet to'expIOre, having read hut 5 or f, - 
with as many left to run through._ >hey are really the ^
f thing -of- -their type ever-seen either-by-'̂ ant Oamis- —
or by myself. I am writing questions, * one bach, - on
ttft topv of a sheet.,._.and_-Simdl;nc them alongwith*JtheWreauest”that""he~answer them all, - and endlessly, and 
what with such data, the letters might,almost justify a

.... ________ _____ ______— .—  ----- .    — « ;   «r-—~   - — H ._ *T m j . 4-1* 4 *ir\ TfiAis "1 rs V\ a !  r!Tittle volume by themselves! uniy one rnmg would TfoTd up 
public? tion. % e  letters name names of those in ^atchez
who—f 1 onoed—cv-er— t o the - anti-ke—eause-- as-.se-on- as ^atche z - - -
was occupied *̂ ere the names to be included in sucĥ  â  puLlic^tion
_tiie whni ft towji-.v.'Qn.ld..-2LDj2k.̂ ..lmt..J;liat.JDLLght be..gaaa...puoli.arty*..
for earthquakes- occur but seldom in "atchez, - the last one 
of a geographic nature being in 1811. hut 1 must say tnere----m— s—  ----^ ~ J •------  ^omewnat remotehave been a couple of social ones since that s 
date. Must skip...
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June 3rd, 1944,

Report to ^lippiny Service;

Things in thife neighborhood turn much as usual.
The Madam continues to improve slowly, maintaining for the 

most part her gains in mental interest, although she remains, 
on the second floor of the big house, which is all to,the 
good.

In yesterday’s mail came a report from John Martin 
which promises to cover a lot of things to renew the 
Madam’s interest in things. Pursuant or in consequence 
to ground work laid during my trip to Natchez,ffollowing 
the visit of Roane and Alice to %lrose, net results were 
noted which pleased me much.

* Miss Charlie Compton. an old resident of Natchez, 
a Vassar "graduate,a woman of exceeding culture and 
odd mental twists, - one of which included a mania 
to lift everything that wasn-t nailed down, - and some 
things that were, died. Her heir'was a sister who 
lives in Tennessee. While in Natchez during the post 

Roane visit, I dictated a letter to Mr. Martin, addressed 
to Miss Charlie's heir, Years a ô Mr. Martin had known 
the heir, and so together, - with two paragraphs by me and^ 
a personal one by him, we priad the well. tMrs, Newell, v * v 
the heir, came to Natchez a couple of weeks ago, testerday 
a letter from Mr. uartin indicated,success in our efforts to 
obtain something from Miss Charlie s plunder during the 
past 50 years, * **

'For one thing, Mrs. Newell gave Mr. ^artin and me 
a 13 volume diary, bound in leather. Mr, Martin had not 
had time to explore its contents when he reported, I 
suppose it to be one kept by some Adams County aristocrat in 
ante bellum time®. Following t&e* Ekx civil war, 
people generally did not go in for' full leather bindings.
Aunt Cammie will pass out when she hears of that item.

Then there are several scrapbooks, containing dippings 
of all sorts, including poetry, etc. One of these is 
the property of Amelia Routh of the powerful Routh 
family, - one time owners of Hunleith, Kenilworth, Longwood, 
etc. Another scrapbook bears the name of Moise, who 
was a popular portrait painter in old Natchez, I believe.
I need not tell you what kind of a fit these two items will
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result when the Madam hears of these. Then there is the 
Geographic Report with historical introduction, 1854, by 
B, h, G, Wailes, An 1814 volume of the laws of Mississippi 
enacted by the Degistlature in that year, - then sitting 
in Washington,* Miss,- Another great rarety, 1 believe, is 
the roll of people in Ratchez and Adams County to headed out 
for the Civil War in 1861. I am not sure, of hand, but 
I believe,this to be an exceedingly rare, if not altogether 
unique item. It may provide a small volume to be brought 
out on that subject alone. Thousands of descendants,
I believe, have wondered about this list, and plenty of them 
would like to have such a printed list. That is something 
to be* considered.

I enumerate these items from memory^ as the list was 
read to me hurriedly^yesterday, I might also add that 
there are the 1903 to 1905 issues of The democrat (iJ&tchez).
It was during those years that Miss Charlie was writiijg 
the social news for The democrat. She was riotous in 
her reporting, and several events in those years, - 
including the visit of the Duke and Duchess of Manchester 
to Datchez,*which had amazing Gay 90 wriex ups which will 
be marvelous forgone purpose or another. There are also 
the June to September issues of the tri-weekly Democrat for 
the year 1868, This will be exceedingly valuable, too, 
in as much as it will giva a remarkable picture of Uatchez 
under Reconstruction and carpet bag rule. Reconstruction 
in Mississippi lasted approximately from 1865 to about 
1873 - or possibly 1876, so an 1868 issue of the 
paper should be entirely significant of those days when 
negro police patroled the town and negro postmasters, 
mayors and^city officials labored miS-guidediy for 
unscrupulous white trash*

e There are obher items in the collection, but these 
are all 1 can recall at the moment, and I have riin 
the risk of enumerating some of' them in order' that 

you may be informed as to how things turn.
I may and I may not tell the *%dam of this haul.

' I am afraid if T do, she will worry me endlessly about 
having the whole ’things shipped here without delay, and 
possibly J might do better to bring baok an item at a time 
whenever visit ^atchez, so that she may have a prolonged 
inning of’entertainment, - and in successive waves,

• I must write ^r, Martin this morning: and congratulate 
him upon the success which has attended his efforts in 
seonring this material. 1 might add that he also reported 
in his; letter that Mrs*, ^ewell had assured hifti that should 
she run across other material which she believed might 

« interest, us, she would telephone him. May his telephone 
jingle merrily, although the present "haul1’ is sufficient 
for me to express the greatest satisfaction.

Mr. T“ipes and I continue our labors. The uld Louisiana 
Scrapbook is about done, although there are quite a 
lot of odds and ends to be worked over before "J’inis” may ■_ 
finally be written. It is not shaping up exactly as 
we had originally supposed it would. In some respects 
it is a lot better than T had pictured it might be.
In other respects it might be a little better, and I am 
not sure that it is sufficiently well balanced in breadth 
of appeal toenjoyamaximum of-popularity, - although it 
may be, and after we have run over it for the last time, 
we can eventually put .in a couple of items which may jack 
up any sagging places.

I must tell you quite frankly that ur. Pipes has 
slaved nobly over this volume, and I feel a little embarrassed 
that have not done more. But I try to content myself 
with the feeling that possibly before Mr. Pipes arrived,
I had accumulated a few things which have saved*time in 
the final lap of the race, so pe haps T shouldn t feel too 
contrite, ’ ^

There.isn't much in this report that will bear reference 
to, I'm afraid, I shall decide within the next few days 
as to whether 1 shall tell the Madam regarding the treasure 
which has oome to hand after careful preparation in Datchez.
In the mean time, I feel doubly tickled that * have some one 
to chat with about all this stuff, and it is a great 
source of pleasure to take a peek down the years and to 
contemplate some unforeseen opportunity when a parfait 
secretaire can romp through some of this material 
with me...... . '
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June 5th, 1944.

.Memorandum for ^lipping Service;
Just a line to keep you advised how things 

turn. *
I have shown the list of item Mr, Martin 

sent, - covering scrapbooks, diaries, etc,, to __ 
the Madam. She naturally is enchanted.

Another item, - but this is merely for y0"1̂  ^
information at the moment, and you might skip 
.reference to it until I refer to'it later; -

Harcourt Br&ce turned down the manuscript 
of The Fabulous 5&.

Both Mr. Pipes and I were astonished. His short 
story is so wonderful, and, X must confess in all 
modesty, my idea of the set up, X thought, was 
good. But turn it down they did. 3

I accordingly wrote your friend Mr. Jrese, and 
Mr, PiDes enclosed the manuscript for M s  consideration.
In Saturday’s mail came back a dual response, - one 
to Mr. Pipes and one to me. Mine was an expression 
of thanks. • His was advise, saying that the manuscript 

had been turned over immediately to the printers to 
determine the manufacturing costs, and that a letter 
would follow immediately upon receipt ?frith? • J tT  formation. The letter also stated that Hastings 
House was delighted with the item. Itime later this-week a further letter will come through, 
indicating costs involved in the printing of the 
volume, with some idea as to* the price at which the 
item oan be turned out, possible royalties availabl ,
etc. t s

All that is very heartening, of course. Mr. Pipes 
and I will get a double kick-out of the whole busiess, 
should The Fabulous 52 turn out to be a good seller, 
not only for benefits that might acoime, but also 
because" it might turn out to be a mighty rebuke to 
Kafcourt.

Until I have addised further on this point, 
however, you might skip any reference to it.
(over)
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Yesterday the Madam was shown the manuscript of the 
Old Louisiana Scrapbook. She expressed unalloyed enthusiasm. 
There is still considerable work to be done in finishing 
the thing off in the neighborhood of its roughened corners, 
but that work is going along a pace. Mr. Pipes is working 
very hard on it, and I am doing what I can, although 
I am not contributing much to this part of the job.

I suppose that this job of re-writing will probably 
be concluded before the end of the month, and then 
I think we shall turn it over to Mr, Martin for a 
final transcription. As I view its launching at this some
what premature date, it appears to me that Thte Fabulous 52, - 
assuming production iis possible in view, of current shortages, 

might be brought out about the 1st of September, It 
usually takes about 3 months for pi average book in 
normal times to fall off the preeee after the thing is 
put in production. With’”52” but 59 pages or less, I 
should"imagine the printing job should be much shorter, - 
hence the possible September date.

I am under the impression that by October 1st, the 
item should begin to have some publicity, for I 
think it will enjoy a considerable popularity. About 
the middle of -august, we should have beentable to submit 
the Old'Louisiana Scrapbook, so that its publication, - if 
it can go into production now, ought to (interruption, - 
the thing ought to make its appearance about the last of 
October. This would give it a little spece on the pre- 
Ghristmas stands, and at about the time it appears, Mr.
Pipes’ ”52” should be sufficiently mentioned as to direct 
attention to his part in’ the Scrapbook. ; And so, 
assuming that things turn in. some such manner, the 
sale of the Scrapbook outside Louisiana, ought to hinge 
in part on the popularity of 52, and once the thing is 
oh the market ".in .the Gulf area, I belie ve. its sales will 
immediately begin to operate, - never with any great 
rush, I presume, but constant and over a period of years.
So be it, and I already begin turning in my mind how I 
may further both items,

« Mr. Pipes doesn’t much like speaking, but I don’t
mind, and I think we shall arrange for a few lectures on 
the South’s new-born poet, and of course I can beat the 
drum with laudatiohs beyond anything- he would do or 

* would think of doing in his own behalf, altogether the 
'thing might turn out very nicely for all concerned.

« " • " {

I suppose 1 shall have a letter from Mrs. Moore this 
week. I know that she probably fainted when she received my 
last letter to her, for it is my franki opinion 
that never before did it occur to her how shocking her 
sudden departure for the wars must have been to me.
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.7e l l  Hary Frances s a t  and vmtched ^lemence s t i r  up a 
P r i m i t i f  the other  day,and a sk in g  f o r  a sh e e t  of b la c k  
paper and some p a i n t ,  s t i r r e d  u p .a  p i c t u r e  f o r  h e r se l f#

The resd . l t  was e n t i r e l y  beyond b e l i e f .  Here i s  
a p i c t u r e  which i s  so a s t o n i s h i n g l y  M a t is s e  t h a t  i t  makes no 

sense w h a ts o e v e r ,  ^t i s  the p o r t r a i t  o f  a l i t t l e  g i r l ,  - 
f u l l  f a c e ,  - which i s  ra th e r  d i f f i c u l t  a t  b e s t ,  w ith  a treatm en t  
o f  the f e a t u r e s  whioh j u s t  c a n ' t  be g iv en  credence,  I 
f e e l  a s s u r e d  t h a t  i t  i s  j u s t  one of those  cur ious  t m n g s  
t h a t  hannen once in  a l i f e  t im e ,  and I doubt v e ry  much i f  
Mary Frances  w i l l  ever  h i t  o f f  anything a g in  of  the 
s l i g h t e s t  i n t e r e s t ,  but  t h i s  one t i n e  she c e r t a i n l y  h i t  tne 
h u l l ' s  e y e .  Gurdely done, t h e - p i c t u r e  would have l i t t l e  
i n t e r e s t  to  anyone, re c k o n ,  and e s p e c i a l l y  as no one 
would b e l i e v e  t h a t  i t  i s  the work of an 1 1  y e a r  old c h i l d ,  
Clemenoe never p a i n t s  people f u l l  f a c e ,  * she says  th a t  
" i t  l l o k  l i k e  I* c a n ' t  do f o l k s  coming a t  me"t, -  but 
here  t h i s  c r i l d ,  s i t t i n g  a lo n g  s i d e ,  .takes  b ush in  hand, 
s t r i k e s  o f f  her f i r s t  p i c t u r e ,  and tu r n s  out something by 
nature  and f e e l i n g  q u i t e  a t  v a r i a n c e  w i t h  Glemence ana m  
d e s ign  and treatm ent so much l i k e  a much vaunted French 
I m p r e s s i o n i s t  t h a t  i t  i s  a r r e s t i n g .  I  apopbgize  f o r  taking 
-q-q a l l  your time w i t h  t h i s  d e t a i l s ^  a-nd I  am a f r a i a  I s h a l l  
never be a b le  to r e p o r t  a second Masterpiece  from the same 
.brush but t h i s  i s  "so e x t r a o r d i a n r y ,  and s i n c e  you w i l l  

one dav have an o p p o r tu n i ty  to  run through some  ̂ of these 
i tem s,  and I c o u l d n ' t  r e s t r a i n  m yse l f  from speaking of 
them a t  t h i s  <time.

Only Mr. P ip e s  and I know of t h i s  t w i s t  i n  the a r t s .
Since  we f e e l  that  th ese  items are  going' to be- of con

s i d e r a b l e  i n t e r e s t  sooner or l a t e r ,  we c o l l e c t  a canvass  or two 
" leverv 5 or 6 d a y s ,  and then i t  i s  th a t  we g i v e  glemence some 

money. Old H0senwald fd o e sn ’,t know how much he i s  helping  
out--tha co lo r e d  s e c t i o n  by the  g ra n t  he~~m&de t 0 r r • P i p e s ,

We hear n o th in g ,  of c o u rse ,  from the Orescent O i t y , 
and i n  a way,- I t r u s t  i t  may continue th u s .  I suppose 

the ^adam may be c o r r e c t  in  s t a t i n g  th a t  i n  her opinion 
we s h a l l  not see him a g a in  i n  these  p a r t s .  Fran kly  I have no 

means o f ‘knowing, but  (I have l o t s  of a b i l i t y  to  nope, i n  
,a way, th a t  she i s  r i g h t .  From day to day we expect  the 

L i b r a r y  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  t o  pass  by h e r e ,  but as tn a t  
u n i t  never  h e a rs  anything  from him, I reckon we s h a l l  
l e a r n  l i t t l e  from t h a t  so u rc e ,  , ; .

I  t h in k  of  nothing e l s e  a t  the  moment that  J  can 
squeeze i n t o  the l i t t l e  space l e f t ,  save to  say th a t  ,
the  Madam's h e a l t h  improves s t e a d i l y  and i f  she con t in u e s  to  
go s low ,  she w i l l  make i t .  1  th in k  i t  was sweet to mention 
the v i t a m i n s  but these  are b e in g  w i th h e ld  f o r  the moment..........
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The Madam has so often remarked tsince that time that 

one never oan fathom how a seeming disaster can turn about 
in suoh a manner as to prove itself a blessing. If Mrs.
Moore had not gone, to the ^rmy, I never would have enlisted 
Mr. Martin’s assistance, and without it, I would not have 
gained so much as I most certainly am graceful for, - thanks 
to that contact, Then too the association ith.Mr,
Pipes wou,la never have developed either, and assuming that 
both are advantageous, much more appeals to be to my advantage 
without lady Moore than with her.' She certainly has always been 
motivated by the kindliest of intentions toward me, and I 
shall always be enormously indebted to her for a thousand 
and one thoughtful thin s she has done in my behalf, "but 
since she ..did terminate the association, - possibly temporarily, 
possibly for good, I do not feel the loss so much and in the 
end I presume the succeeding 6 months have not turned out 
less profitably, - in hopes, at least, - than had the former 
relationship continued. . t

I would speak to you confidentially of another matter.
Mr. Pipes and I continue to "nurse" Glemence along. Mr.
Pipes is spending quite a, bit of money for canvas, paints, 
drawing materials, eta.* and now and then I toss in a 

little silver in Glemence’s direction. The result of our 
cultivation is that she is turning out,a flock of paintings.
They are primitives, -•Gane River Primitives, but withal quite 
charming, and may of them distinctly Rousseau in feeling.
Aside from the remarkable quality they possess,^consider
ing the fact that Glemence has never seen any pictures, and 
just "knocks1’ them off out of a clear sky, they at the 
same time possess a quality which may make them of interest 
for illustrations in a child’s book.

'There are at Melrose a staggering assortment of negro 
short stories, negro folk tales, etc., which, if I migyt 
express it so, found their inception from 4 or 5 years of 
soundings by le vieux de la riviere, No one can tell if these 
items will ever be considered by the one under whose super- , 
vision they were, collected. Save in his mind,, no one 
knows of them, save us. Prom this mass, - when we have 
time, believe a .flock of stories may be extracted, 
with ihe result that some fine books, - particularly 
children’s books, might be compiled, - and that, of course, 
is where Glemence comes in, for her illustrations would be 
the perfect medium for this type of thing.

Another point which is not important, but quite 
interesting. Glemence, - you remember, the former laudnress 
here, has brought up an 3,1 year old girl, - the latter’s , 
mother having died when she was a wee child. This child 
is called Mary Prances LaGour . (it is either LeCour or 
J*aGour, - the white being spelled one way and the colored the
other), - but that of course doesn’t matter.

951
-am

June 5th at Melrose

Memorandum to Glipping Service:

About dawn this morning, I wrote one Memorandum, 
and here goes another in the same morning, although 
it,is now something after ten.

There is nothing of importance to say except 
that I am grateful to the. postman and all for the 
nice mail which arrived today.

The clippings appear to be most interesting, 
and we have but glanced . at the headings, laying them 
aside until this evening, when we shall take them 
up individually, and insert them in appropriate 
place in the negro scrapbook.

And klop.1 Just as I wrote that line, an 
idea struck me. **?hy shouldn’t we do a Negro Scrap
book. Thanks millions for that idea. I knew I 
would have pleasure in filing;this report. Thanks 
to yout it has given,me a double dividend,

I have.a flock of pictures, - interior of slave 
ships and heaven knows what all. Mqth the rising 
tide of color about to burst some economic and 
social dams, I reckon such a book might be timely, , 
Perhaps we could persuade old Rosenwald to do some
thing' about the printing. Swell idea. Thank you 
much.. Honestly, I must confess I believe someone 
ought to examine my head for thinking along on 
paper and not writing a letter. ..

"ell, ‘“r. Pipes and I were both touched by 
your reference to Ziba. Your expression was so sweet. 
I’ll tell you smoothing about one of the items in 
Ziba. I reckon % .  Pipes might not mid if I told 

it, although I think h$ has never confided it to 
any one but me, so you might skip reference to it.
I do want to .tail you, however, since. I think 
it might slightly increase your interest. I believe 
there is one poem in the volume, - the poem, like 
the title of the book, being ZIBA, Well, Mr. P, has 
confided to me that that poem was written in a most 
cqrious fashion. It has long been his habit to keep 
pencil handy on a night table, and should an idea occur 
during: the night, he would jot it down. In the case 
of Ziba, he awoke one night to jot down an idea, and 
before he realized it, the poem was just- flowing 
along from the end of his pencil without him seem
ingly to have much to do about the whole thing. The

i i
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more the pencil continued to write, the more amazed 
he "became, so easily did the thing take shape and 1
form without any effort on the part of his train, 

x I suppose the piece had beefr stewing subconsciously 
in him mind for ever so long and that when the moment 
struck, all he had to do was just to let the whole 
thing go* . I don’t know if he would feel that he 
would like the world to know this or not, hut I 
confided it to you, thinking that it might*lend some*- 1
thing to the reading of the piece, AS yet, l  have 
heard hut,scant lines from the hook . I don t want 
him to concern himself with it at the moment* I
reaalizing that his mind is full of Old Louisiana j
dcraphook. 4hhen Miss Mahiers was here, she read a 1
little to, me from the first part of the poem, Ziba, I
and I thought it grand. Eventually, we shall all have 
to have a literary evening, when 1 can get brushed up j
on some of that stuff. 1

Your reference to ■fhe little dog made me 
sympathize.with you. At one time we had 10 or 15 
o ‘: them around here, hut what with gifts and deaths, 
we are now without any of the little baloneys. 1
I noticed one thing in particular about those we |
ha<| about this place, in nearly every littler t  of 
the breed, all are of a red-brown hue,, save, one 
which is all black. I am not certain if your dog 
is of the red coloring of the black, I hope, 
ho ever, that it may be red, for the blaok ones 
have.thfs peculiarity, - they almost invariably de
vote or attach themselves to one person exclusively.
Usually they are inordinately sensitive and are 
accordingly a little more frail than the red skins,
Should your little.girl friend chance to be the object *
of this little animals .affection, .you may be quite
sure- that no one else will ever enjoy such an j
honor. .There was a female one in the Melrose crowd, -
the black ones usually are females, who for 8 years
barked incessantly if anyone sqve its object of
affection came within a mile of the place. It seems
strange that these black numbers never will regard
anyone but the object, - and only .one objeot , of
their affections, and will cling to the chosen one
like a shadow. Personally I like the personality of
the red ones rather better, although, were I the favorit
of one of the blscck ones, - which I never have been,
I suppose I would treasure his sift attention the 

t more. . Early ̂  had,/to make up my mind if I would 
cherish °ld ^randpa or a daxhund, and since 
Grandpa fell heir to my .companionship, the baloneys 

: were rule$ out of my d main, although the red ones 
f.rolicing around the big house were always friendly 
enough. , *

r 953

In the same mail with your report arrived 
also the Key to Uncle Tom’s Cabin, together 
with the other two items included in the same 
shipment. It goes without saying that the Madam 
was" enchanted to receive the latter, - that is to 
say, the package, and after running through her 
mail, reclined on her sofa and started in on 
the Key, as 1 withdrew, licking her chops at the 
thought of the pleasures ahead of her. Up to 
the moment I haven't had a chance to do more than 
glance through the other two items, but I am 
enchanted to note that you have done some noble 
underlining which will be of the greatest assistance 
to us, as we carry on our explorations far afield with 
our eye on a °hrleston Scrapboo&.

j&iso in this morning's mail came a letter 
from Mrs. Edwin *̂ hi taker, - Alice Walworth's 
sister, who lives in Baton Bonge. Hearing 
that we might be in Baton Bouge to see miss Culver 
one day, she wrote , asking us to come and be her 
guest, although neither Mr. Pipes and I have ever met 
her. I thought it quite nice of her, and should 
we be so fortunate as to catch a ride in that^ 
direction, we shall be delighted to accept, 
collection of ante bellum matieral must be quite 
interesting, and as none of it has ever been^ 
used, we may find quite some purpose in combining 
the business of collecting with the pleasure of 
a new contact.

Hut skip along for now. Curious, filing 
two reports under the same date line, but hope 
you aren't too burden withal........•
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Memorandum to ^lipping Service:

954

June 5th, at Melrose. \ ̂ 4*4*

If I remember correctly, it was the Doge of Genoa at 
the head of his mission at Versailles at the time of the 14th 
Louis who said, in response to an inquiry as to what astonished him 
most in the marvels of that place: "So -find myself here".

I exper ence something of the same sensation at the moment, 
for according to my memory, this.is the first time I have 
ever written three letters in the same day to the same service.

I have already bored you with a long letter, written at 
dawn, and another at dinner time. And here I am again at supper 
time hammering away at the srme keyboard and taking up more of 
your time,

Somehow I feel inordinately nervous, - perhaps I should say 
tired, what with some work I have done today and t.< e high humidity.
I guess I sense something astir abroad, too, for I cannot help 
feeling that if there is to be a "D" day, the impending night will 
bring it forth. The President is scheduled,to speak shortly.
Perhaps he will have something to say on that point, perhaps 
not. ^nd perhaps there really are no pi ns for an invasion, but 
so ehow all day I have instinctly felt that before another dawn, 
gigantic forces will be on the move. Miss Adele, a Cane ^iver 
mulatto, cuts cards professionally to explore secrets otherwise 
hidden from average people. I must borrow her deck of cards and 
discover for myself if I am sensing things without their aid.

The primary reason for this note, however, is to inquire 
if you think a parfait secretaire might eventually pass by this 

I neighborhood. Since my nooon letter to you, I have chatted
with Mr. Pipes, and conversation circled about such a possibility, 
and little exploratory trips were made into the realm of 
possibility, should Circumstances throw such a person of intelligence 
as la secretaire is known to be, should a voyage along La Jote 
Joyeuse be made.

Por ever so long I have contemplated the enormous amount of 
material that is stored on the shelves of this place. Bot£ Mr, P.
and I can only wonder why le vieux de la riviere and countless other 

people never tried to extract the accumulation held within the 
pages of so many books and set the pieces to work at paying dividends 
I am not sure that any one is artist enough to convert the good 
paragraphs and sections into such a mixture as to produce a demand
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for the stuff hut it. seems, to me that with some imagination, the trick 
could he'turned. In oc&her words, there are an awful lots of cows 
to he milked in this dairy, There may he a good market for the 
cream, if it is properly presented, and would it he wise to suggest^ 
someone who knows what we are driving at to hazard a vacation in tnis 
direction to survey the possibility.

Strangely enough, hut ^r. P, somehow s use that in all his 
acquaintances, he knows of hut one who wox̂ ld be possessed of such 
a sense as would understand what he and 1 are talking c-hout.
He knows not the verson 'personally, hut has heard enough, and 
witnessed enough reports from that direction to form an adequate 
opinion,

•Should you heard f®©nr'™3>ydie nee, and the ,.Xauter snould *torases 
the possibility of passing a prolonged vocation in these regions, 
we should he glad to have particulars covering the same.

In the mean time, - since my letter , - the <aid written today,- 
we have considered theScrapbook on Slavery, That was born in a 
phrase earlier in my report, Mr. P. then recalled -a clipping from 
our favorite dinner covering a prize of '#.£.,500,00 offered by 

Doubleday on a negro hook of any kind. The IJegro ^crapbook could he 
mads quite interesting, X believe, the mo/e 1 contempl.ate the , 
matter. I should like to .find ,a flock, of pictures on tn.- t- score, 
with rare items, more or les§ tracing t e negro from tiie first 
slaver do-qn to the present, pictorially. X should like to find, 
some horribly graphic pictures,. - dogs cuasing runaway slaves, etc.
X suppose some of the early Prank Leslie magazines, — do yon recall 
having ever seen some of those, might have such tv etures in them.
I don t knew if Baton ̂ ouge or hev{ .Mrlc&ns has any o... ti.ese, hut 
I shall look for them when chance presents itself, for there might 
he some abolition stuff in them. I might also find some old 
colonial french prints of the negro, too, .that would he graphic if 
not gorey.

But these and a hundred other things I shall write about at ••  ̂
another sifting.,.. It is gefting toward the hour for thê _. . _ .... 
Presidential bro. dcast and-X cnfcst fold up. Pie se forgave 
the inordinate numer of letter struck off today. I promise it
sh.11 not happen again soon..... < :
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Hworandnm to Clipping a.rvloe: 1

o::.;. 0 After filingtthree reports in a single day 
last week, X thought 1 cmight perhaps best demonstrate 
some regard for that Service by giving a bit of respite*

#e were delighted to hare your letter, covering the 
status of the daxhund and the unfortunate observation 
made regarding the time devoted to personal mail. Isn't 
it a shame that people must tear up perfectly harmonious 
relations but a single observation, suoh as in the 
.present instance. . i *Vo ^

i. -i- .. y ii A ; t;7  .  *|

. In times past X have thought that these little 
remarks frequently stem, not from a point oho son 
to hit upon, but rather are mere expressions of annoyance 
which chance to explode at seme unpredictable moment, 
and that what ever may have ohqnce to bq the .subject to 
the fore at the moment the explosin was due, it just 
happened that one fhing or another, possibly something 
quite ©lose to one s heart, should be the chance victim 
of the remark or observation*

But what is more lamentable than the observation,
I think, is the fqct that never again* - no matter 
hew perfectly the sjate of mind ,may be restored on the 
PArt of the .speaker, there will always be just the 
slightest flaw in the hitherto perfect surface of the 
friendship which onl years, - if ever, are capable of 
removing from /the mind of the person who has been 
the object of the remarks*

The Madam Continues to improve .slowly, both 
physisally and in spirits. - with oooasional lapses into 
gloom in the later praekei*

i As X am pressed for time, 1 can mention but one item 
more before sending, this along* A letter from Hr*
Martin indicates that he has reoeived from a cousin 
out «est somewhere a tOgĵ ttX~.tfae Xftaxy q x j ^  
liSitgin °hase,. Dr. ^hass, you may recall* was mentionsd 
vaguely, in 2* “*t* *̂ Wailes notes, - as covered by 
8yinor* - but merely mentioned in passing, as X recall.
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Dy# ^bases' country home was Mantua, of which 
I may have spoken hefora. It was eome lg Mies down the 
Kingston Bead, below, - to the South of ^atohes. Mantua 
was modest but elegant, built on lines not unlike 
Cherokee. Its garden was remarkable, - 370 acres, 
including park $ gardens, artifical lake, deer park, 
eta. • It* s brick wall was 4 feet high with a 10 
foot poling in wood, above that. Only sections of the 
old brick wall remain, and Mantua, the house, was taken 
down a year or two agao. I think I have spoken to you 
regarding its one time museum on the top floor, etc*

Well, according to Mr. Martin, the^iary appears 
to be marvelously interesting, and he being transcript 
of it at once, for, myselr, I ha e asked him to 
put parentheses all along In tba tranBoription. inftioatmg 
the identity of the people and particulars regarding 
places and episodes that may be familiar to Mr. Martin.
All of this will greatly enohanee the value of the^book 
of course, from what Mr. *artin has to say about it, 
it would appear that the two volumes are so fascinating 
that they would affprd great entertainment to anyone. 
Frankly. I am hoping that with the t ransoription completed, 
together with Mr. wartin's notes* I can enlist -kr.
Pipes to join witlTme in bringing out the thing as * 
book in itself. <

Of. vest,I must tell you that Miss Solver dropped 
by on Tuesday. She, reports le vieux de la riviere as 
muoh conoemed with death and generally in a pitiable 
o ndltion. At the same time she oailed, another old 
friend of L.*s came, reporting that she had justreturned 
from a 3 day visit in the Orescent HL.ty, during which 

f three days thsy had seem him during prolonged sittings, 
and that he is .precisely as always, in good health, save 
for lots of drinking, and happy as a clam, vigorous 
snough to be rwriting a novel,-wto.-^ ets^Jt •PP*** f 
that he has been playing tricks oa Miss^ulyer. ^  *
written a line for her, eit.er by way of letter or anything 
en Louisiana. That's why he pO,ays sick, I ^PP?8**In iny event, the last State cheek goes forward this 
coming month, and then we shall see what we shall see. 
Simply must skip. more s hortly* '*v

p.,sa © 
aedaei

iiiis
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Memorandum fof Clipping Service:

Jans 20th at Melrose.

«
’> ’3 a x- if$e <x

tho W  behind on my oorreapondano*, yet grataful for iisa
past^eCk faillDg V M *  **ave oome through during the

i ?
x O  r  '(({* &ff$  M fT .■ &  ^ ** *« a  rf& feif a \?  ■■ v? +.f,- ,»* f

r0P°^ covering the schedule inregdrd to the difficult* of,tearing one!, self away freai revs ±Jt 
u*' “ a we °“derstand perfeotly. in suggesting a round to these parte, we did so mere by way of expressing

\ f 8ality* particularly with the idea 
*ttL  aPPr®«i»tt°n for *he great worth of la parfaite secretaire. Patienoe is something to hs nurture* and so'Ijj jbeiosf 

strange are the twist, of Pats that with an aspiration in one's 
heart, there is always the possibility of realisation in the

• aapeoially if one beeps steadfastly fixed in thought on things to he desired. *X  «*» V i  X m 1* £j|A? “ •>' l U w

¥ A not® from Barnett Kane in yesterday's mail, requesting 
th$ doors _bs opened for him to make a three or four day visits fc£ts 
sometime this month, The Madam turned it over t© me for answer 
and for determining the date, I .haven't made up my mii?d as to 
when, but shall spread out the mat shortly.

Deep Del at Country is the title of his forth coming book, 
now on its wayto the publishers and scheduled ~tq appear in 
October, Mr. Dipes and 1 think the last word a little out of 
joint, or at least lacking in imaginative quality. "Deep Dolat 
Land wouldaven be better, although Deep D.ei*ta Destiny, or 
design for Deep Delta or some w such might do more to arrest 
one s thought, I should thihk. But after all, Mr. Kane, hATitffee* 
already twioe proved that he knows what he is doing, scarcely^* 
needs opinions from any one, and I havq no doubt that his iio 
ourreht opus will be4 on the same level as the rest of his things.

* Is interesting to l\aar how goes your The pattern is so similar to other oasds I hi
A n  1 a w  V «»a a J  4 A  4      j   «  j

little MUtu/vr ^,___v___ __  __ „ ____ have know with this' ;
partioular breedthat it is surprisingly identical. Somehow 
hy their very make up, • with body too long for their legs, 
they are objects of pity from the start, and as one grows 
fonder and fonder of them, they somehow take on all the attirubtes 
of something almost human, and are certainly muoh more auoealinsr v  - 
than a blood hound or a *reat Dane. I presume the oountiy ^  x
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will hold maoh for your problem child, although you will
no doubt be surprised when he manifest no more interest_______
in the out.of doors than to remain within the house, if he is 
permitted to. One or two of the pack we had here used to 
remain forever on the gallery, just as olose to a door i 
oould squeeze, and would have been in the house all the

ic<
_____ They used to start up a rabbit now and then in the iris
garden and chase the thing through the bamboo hedges and eventually 
end up under this house, There legs were always too short 
for them to ever oatoh up with a rabbit, however, and I‘suppose 
they may have been called Baxhunds because the object of̂foi4%p*

There were so many thin s i wanted to-cover in this note, 
but I am in something of a tempest, what with half a dozen 
pople working about this place7 preparing to have the house 
jacked up or some such, and I can't remember if l have#told you 
a xOf X o i sue

fact that the Madam's eldest son was ,h#e'. 
from Wednesday through Friday, • and being just back from 
a couple of quick trips to -^rope, conversation with him was 

exceptionally interesting. He arrived here about 4 on Wednesday, 
and by 9 o‘clock the big old hay barn, adjoining the gardens to 
the *ast,-undonet teW-far from severnl-units *in the gardens 
themselves, burned to the ground. It was a clear, hot night
without any breeze, and from 9 until mid-night the heat wai_-,,,
intense, Embers dropped on the loom building and one or 
twq others, but were quickly put out * and so nothing but the 
big b a m  burned, - whioh is much to be thankful for.

saw but little of them. Caroline has a ̂ so re foot, having 
"‘ jafl in a burning ember that

fail from .an open fire in the fireplace at Briarwood. What 
she was doing,' prowling around in her bare feet under such 
circumstances, I know not. But then,- as you know, the Hormone 
are curious, aud this is but a single example.

A million things await me, and I must fold for the moment, 
but wilX-be back again on the morrow. Is it better for

mail to come through if mailed here on a Friday or some such, 
and do they slide in easier if not sent by air.,,,•••••

-------------- ------- - ■-     -Jm    — ----------- .......— -  ...f  »--■ gfc r: v1     ■ ■ ■ --^i»—  —r my r y. v - r -;. r\m ■■■ -■t *f'f '
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June 22n4, 1944.
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Memorandum to Clipping Servioe; ; 3 aaax oi ela.
■ ' ; ' ' '  L I  '  } x l b u s  ,2

Twenty five times during the past twenty four hours have 
I written mental letters, expressing the same thought in a ~ 
thousand different ways, and now that I am at the k e y b o } ,. ■ 
do not seem to have any facility to express myself,, sufficient 
perhaps it may be to say that lean days do not*exist when one senses 
how m o h  it means to have a.single sympathetic soul. 
all and at .the same time keeping a lubricant available until such 
a time as the literary drill brings up a gusher. More would I 
say, but cannot. Perhaps my thoughts are sensed, even though 
not expressed,

I am under the impression Mr. -Pipes may have written you 
on his own account relative tp a paragraph he_ * *  2*
the former columns, - something whioh delighted him enormously, 
and whioh he wanted to speak *of directly to you. At the 
he was just issuing from a somewhat pre-oocupied state, - I almost 
said a depressed state, - and because of the pleasure whioh bought 

him out of it, I hadn’t the courage to reduce his enthusiasm over 
a coincidence concerning the name of a certain ship by telling him 
that it was something conceived rather than an actuality. And so, 
if he doe8 write, and your *feel inclined to respond, you might 

give the impression that you were as astonished as he and that 
you had not had any one direct your attention to that paragraph 
concerning the trans Atlantic clipper before.

Although we haven't shown it to the Madam as yet, we have both 
been busy as bees turning through the 1887 - 1888 copy of the 
weekly newspaper ARIEL, whioh Mr. Martin sent us from Miss Charlie s 
colllection. Her sister, in settling the estate, gave us many 
^things, but the ARIEL is a loan, for she feels that later she 
may hire an opportunity to sell this item. It is really worth 
Such, - covering such a long period, - and such a r a r e o n e . J o r  
instance, we found what long I have serached for, - s contemporary 
account of the Prince of Jallon, - aol. Foster s lore Prinoo*" 
an aocount printed just after the Prince had left Hatches. <Several 
details are included whioh throw additional light on the ® ^ eot’ 
and one or two errors are to be noted, - but unimportant ones, - such 

attirbuting Prince Master to Col. JamesFosttrinstead of 
Thomas Foster , who had died ten years betfore Prince was actually 
freed and set adrift.
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plantations desorited for sale in these issues, - the properties
?f ?222ph * * 7 ^  t?e Madam 8 grandfather's father. This was in 18S7 and 1#£6 when he had somewhat over expanded, and he was~  •*'■*'* Mvrnvff jucfcw v V 04 vAyCUivLwvL |
attemptmg to put hie large holdings back in balanoe. Ee died 
® tipping over into a water jar at the end of the fjallerv
and drowning. Aooordingly his wife, b o m  ^avinia Tompson, 7
who according to contemporary reports *is aaid to h« * *•***« it 
wonan, being able to read and write", settled up the estate to 
a large extend, and although it ended up by not being the third 
largest fortune in -Krai si ana, it oame out quit. ample. Sventuallv
r t l a items and give them to the Uadam, for it will entertain her when things'grow dull, - and

1*5S °i*end Without to: ehing anything on subjeots ooverdd fy^raBioare and 
me, there will be lots of things to fill up a good . i M d ’boSk 
a e r e  will be plentpof %tohes stuff in it but quit* a bit of other 
localities, too, and I feel sure it will round itself out as satisfaotorlly as the Old -Louisiana Sorephnnir sue

„ ,„®?e£e ®r6.other points I would oover at this sitting, but I shall have to let them go for the moment. I would’say‘that " ~~ 
although the weather aontinues hot and humid, there are kool 
elements at Rundown, and pleasant thoughts that go with them.
At the moment I have a couple of little problems of polioy to
m o « v eh ^ « ^ 9SK.aJe takenoar. of wtthi:.<£».moral banking which yesterday’s postman assisted in so nobly.I would? say but no more could I feell.... 9‘ore

rtr~w .iroridhJt̂
. iX-*.**, JL&-a—l i  £%,«£.
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June S3rd at ^elrose.

Memorandum to dipping Service: -
* The Madam was enchanted with her note, as of last 

Sunday, and has suggested a memorandum be filed accordingly.
Referring to the Key to Uncle Tom's Cabin, she says it 

was worth five dollars lust to read about the Braezeals (sorry 
about the spelling). J^hey have'lived in this area for ever 

7  So oong, have always been rather pretentious, and sometimes 
not too ethical^ it is surmised. There was, some mix up at 
one time about'the estate of Marco, and something about 
Overton, - a name you may recall as figuring.in the U. S.
Senate. X don't recall the details, but a lot of people 

didn't lifce all $be side lights that resulted from a curious 
and wholly lefal" combination which was a little unpleasant 

' 'in some aspects. -" } :i /  f : •, do am h 1 : i  e«5 0c?<r?/8 2
I am delighted to have this,particular reference from 

the pen of M adam Stowe, and I think % .  Pipes and X can use 
it to advantage in the Old Mississippi Scrapbook, on which 
we are hard at work.

Bo you remember la belle Irma Somperya#-* Willard,? She 
passed 'by yesterday with her 6 foot son. She is spending 
a week with her Sister in Hatohitoohes. *>he has been working 
'in ^ashingtod, keeping her Rew York apartment, but threatens 
to pads by here this fall for a little while. I don t be
lieve it. She oame through flew Criaans, stopped at the 
St. Charles, and at mid-night, - she's inclined to be dizzy, - 
telephoned le vieux de la riviere, and had a delightful 

* sitting with him. ahe claims he is as gay as ever, read 
very excellent portions from a book he is writing, called 
Rainy Mardi Oras, and seemed to he his usual self. She 
did say he looked terribly thin however, complained of 
falling down too frequently, and said he sometimes suffered from 
a buzzing in his ears. (X explained to the Madam that it 
wasn't buzzing that bothered him, but rather burning, what 
with all the dishing he invites from all sides) - Weil, there 
is another side light on the JJew Orleans situation, which re
mains as contradictory as ever.....
(over)
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Did I mention in yesterday*s report that everyone 
is praising the philosophy in ^nne ^rrow Lindberghs last 
booh* The library is sending it to us* 1 don't know what 
it is about, but everyone seems to agree that it is good.

fortified by a Kool, I took to the road with ^r*
Pipes last night about an hour before sunset* We drove 
in a pick-up truck along ^ane River as far as Bermuda, stopp
ing at "Uncle Phanor's" place, - Oakland* Our purpose was 
to borrow a diary in Prneoh which Lest an kept during a little 
trip to Texas about 1849, • or possibly 1852, I am not 
oertain. We found a flock ©f rdudhommes on the gallery, - 
the Alphonse* Prudhomme8 own the place now. We ohatted but 
a few moments, as it was their supper time, and so left 
without mentioning the, diary, sinoe the time was obviously 
• inopportune. '
'% rf f )  f it ~i i-ffl r-f : f T.T1.V V ■ V  » ’ -v •  '••• •- : ■ :j ■ ■ ' <- • - •' - * « • - ( . . ■ 1 . , .. ; .

I want to borrow the diary to explore it with a view of 
using it in one or two possible ways, if it can be translated.
1 suppose it is muoh like the English diary Lyle used in 
Old Louisiana and which Pipes and I are using in the 
Olad Louisiana **orapbook* We contemplate making an Old 
Texas Sorapbook eventually, and might possibly find this of use 
for that,book* Aben, too, there is a chance that we might 
eventually bring out the entire Prudhomme (Lestan) diary in 
a book by itself, with appropriate notes, - after the manner 
of the Lonhett ^arrow one. It - this French Ltary, could be 
used most certainly, in one or the other, - or possibly 
both, ^rankly, after we get the d a m  thing, - if we can, - 
I do ,not know where we can get the thing translated. I know 
one or two people who might do it, but they are so dizzy that 
I wouldn't trust the diary in their hands, but that will be 
something to worry about After getting the thing, - whieh 
we may not be able to do after all* But we shall try again*

' " . ( i ti* • C* : 'v • ■ : * i \ • i  l  « - Vf 4* ’ ■ •

°n our way back, we came down the opposite side of 
^ane uiwer fr m -Bermuda to ^lrose, • about 7 miles. % e  
plaoid surface of ,the river was like a gorgeious silver mirror 
reflecting § magnifioient red ,dying sunset. It was getting 
"first dark , but we took time out to talk with one or two 
of our oolofed friends aLong the way, and so home to bed and to 
rest, - and to think a while before sleep of those I know 
who would have enjoyed Uncle Phanor*s front gallery and a sunset 
drive along Cane *iver...,.v

9 6 4

June 26th, Monday* 0

Memorandum to Clipping Service :
W - ;  " 1 n 1 !! ’ 1 l''"1 r1''1 1 t ■' -1''

. ■ ' -  * , J  

An air mail report to hand, and I hasten to say thanks 
and to assure you that *the prolonged silence on the part 
of the Madam merely means that she hasn't taken pen to hand 
sinoe April, I believe. '

’ *

I write all her letters (alt-hough you might skip mention 
of the fact) - for it annoys her on two counts, - first that ' 

her neuralgia in the right shoulder prevents her from writing, 
and second because she thinks it puts too much on me, - which 
isn't ture* X write to the General, and the other two boys in 
the service, and to a host of people, * some of whom I 

know and some of whom I have never beard* It does keep my 
fingers flying each morning between five and nine, but I can 
do the job easily, since I skimp some, and in some* instances use 

A form letter, as it were, so that they can be ripped off quickly*
4 \ + V • lh

frequently she is* giving me specific messages to one person 
or another,, and I realize that you are on the top of the list 
of those thus designated* But somehow between 9* o'dock one 
morning and 5 the next morning, I sometimes forget, unless there 
is something most pressing to be inoluded. If she appears to 
have been silent, it is merely because I have forgot to add her 
little messages, — having been so busy talking about myself*

While on the subject of correspondence, I should remark 
that % .  Pipes was delighted to have your note in today's 
letter* He will no doubt respond directly, although he 
may not, because he is going hammer and tongs after the 
Mississippi Scrapbook* and so concentrates on the business at 
hand that little i else enters his line of vision until the 
whole thing is over and out of the way* And so should there 
be silenoe both on his part and on that of the Madam, you 
may just charge it off to pre-oooupation, • one with 
a tender arm, and the other a full program on a Scrapbook*
QC C J H & 0  XiSH0x»; i. (j 0$  v? IQ& «* - t *■*••%* |£M,. * ' J ^

(over)

»
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I am glad you mentioned the faot that you were a little 
puzzled that you hadn't heard from the Madam, for this gives me 
the realization that 1 should have stressed the condition 
of her arm to a lot of people who may, in consequence of her 
silence, and *my laok'of explanation, may feel even as did you.
I have a stack of letters on the docket for the morrow, and 
thanks to your re-action, I shall underline the preventive 
element in the Madam's physical make up at the moment*

We had a busy week end, and a hot one. It hasn’t rained here 
for ever so long, and some of the darkies have told me that 
things like watermelon vines have so dried up that there will 
be no crop in this immediate neighborhood, flow,- and this \
from Caroline, - frequent local thunder showers, - always passing I ^
Melrose by, - have sufficiently moistened other sections of 
this Parish so that the crops are good. As for Melrose, the 
cotton crop is the thing, and Mr. J. M. flenry, - who is success
ful, both as a business of manifold interests and a planter, 
sometimes deolares that he heeds no rain for ootton raising, and 
I mn'st say the crop looks pretty well without anything but heavy 
dews.

I am glad to hear your child is improving. Children 
are such a care, aren t they? - This morning by four black * l
children began eating for*the first time, - they are about 1
five weeks old. * bittie Grandpa looks as though she had been 
dragged through a knot-hole*, and obviously four children must 
have been something ef a drain on her. 1 haven't named My 
off-spring as yet, but since they are four, I suppose I might 
think up something original like Black, Star and Frost,, Gorham,- 
or some such. Mr. Pipes performed an operation on the smallest 
one the other day. A big old tick imbedded itself under the tail 
of the poor child, and as it was obviously sapping its strength, 
we went to work on it, -‘with me holding it by the back feet 
and the tail, - the kitten not the tick, and i"‘r.. Pipes using 
a couple of matches as operating tools, we got rid'of the thing, 
and the little one is growing by leaps and bounds. My family 
life has been complicated, however, by the presences of two 
half grown white chickens which seem to have taken up with me, 
and whenever it's eatihg time for the children, the chicken* 
go to picking at them, and so things go into a tangle. ,;

T aioH e l  ed esi;-cecf t doit
± ohat with you so often, I can't for the life of me remember 

what subjects 1 have jotted down on paper an& what 1 haven't.
It the moment I am looking forward with much enthusiasm
to the first large envelope‘that will be coming through
from *r. Maftin, with the opening pages of the Chase Diary. What
with the notes Mr# ^artJLn'is adding as he transcribes, and the
material I have accumulated, plus* some additional details to be
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added, I am hoping that the thing may turn out to be well worth 
a volume. It seems that one hurdle will be-to get the consent 
of the owner, and then will follow the usual considerations.

^ave I already written you a million times about old Mantua, 
the Ghase home? What, I have, - well I'll run the risk of re
petition then. It was, - Mantua, - in the Kingston neighborhood, 
about 10 or 12 miles South of flatohez on the Upper Woodville road,- 
not so far from %ypt, now in ruins, and Woodstock, - home of the 
very rich Judge Armstrong, and about due east of laurel Hill which 
has the Seoond Greek depression or valley between the two plantati 
tions. I have visited the place many times, before the house was 
taken down. It you recall the photographs of Cherokee in the 
Democrat *ink Papers, you have a gene al idea of Mantua.
There was a flight of steps up to a recessed gallery, with 
projecting Tooms to right and left. Inside were two large rooms, 
flanked at each end by smallerones, and in the back ran a large 
wing, with dinning room, etc. The baok gallery was a duplicate of 
the front, - gallery recessed', with a beautifal staircase from the 
baok gallery leading to the seoond floor, - just as a smaller 
stair case on the front, - in the room at the right of the gallery 
led to the seoond floor. In the center of the house on the 
seoond floor was a large hall, lighted.with two or four dormer 
windows, - not unlike the Briars. At the right was the famous 
Chase Museum, - a lovely room, with alcoves, and the whole surround
ed with mahogny oases, from ceiling to floor, - save for window 
spaces at the end of the room, - between which a full length mirror 
reflected everything in the room. It was here at the Rev.
Chase accumlated his treasurers and here he entertained suoh 
friends at B. L. Wailes, George Washington Sargent and others.

, Balancing this room, at the other end of the house, and beyond 
the central* hall, was another delightful room of the same size 
as the museum. This was a si salon for general entertaining. 
Sometimes an orchestra was installed in the large hall, and danoing 
went on both in the hall and the large salon.

I think I have mentioned that the gardens numbered 370 acres, 
and embraces a park for deer, a large sheet of darned bayou for 
sub tooplbal water plants, eto., while the gardens themselves 
were gravelled, - a rather unique feature in this land without 
stone.

That was the country home of Dr. Chass, while his town house 
in flatohez was that property between the Presbyterian Church 
and Magnolia Inn, - onoe a very interesting place betwwe its 
ttnxkorseiron horse-shoe stair case had been dismantled and its 
rooms considerably altered. It was the old Walter.Purling property

• *
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and was the Lintot home at the time one of the daughters * 
married Stephen ^inor* - later this daughter to be known as 
the *ellow ^uchess of ^onoord, and the sister of the same here
married Philip Nolan, of whofa you may or may not have heard.

' *  t- ■ *

'We shall see what we shall see, as regards the Diary, but 
1*somehow feel, from what Martin has said-of it, that istm 
may be a very worthy while manuscript. Isn’t it odd how these 
things can esoape pu lio notice for so long, - and imagine this 
one being rescued from $ixby or some such town in far off 
Arizona.

Shis paragraph might not be referred to in response. 
OuriouBly enough 1 find myself almost as isolated from a 
lot of stuff I want to do as at any time in the past, or 
perhaps a little more so at the moment.* High wages in 
Alexandria (la.) has called away many of my colored friendb 
who could help me locate papers and what not from my files.
Aunt ^ammie at the moment has enough to keep* he self entertained 
in the big house, - there are three or four guests with her 
at the present time, while % .  Pipes is so busy doin^ stuff 
from material 1 have gathered during the years, that he finds 
little opportunity to te$r himself away from that, - and 
accordingly I sit high $nd ary at the moment with but slim 
means of shaking out a lot of stuft 1 ,should like to be 
exploring and amplifying. By the middle of this week, however,
I have the promise of a colored youth to give me an afternoon, 
and 1 shall make the most of that to find a lot of things 

whidh 1 need to round out quite a few particulars which must of 
necessity be held up until I have the precise data I need. Isn’t 
it curious how things can be so near and yet so far,! - and to 
have so many people about, and yet for one reason and another, so 
incapacitated or ̂ re-occupied with business at hand, that one 
cannot, vail one s self pf their services at the drop of the 
hat. i have had to slow up considerably during the past 8 days 
on this count, but ahhll have the well primed again before 
this'note has reached you* But all this might be skipped., and 
I shall effect a solution, even though*gaps* of time in between 
sometimes force me to practice patience. * *

*

Over and over agin P may or may not have mentioned how 
much good has come from the package of shirts which came to hand 
sometime back. -Sach has played a most particular! role and 
each has brought both pride and satisfaction to the objects 
of your generosity, sphere are other points P might mention 
in the same breath, - twenty-five at a clip to the extend of 
billions, but i shall let that pass for the moment, - only 
to say thanks and thanks again.. .

June ,£8th.

?* f  L  t

Report to Clipping Service:
Just a hurried line, hoping it may reach you before 

your departure for a prolonged week end out on the point.
♦ - ' * * ’ > f : v , ,• v ’ * ' *- " ” '

The Madam prays me to assure you that but one thing keeps 
her from addressing you direptly, - the physical impossibility 
of pushing a pen. She wishes me to assure you of her undying 
affection and to say how.eagerly she looks forward to every 
letter, and how much your clippings mean.

For myself, X add igy own Amen, and assure you that only 
the neuralgia keeps her from writing. As a matter of fact, 
she has stated quite truthfully and frankly, that were it possible 
for her to write but one single letter to anyone* - that letter 
would be to you.

While on the subject of correspondence, might I suggest that 
letters intended for her might be addressed directly to her and 
that those intended for me might be addressed to me. I reckon 
that may be the usual manner, but 1 mention it^as a possibility, 
for I usually, - invariably get the mail, and r. Pipes and 
I run through it together, and frequently there are letters addressed 
. _ a Gonfidential nature, - letters from her friends, wanting
to finowdetails, etc., and so we arrange to have those addresssed 
to me thus inscribed so that P run through them without passing 
them (bearing my name) along, - although whenever ones come whioh 
are addressed to me, but contain! nothing that would worry 
her, they are passed along, - but the rest are of course with
held.

Mr. Pipes was delighted with your note, sub-joined to the 
one addressed to me. He is responding shortly, 1 believe, as 
he has asked for the address.

The weather remains too hot for invalids and too dry for 
gardens, but P seem to find it agreeing with me.

No news of any especial interest has come to hand since 
my note of yesterday or the day before. For the most part,
Mr. Pipes works in the library of the big house most of the day, 
exploring treasures set aside for extractions to be made from them 
for the Old Mississippi Scrapbook. At the same time, I withdraw 
to my house where 1 write things to be added to the chapters 
which are slowly taking form under his efforts. Frankly, I
(over)
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thi°k °f » Jitter arrangement, but this seems to operate about 
as well as oould be hoped for at the present time. I leave
® l0?88 I??14 oa th9 59ln8. letting him seleot what appeals to 
hi tha^most part. Frankly, his aoquaintanoe with Mississippi

? ory is limited, and sometimes things seeming important or 
unimportant, do not appear to ooinoide with my ideas at all times.

this great advantageJ - Having dwelt so oonoentratedly 
on the subjeot, i sometimes attribute muoh importanoe to a faot 

dealing with some rather remote point, while he, representing 
« L ? I ? ra8e 1?ter98,t. "all *8 able to hit something with a
general appeal. ill this is mentioned just for your information

«a+giad if you wil1, not r9f9r ^  in oorrespondenoe.I marely wanted you to sense how the arrangements for our joint
„9“°rs„aJ9 *rf>9d up. lowing what is avaialable and to be drawn 

??? "Hat generally is anthentio, X a an eventually shape 
up anything whioh slides in inadvertently or though laok of
^ w ^ L ^ 10̂ 1®489 of ? ?olnt oa his part* 33118 “ethod does not
are likelvitoyheenS°tSi8t91?’ in *he end» 1 bell9T9 the'reaults are likely to be of the most satisfactory nature, and aooordinglv
I am quite willing to adjust myself to it. < ^  y

e£ *tu pr98a9d f?r bim9. “ d shall aooordingly let this
„ £ ° L ^ 9 “°ra9nt* h°PinS that it may reaoh yol in time to express
my hope that your week end may be ever so pleasant,* It will be

routlne in these parts, but the better for thoughtfulness that forever stems from afar. •  a e •
*f fe H  • ,

II

lift*

July 5th at Melrose.

Memorandum to dipping Service:
. t .. f  i i  VI

Shis report should he on your desk this morning.
I had planned to have it there on your return from the week end 
holiday, hut delayed making out the report for a day or so, 
in order that it might he delivered on the day you* returns 
was scheduled, ■* and here we are on that day, and I am just 
mking the report out. » v

, So it goes, - what with type riters clicking and much 
a-do about correspondence, composition and Heaven knows what all.
I do hope your outing proved pleasant, and if possible, rest- 
ful. A little fresh air, - especially if it is salty, ov±x± 
ou "ht to do much for a keener sense for food, and the opportunity 
to relax a little after such a jaunt as required to get to 
your destination, may have been worth the investment in physical
strain, i doohope.' p ^

•We were delighted with your last letter, - my associate 
and I. You mention the availability of a volume of speeches, and 
ask if it would mean something to me.' It would, and I 
appreciate your thoug tfulness. Do not rush it along until 
you are finished with it, however, as the need is not pressing, 
but will doubtless serve in good stead during the coming year..

You ask about ^adam Moore. I haven*t told the Madam I 
have heard from her, but 1 have. I oouldn t very well e 
the Madam, since she y w x  would have expeoted to see the 
letter, and as there were some observations about certain 
circumstances that would have distressed or puzzled her, *■ had 
to withhold the letter. Li Moore remains on the <»est 
Coast, - in the desert of Washington State, but has asked to 
be transferred to the ^ulf Coast area, - probably fexas 
or •Louisiana may be the ultimate locality where she may be ex- 
Seatedto land. In her reponse to my letter, suggesting a 
division of material, she expressed herself as being oonsoiouS 
of,my saroasm, whioh surprised me,"for I had intended none, 
and at the same time she confided to me that 1 haJ “° 
certain secret sorrows that were contributory to her decisibn 
to join the -rmy. I certainly never tried to plum any of 
her sec et sorrows, - and since they were secret andi+a?n?o0aoAm 
explained it, no.one but her own self knew of them, it does seem 

 ̂ to me that I oan t be blamed for having been ignorant of them.
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Well, the up-shot of the whole thing was that I decided to 
take the column stuff and she keep the other volume on 
which we had labored, very generously, she offered me the 
column and half of the other material, but 1 felt this would be 
unfair to her, and so 1 advised her that the division would 
be equal, and that she should know that I was turning over all 
of one volume over to her while I retained the column,

Now, relative to the column stuff, - and you might 
skip reference to any of this in any communication, - Mr. Bipes 
and 1 starred work on it, but we did not see eye to eye as to the 
treatment, and so we let it languish, and undertook the Old 
Mississippi Scrapbook, based on the pattern of the Old 
Louisiana Scrapbook. I haven't told Mr. Pipesr~ but I am 
working by myself !on the column stuff, and when I* have completely 
my rough draft of the connecting paragraphs between the various 
columns and the book is completed in its first sketchy form,
I shall ask him to go over with me, and that will save disagreement 
as to composition. It is rather up-hill business, but I 
think 1' shall make it alright.

V , f  ‘ • * * I

A note from Eissae Mae in yesterday's mail, posted just 
before she left for Chicago to give some leoutres there at the 
University. She said that Friday a week ago, le vieux de 
la riviere telephoned her from the crescent city, - the 
first communication she had had from him in about 9 months.
^s the legislature'was in sesssion, - and as I suppose he thought 
he'might get on the payroll (payroll) again, he offered to 
come up to baton rouge to assist with the program on the, 
following Tuesday. I cannot say'if he offered to come up to 
assist in getting his item, -which is definitely off, back on 
again, or if the offer was to assist in laying out the program 
for other grants for the library commission.^ In any event 
he offered to come up on ^uescay*, and Miss expressed her
self as delighted to be assured by him that' "he is back on his 
fe*t again*, which, I interpret to mean that-he is at'long I
last able to swing the historical writing on which he was scheduled 
to carry out during the past year, - but as you know, has done 
absolutely nothing about. * „ I

Well, anyway, la was delighted that he had telephoned and 
made the offer to run up to baton rouge on Tuesday. And then 
came Tuesday, - ohme and went, and nothing was seen of him and 

nothing was heard from him, - and so, in her final paragraph, 
la S. remarked that now she is not so sure that he is actually 
"on his feet again". - nor am I. Isn*t is a curious business.

Aunt ^ammie hasn't seen the letters, - three in number,- 
which have come to hand this week from .
addressed to others in this establishment than to the Madam s 
isual correspondent. Bach of these letters have expressed 
appreciation for the number of letters 1 have written on 
behalf of the ~adsm, but each has scouted the idea that the 
yiadam must be mad at them, - since they do not believe that 
nere neuralgia would keep her from writing, and in each 
case they have asked the individual, without telling me, to 
write and let them know why the ^adam is mad at them, since it 
appears that 1 feel constrained to gloss over the matter.

Isn •£ it curious that everyone gets the same impression?
I reckon01 must have fallen down on the job somehow, which is 
probably due in part to the fact that I write so darn many 
letters, repeating so often the same phrases regarding ber 
state of health, that I must negleot more often that realize 
to stress her neuralgia, and thus, in fear of boring 
with constant repetition, 1 give them , - or fail to give th m, 
the picture of actualities. As 1 say, she knows not of 
letters, - addressed to others here, but wanted to pass along 
the information to you, since you can readily sympathize 
with the quandary in other people's minds which appears in 
a way to parallel your own wonder as to why letters in her own 
hand were not forthcoming.

*ave had a couple of delightful notes from Nellie 
Wailes ^randon, in which she has passed along some delicious 
bits of information, - graveyard locations, etc., concerning 
old Benjamin base's family. This will all be a great help 
when the old man's diary comes to hand, which will probably 
be within another week or so.

%ere is a heah of other thins to talk about, but 1 
shall have to let them go. Your recent clippings have been 
inordinately valuable for the negro scrapbook, and we would 
both say thanks and thanks again# . ...

**nother report willl be filed shortly,.,..
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Saturday, July 8th,

. • • »Memorandum to Clipping Service: __

Hot and humid host indicate the atmospherio 
situation in which we find ourselves. Thank heaven for 
an occasional shower, even thought it makes things a little 
sticky. The ^alley Electric Company (with the Madam s 
son H# ^enry, as ^resident) serves this locality. 
Its^generating base is Montgomery, la., some 8 miles from 
here' to the Bast, on the ^ast hank of Bed Hiver. I don t 
think much of the outfit, for it always takes the oompany a 
long time to fix things when a storm or some other accident 
upsets the flow of electricity. How it seems that two generators 
of the three required to supply adequate "juice , are down, 
ahd accordingly we are scheduled to have all power cut off 
for a couple of hours at a time each night from 8 o olook 
on, - through but the ensuing month* - two hours off, two 
hours on. » and so throughout the night. It would he 
alright in spite of the xs cutting off of light, fans, 
ice boxes, reading machines hnd what not, were it necessary, 
which I douht. I am under the impression that this 
system might be hooked up with Hatohitoches during the emergency 
hut 1 suppose this is not done because rates would have to 
he paid that outfit, and'there is always a chance that 
Valle Electric oan away with this make shift arrangement. 
All the .enry hoys are rich, and ■a. is among the richer, 
with a finger in ever pie, and constantly sampling new 
bakings. He is good natured and he and l get along 
fine and always have, hut his childish enthusiasm for making 
money puts him in a class quite apart from his mother, whose 
concept is something other than money, - even though it is 
nice to enjoy ihe fruits of his labors. After a long 
observation of things as they operate here, I come to the 
conclusion'that Melrose plantation is operated purely as a 
plaything, and that nobody cares if it makes any money 
or not. I suppose the money rolls in from things like 
Valley ^lectrio and a couple dozen other such enterprises, 
and if Melrose plantation actually operates at a loss, it 
becomes an asset in making deductions at income time* ..
These are just my casual opinions, and may or may not be worth 
anything. J^urely they cannot be of much interest to you,
over
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but I pass them along, supposing that an oooasional glimpse 
at the local set-up may make the picture a little more 
clear.

The Madam continues to gain in gaiety of spirit and 
in general interest in things outside herself, although 
her advancement is slow, and she rather likes to think 
shfe isn*t of much account.

This week we have had but few visitors, but those who have 
passed by were rather nice, and I shall tell you of one 
of them, - Mr. and Mrs. James Aswell, who spent lhursday
afternoon here.

Mr. *swell is the son of James Aswell, - late 
member of "ongress, and one time head of the normal, 
now the Allege, at Natchitoches, at the time the Madam 
went to school there. The present Mr. Aswell used to write 
speeches for Mr, **am Jones, when the latte* was *
Governor. His three year salary was #5,000,00 a year-, he 
sometimes writes for Saturday evening ^ost, liberty, etc.
He told us he had just sold two stories*to Liberty, and 
they will appear shortly.

Mrs, Aswell married Mr, Aswell after divorcing Melvin 
Douglas,*the movie actor, ^er son, ^elvin Douglas, "*•» 
is currently in some prep school, and comes here sometimes.

She is rather charming and has a good mind.
xhe Aswells*live in the woods, half way between 

Natchitoches and ^rend ^oore, and the place is quite 
churning, it Is said, although I have never stopped by, _ 
since I never find myself on that stretch of road, - 5 miles 
in length, as between town and Grand •“‘core, - unless I chance 
to be heading out toward. Natchez, - and then 1 am in too much
of a hurry.

Conversation was good with the Aswells, for they get 
around some-r-and are informed as to what goes on in the 
world. I believe Mrs. Aswell lived in Washington.for some 
time, - as did *r. Aswell, and they spoke interestingly of 
various social events there, - reoeptions at the Soviet 
embassy, etc., as well as of personalities, including 
Madam Clare ^ooth luce, whom I think is too m  smart and 
too baggish for words, but possessed of a mind, eveh 
unscrupulous, must be admitted to be one worthy of admiration. 
I* think the Au.ee mind is hard and brittle and< back up 
enough driving power to make its possessor always find that 
, the ands she may desire always worthy of any means she 
might stoop to employ. I dislike her twisting of facts 
in her political speeches, for they are obviously designed to 
give false impressions of events, while at the same time 
I listen attentively to the manner she reels off.the stuxr, 
for her manner is arresting.

#M-5889 in the Southern Historical Collection,
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The Aswells also spoke of ‘“atchez where both of them had 
just been for the first times in their lives. I was 
interested in their reaction. They didn't like it.

- * t . :

The place isn't old, to start with. It* is more of 
an 1870 or 1880 town than anything else, according to 
Mr. ^swell. The staid with Mrs. Wall at the Briars, and 
while they were impressed by the oharm of the place, they 
were uncomfortably house; - the fans being too small, and 
the furniture too uncertain. The found ve MoKitterick 
at ft Blmscourt too dirty, as was'his elegant home. That 
is no doubt nerfeotly true. They found many of the roads 
about chez very narrow and twisting and turning. That 
is true too. And so they didn't like the plaoe, and 
I pumped them for all they were worth, for I am always delighted 
to get other people's reactions. It boils down to this, - 
their reaction^ I mean, - if a road is merely narrow and twisti- 

ing, as opposed to the borad, cement highways of the 20th 
century, then Hatch©z cannot please, for that's the 
way many of the xxx roads are. That's what makes me 
love them, of course, for these are what is left of 
the old traces, "ut if one had never heard of a Trace, 
an if this particular type of beauty and oharm held no 
appeal, - well, then they certainly would be a dull outfit.

I rambled around with all these unimportant details because 
I hope they indicate in a way how!people above the average 
in cultural attainments react to something which to others 
appears quite in a different light. It is important 
for you to consider Hatohez from these angles, too, because 
your concept of the plaoe is'likely to be ± biased by 
my enthusiasms, wherein I re-create the past and set it 
alongside the present in such a manner that on seeing the 
plaoe for the first time,, you may well be headed for a great 
disappointment, sinoe many of the personalities and plaoe 
over which I sing hymns of praise may have disappeared 
from the actual scene 'and remain only in my mind. And the 
panorama of memory in one individual’s mind x may well appear 
as nothing when another, anticipating a reality,, stares into 
nothing m  but a blur of long departed people and plaoes.

♦

At the*moment I am reading Walter Lipman’s "United States 
foreign Policy", - and recommend it to you most highly. t 
I believe it is a 1943 publication by Aittle, Brown and W>.
It is important because it simplifies vast and obsoure 
world problems, now awaiting the conclusion of the war, for 
solution. I'have read about half of the book, - on 
the reading machine, and 1 reoJamend it to your consideration 
very highly. In glaxnoing over the first chapters, you will 
find a stage all set for your appreciation of what should be 
enaoted thereon in the days just ahead when America has to 
make up her mind as to what role she is going to attempt 
in what immediately follows after the cessation of hostilities.
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The local scene rocks along much as usttal.

Mr. i'ipes is an industriou’s person, and works from morning 
'til night* Please don't refer to this, for 1 want 
to repeat what I have already remarked; - I would that we 
might soon work' out some sort of an arrangement, whereby we 
might a labor jointly rather than separaately to suoh 
an extent as we are at present. In the type of thing 
we are doing, I think we might'save a lot of time and 
secure as good results, if $e were to attempt things jointly, 
rather than being impelled as'at present, with me offering 

gobs of data, and with him se‘clecting what appeals and putting 
it down without ever reading the material together. The 
end may<be entirely satisfactory^ what with his good 
judgement as to what the average reader wants, but frankly 
I would be delighted to ‘learn what is being actually used.
As for the columns, you know more tbout their present content 
than I. *or the past several months, 1 have had nothing 
to do with them. He' makes them up and sends them along ‘ 
without ever telling me bf their contents. I £ave no doubt 
they are fully as good if not better than in the past when 
I, had to depend upon others for selections and 1 was left merely 
to re-phrase and put them into such a guise as would seem 
might appeal to the average reader. I am under the impression 
that his selection of matieral is probably better than that 
whioh 1 had read to me, but as * have had no one to read 
a column to me as yet, - none that he was written since 
last March, 1 am wholly in the ax dark as to their nature.
I think he proceeds along this line of independence without 
giving the matter a thought. It isn't important, only 
naturally 1 am interested in what they are like, and of 
course since he knows not what I have used in the past,
I am under the impression he may be repeating stuff , already 
used, and this doesn't matter either, sinoe people have long 
forgotten what they read six months ago, - but when this 
material is assembled for a volume, it is likely that it 
will be ‘terribly repetitious, with the same news items 
appearing in succeeding columns, and *the phraseology quite at 
variance.* I shall attempt correcting this method and insist 
on a greater share in the aotual composition. Please do 
not refer to. any of this in any oommunica ion. I merely 
confide to you to let you know of little problems that arise 
from day to day, llhey are not important, but merely interesting 
as one little cloud or another across an* otheriwse serene sky.

« Must skip. Back soon.

Wednesday, July 12th.

Memorandum To Clipping ^ervloe;
. ;  ** ? * * ;: - 1 - : ' : ’ f • ... i

Your report has just come to hand, and a thousand thanks 
for acquainting me with how things turn in your neighborhood.
Thank Heaven you had a little respite in the open air, for 
somehow heat and humidity seem ever so less in enervating 
powers when one is out in the open and not cooped up in a city.

A note from the General indicates Washington is sweltering, 
too, and what with no rains here in ever so long, things are 
just curling up at the toes and passing out. 1 feel particularly 
sorry for the darkies,t- no watermelons this year, and no 
vegetables either, - everything dried up. At the game 
time their old staple for food, - corn meal, cannot be 
obtained at the present time, and so their, problems run on.

May 1 say a million thanks too for the package which has 
come, to hand in the same mail with your report. I have run 
through the several items hurriedly,, and already am thinking 
of the glad hearts that the, contents will quicken. Those who 
will receive will know you but in name, but the blessings will 
flow as whole heartedly non the less. I thank you for myself and 
for them. Another star,, I notice from afar, is already 
a-twinkle in your crown, already so lustrous with gleaming constel 
ations.

The health situation here fluctuates from fair to fair, 
as the days slip by. Avery time the Madam gets enervated by 

a visit from her offspring and name sake, she is flattened out, 
and is inclined to be grumpy and disagreeable. She was 

like that Monday, - and J told her so on Tuesday, when 
her viewpoint had come around, to normal. I think it is 
well to make her conscious of her bad behavior now and then, 
for it may inspire her, to take a little more thought of 

herself.

« Mr. Pipes and 1 continue in our several updertakings.
I have run through the stuff thus far selected foi the Old 
Mississippi Scrapbook. So far, so good, and I think it will 
be pretty well in hand within another month. At the moment 
we are casting about for some one in Aatohitnches to do the 
typing of the manuscript for Old Louisiana Scrapbook. It 
isn't easy to find, but'A elieve we are on the track of someone 
now, and shall know shortly. We don t want to give it to
over
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Mr. Martin, as he is currently engaged on the Benjamin 1
Ghase Diary, - a two volume item, to which he is adding 1
notes, as he transpose?, and that is terribly important, - 
assuming the diary to he as good as we are led to believe, - 
without ever having seen it. Mr. Martineis 70 or more, and 
what with the gre,t heat, his inclination toward appendix troubles 
and any old Act of God that might transpire, I think it 
better to let him concentrate on the Ghase diary, - which must 
be Returned shortly to its owner in Arizona, - for if illness 
or accident should shelfthe transcription, I know not if 
.it would ever get done. I don t know why 1 am setting such 
high store on this, but somehow I lave the feeling that 
it is really going to be quite a valuable piece of work.

It certainly was a great pity.-^antua was taken down. The 
plantation came into the possession of one McKaleb, - white 
trash, - and white trash always look at x* old - ,
mansions as liabilities rather than assets. Someone, - 
living acrosss the river in Louisiana,, I believe, purchased 
the house, took it down, - and I know not yrhat has become of $ 
the material. Of the brick w?ll that once enclosed the 370 
acres of gardens, - some more white trash, living as tenants 

on Mantua, cleaned the brick at 10 cents a hundred or a 
thousand, - can't remember which, - and so disposed of that 
remanent of what must have been a remarkable brick wall.
It was four feet hight,,with a sturdy picket fence above, 
with an additional 10 feet or so, added to the 4 foot 
brick wall, which musf have made the place qtiite a secured 
Paradise. Only some old cedars mark the spot where 
rhw drive once led in to the mansion, and were one ,
not acquainted with the place before, the house was ,
removed, one might easily pass it by without suspecting the 
glory of Mantua and its museum^ its garden and it deer
park. * I

About next week, in the press, - the Natchez Press, - 
you will notice that the column will be composed exclusively 
of a synopsis of something or other, * and ,the thing 
will be entitled "Laurel Hill”, - I believe. At the moment,
, Mr. Pipes is struggling with the thing by himself, and I 
know not how the thing will turn out, but we shall see. The 
point of the whole thing is to get this thing copyrighted, so 
that we can submit it to the attention of someone like 
j*r. D© M i H Q> for it appears to be a good bit of Americanna, 
and what with an anoient railroad involved, it owbxx 
ought to appeal to tjie De Mille type of mind.

I know not, - at the present writing, - how the thing 
can be engineered to our satisfaction and profit, but I 
shall think that through in good time. I enclose on a

separte piece of paper the volume from which all this 
business is based. You secured this work for us some two 
or three years ago, and it has been stewing along in my mind 
for some time as having possibilities. “r. ^ipes, when it 
was brought to his attention,'was equally delighted, and we 
accordingly are going to try to do something about it.

To get the thing well secured, - and in order to be able 
to handle all the research surrounding the individuals in
volved in the tale, - should Hollywood be interested, • I reckon 
I shall eventually have to drag my hips over to Woodville where 
while seeming to search for data on the sister of Jefferson 
Davis, who lived in that place, - P can hunt up full 
details regarding the lady involved, - who will appear in 
the Datohez Press, as “*rs. Vaughn. All this must sound terribly 
complicated to you, to me, - but the point of

« all this “round about "Business (a la Sven), - is that 
is we carl get the synopsis copyrighted, intorducing certain 
details not in the original work, - and having once interested 
the producers in sudh a script, we shall be able to turn out 
the whole work, - frankly based on the life of the real person, 
but arranged in such a manner as to make our script and our 
copyright claim of sufficient tightness as to merit payment 
for our trouble. In refering to the matter, you might omit 
the name of the actual writer of the1 original work, - and natural^ 
i*t would be well not to mention her name to any one, for 
much depends in the ^ollywoo’d business in keep her name from 
the producers until after they get in a state of mind to 
sign for the st ry about Mrs. Vaughn.

" ' ; 1 • f "

Now ju*st what all this stir will lead to, - if any thing,- 
I know not. It seems to tae that properly arranged, - and 
a couple of major emotions stressed, the opus offers 
wonderful material, - With a twist and a concept quite 
original in treatment,and quite exciting from an entertainment 
point of view, I don t know as the thing will go over at 
all. It certainly may not. And yet here may be stuff that 
the movies may be looking for , - what; with no? more war 
stuff being turned out, and a seeming swing babk to the 
American scene in the offing, I suppose we ough, to get 
some recompense if we discover the stuff and offer it in 
a presentable fashion# It is the idea the movie people 
are interested in, - and they as willing to pay for. We 
have an idea, - stich as it is, - and' of course, shall be 
delighted to accept payment for same, in the event they like 
it well enough to use;
** ‘ t.

All this talk, - and all so vague, but 1 do want you 
to keep ab east with how things turn, andso 1 send along 
these rough* references, Although the ideas expressed still 
remain half baked.
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I am calling the attention of the m&in station (radio) 

in Jackson, ^iss., to the ^atchez broadcasts on Monday nights 
of the Old Natchez Scrapbook, • at the same time sending 
Jackson a oolumn of the Old Mississippi Scrapbook, with 
a view to dramming up a sponsor in that place. I would 
do better to run over to Jackson, but that is not to 
be thought of on two or'three counts. I shall be lucky 
if I make ^atehez and Woodville before the summer is out, 
but it will be worth while trying to interest Jackson in the 
Old Mississippi Scarpbook as the basis for boradcasting 
sponsored programs, - since the idea is at least different from 1
the usual (interruption) ’

|
Well, - I don’t recall where 1 left'off, but 1 !

reckon I had pretty thoroughly covered the subjeot at hand, - 
even though i may not have completed the sentence.

1 would add this point, - however, * I am setting some 
store on my Woodville trip on many counts. In the first 
place I want to spend some time with the Sheriff of 
Wilkinson uounty, - adjoining Adams County on the South, - 
with Woodville as the County seat. My friend, Sheriff 1
Conner of ^dams ^ounty, will intorduce me to the Jilkinson 1
official, and that will start me off right in the records, - 1
which -they say, are wonderful, I also want to call on the 
Lewises who live there in a fine old home. They own the I
Woodville Republican, I believe, and have a file running 
back to the time of that paper’s inception, - under 
old undrew Marschalk, - about 1804, - I believe, I could 
oount on m y  friend, ^eorge tester, of not too distant I
Y/averly Plantation, at Rains, Louisiana, just sohth of Wood
ville,, to open a lot of* doors for me, but according to
the St. •e'rancisville newspaper, Mr. Lester has just |
announced that he will run for Congress this autumn, and 
so reckon he will be rather too busy with vote-getting to 
go in for old houses, - although* his collection of papers i i
is marvelous, it .is said. 1= believe the outs used in - 
the Bennett Barrow volume were taken from Mr. ^ester's 

files, *

As T write these lines, I don't know if ^r. Pipes 
will go with me or not, - but i think not; I think he 
has a great aversion for that*region, - based bn what I do 
not know, - but which I canunderstand, - based, I think, on 
possibly some unpleasant family memories of that region, - 
although this is guess work, - and confided to you in 
great confidence, and please skip mention of the same.
But regardless of this* situation, 1 think 1 might like it 
that way, for eventually I may b able .to secure some one 
to read some of the things to me, and I should prefer to do 
the TSBv. scouting about by myself sometimes, and in the 
end, when something of ours is published jointly, I reckon I'll 
do the speech making and so on, - which will suit me fine.

Must skip, - and thanks again a million.

r  981

July 22nd, at ^lrose.

Memorandum to Clipping Service j
A million little things to s a y , n o n e  of them important, - 

but several of them of common interest, such as speculation 
as to how things will tua;n politically, how long it should 
take Grandpa to remove the children from their milk diet, etc., 
etc.

I certainly enjoyed the clippings to hand, The volume 
mentioned appears to be astonishing in its success. It must 
be excellent^ and I agree with tlje publishers, that it cer
tainly must be well worth waiting for,

I hope the week end at ^assau Point turned out to 
a degree of perfection. I find myself think of that place, 
and hoping that the sun {is as bright and the air as cool as 

it i§ at this bend in Jane % v e r t as I pen these lines.
It will mean a lot to Charlie to be with his off-spring 
end with his friends, too, and therweek end will be the more 
gay because of hie presence.

In these parts things continue much as usual, with 
the Madam apparantly a little strongerxaran physically, al
though her depressions frequently last out a day or so. That 
makes life difficult for her, and since hers is a strong’ 
personality, it makes those whp come in contact with her 
feel a little depressed, too. I know not how things will turn. 
Sometimes I-t^ink it would be better for her to come down 
stairs and fly into the garden at full speed and so wear 
herself out in dping whp.t she would like to do, but is 
frightened for fear she will have a stroke that will not 
kill but only cripple. It is difficult to assist a child 
that is to say a head-strong child or one frequently depressed. 
It is even more-sp in the case of mature people. The Benrys 
'are all so contradictory and so unpredictable that one day’s 
height is the next-d^y’s depth,and one can never envision 
one moment's character in relation to the next succeeding 
moment, fortunately tljey have moneyk so that is never a 
problem with them, but what to do with it, and how to make 
themselves happys is often a problem that they cannot solve*
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'Tuesday. July 25th* 982
There certain is a break, as between this side \>f the 

page and the other. Nothing of particular interest has 
occurred in the mean time, - save for a letter from 
Mis8 oulver.
This, of course, is confidential for the moment.

According to Miss *s letter, received in Modaj^s mail, 
she?and Lyle will arrive today.* Lyle will remain here at 

least for a week while Miss C. continues her trip to A,orth 
Louisiana. She will return here a week hence, and Lyle 
will either return with her to Baton Rouge or New Orleans, - 
or may return here. The whole thing is just too much.

vOn hearing this news* I immediately decided to head out 
for Natchez on the morrow, - Wednesday, - and shall remain 
there about a week. « I jnust go to Woodville shortly as 

the Beaumont business is nearing completion, and I want to
get a lot of particulars there. I would prefer to go
<a little later, but I would find remaining here fruitless 
when the situation is so involved, and so I think it better 
to pull out shortly after Miss G, and Ayie arrive.

The Madam thinks they will not arrive, - at least 
that Lyle will not come. - I can*t say what I think. Only 
in view of all that has transpired during the past year,
I am equally amazed that MiSg is bringing him and that
the Madami is enchanted at the prospect of his advent. At 
the time she took pen in hand to write you a note, I learned
that she wrote Lyle just a line, - but although she prayed
him for word of h mself, none has ever come to hand. One 
must admit he is a dreadful bag, and with no correspondence 
from Neoember to July, it seems remarkable that he should 
consider heading in at this time.

I,have much more to report, but am forced by circumstance 
to get this off to you today. I do want to say how much 
we have enjoyed Prime Minister of Paradise, and all, and
I think there is an idea that will come out of that.
You will forgive my haste, but you can readily under
stand that I have a million .things I want to get out of 
they way before threatening guests arrive, - and before I 
depart. <jln Natchez I hope to accomplish a lot of things.
We are flirting with the ^ackson, Miss., radio station,
and I shall oontaot them and arrange a good program for
them to liste^ in to on the Natchez braodoast while I am
there, I oan t remember if 1 mentioned on the other
side of this page that I had a curious, - but nice card , from
Miss Myra Smith, saying "We are home again (at Levereux).
Have one important question to ask, - and also may have some 

news shortly, 1 shall of course contact her immediately 
when 1 reach Batches. Must skip. - . ^

I 1
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July 26th, 1944.

» * * • t ■ i  fMemorandum to ^lipping Service;
Reports are to-be acknowledged, and particularly 

would I say that 35 times 35 would not‘half express my gratitude 
for having these to hand before I wanted to take off for
Woodvilie and Natchez.

It was good to have the report, and I Would respond in 
detail to the. several points, although I cannot cover them 

»half in this brief space. Only thanks, and thanks again for 
having so thoughtfully anticipated something of so much moment.

Things turn here in mild confusion. Miss Silver, - and 
please refer to none of this in any communication to the Madam, - 
Miss Culver telephoned me from ^aton Bouge yesterday noon.
She said that she had waited for Lyle to arrive, and when 
it <was time for her to start, she telephoned him, - in New 
Orleans, not finding him in Baton B0uge anywhere, and that 
she contact3d him on the *phone, that he seemed groggy and that 
he said he had forgotten all about coming to Melrose. Miss 
Culver said he had seemed so enthusiastic about it when she 
discussed it with him on Saturday that she could only be 
puzzled that he had so q-qickfcy forgotten. I know not if he 
ever intended coming up:or if he really forgot. Any circumstance 

, regarding the matter is hopeless so far as making sense, - 
unless one turns on the bottle in the conclusions, - which 
I suppose to be the only explanation.

Miss Quiver, after waiting so long for him, had to forego 
coming to *elrose on Tuesday, but had to drive direot to 
North NouiMana. She will come to Melrose on Sunday for a 
day or two, but * 1 shall not see her although “Lr m Pipes will,
'of course, and .the Madam,

In having to report my conversation to the Madam, I did 
so with regret, since I knew it would depress her. It did. 
she is expending her energies in fretting too much, and I can’t 
say if 1 think she will ever get righted again without a pro
longed trip to some mountains ,or other. North Carolina, where 
she should go, is too far away. 'The Hot Springs, Arkansas, 
is so crowded one can not find a place, and, added to this (over)
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ia the fact that she herself doesn't like to have it suggested 
to her that she needs a change. So goes it. %

I rjlan to drive to -̂ aton Rouge on Thursday (July 27th) 
with J Ph ^enry - the son who runs Melrose, a good five cent
cigar; * and terribly successful. At Baton Hou|e, ' ’■Pnr mp  never knctos from one moment to the next what the henrys 
wUl to, - I shall spend the afternoon at the library 'Commission 
going over the photographs in the files with Miss culver s

Alice Walworth's sister, •“•s she has a lot of original ^udubon 
stuff, Jefferson ^avis letters, Gordon Di§**®®> etc., eto^^

fahaii
^ u p ^ t o  t^^rinaisrilf’e T " ^ ' slenrthS^a^with Miss 
Louise Ĵ utler at the Cottage, and thence on the morrow, - afte 
contacting t, e proper people through ^iss
proceed to Woodville, where I shall probably a aL d Sunday digging out particulars regarding Hadam Beaumont and 
all And then on Monday 1 shall go on to itches, where I shall
oontaot Miss Myra and the' Garden KLub gpendim’
and after a few days there I shall head ™aX' Sp ^  .about Thursday or Friday in Alexandria with 4r. and Mrs.
Rand, who Will take me to Madam David s house. fjj* 
fl sister of Mrs. sally uertzog, of ^agnolia Plantation, just
donw C^e live? from ̂ elrose.6*Madame i>avis * ■*« ?®f ?ĥ S i ate
purchased a huge bookcase with the books in , p 
of John Jenkins, - the ante bellum ,owner of -lgin Blantation, 
in “atchez. she has never explored the contents of this book 
case, and has promised to let rae do so. Dr, enkins was a 

person of parts, and his library was famous. 1 am hoping to find 
something worth while, in going through the collection. And 
so you see X have a fairly heavy a m  sohedule ahead of me 
assuming that I do get-off on Thursday, and it is not difficult 
for you to i agifie how much it means to me to have your report
to hand'before setting sail. If * *® Set of* 01 40 not» 
least iir̂ lTÊ ’fffSBlble for me to make planer*

More 1 would write, but  ̂must get on with a flock _
things that are*pressing for attention. May thanks a million
and also may 1 congratulate you on. your suggestion regarding 
the wisdom of submitting The Fabulous 52 to a publish®?
OalberSon and the like. I think you should have 552, citations 
for such a thought, for it may bear great fruit. It is swell 
of you to handle the business, and makes the game a®
thrilling.' . Things were in such a jangle here when 
arrived that I have had to let the reading of it, go until 
thh nerves In the eye department come into focus again, - which 
will beb?fo?s n?ght, and 1 shall take up this thread as soon 
as I tduch a typewriter again. ...

h rfl.

0.
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Mondat at Melrose.

Memorandum to.Clipping Service:
•Sack at home base again, and delighted with the 

report, acknowledging receipt of 52 and all. It is grand 
that the ^Lipping Service can also act as*literary^agent, and 
another manuscript, - ^ld Louisiana Scrapbook, - will 
doubtless be on the way again shortly.

%  trip, - in so far as things-acquired, was successful.
At "aton *ouge 1 picked up the hr. uartv;right.journgJ-. At
Miss Louise utler*s  ̂picked up a TTock of original papers, 
including milch •“aurel "■ill stuff, «* as well as papers of 

1868 and 1869, - newspapers.
At ^oodville i had a prolongued sitting with the Mayor 

who was most kind. I located Mrs. B.’s house which still 
remains much as she left hit,(it), » and located the sight 
of her other activities, including Loston ^ow and the Railroad 
St tion.

In Matchez I discovered that much of the ^hase diary 
was ready. It procves to be excellent.  ̂ think it 
can be whipped into shape, and brought out under the title 
of "God Almighty and Mr, Chase*

(autobiography by the latter)”.
I cut short my visit, however, thanks to a rumor, and 

hurried home without stopping in Alexandria. There had 
been a deep “depression here, and things went haywire as 
between the Mistress and the collaborator.

I have worked hard to smooth that out, and he will, - 
as how planned, - go to ^aton ^ouge ”to visit Miss 31i, 
currently there with her family, and copy a lot of material 
I found there in L, S# U .”* - 1hat is the story. His 
visit in haton Rouge will be long, and he will probably not 
return here,

I am too exhausted to say how I shall work out our 
cooperation in literary affairs-at the moment, but we 
shall continue, as we get along famously^together. He 
will forward you his address as soon as it is<determined 
in "aton ^ouge, and manuscripts will be forwarded to you 
‘from time'to time.

BHHP’

„ ;v-., • it!

m h §S£  sMflKk ;

.
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I shall do columns here as best 1 can, - and that is 
difficult, what with fluctuating spiritual situations as 
on the part of my original assistant. These 1 shall send to 
Baton Bouge to he touched up, with additional original 
short stories added to them. These short stories, - about 
animals, etc.,, once copyrighted in the Press, will be 
forwarded to the- producers of animated pen sketch movies, - 
Walt Disney, etc. That may prove interesting.

Hr. martin’s assistance will.be terminated as of the 
15th of this month, which is a great pity, but that must 
be for the moment, hater this weekj^’what with the early 
termination, of the war anajjr. belie 1 s- possible need 
for his things”, 1 shall have it all'crated and forwarded 
to ^ississippirwhere it will be housed in a building owned 
by “rs. Ferriday Byrnes, , That will give me a certain 
febedom of feelihg, in the event that any untoward 

event ’should make me want to move quickly.
1 shall have to spend more .time away from here, in 

order to collaborate, and I do hope one book or the other 
may bear some kind of return shortly, in order to facilitate 
this desire. Hy absences .will, if this be possible financially, 
be more and' more frequent * and gradually things will taper off.
' : ' ' v', .. ,  ̂ • l a , 1 /-V: ̂  1 V . v .......

In fiile, that is how things stand now. My collaborator 
is one with whom we shall both find much pleasure in working 
with in the future, and any communication you may care to 
make to him will be st.rictly confidential, - ant as 1 shall 
see him frequently, it is good to ,know that information 
may be passed along that way., betters for the Madam 
and me should he addressed to her when they are joint 
affairs. Mine should be addressed to me in my name.

i' know not ho?g things will work out during the late
summer apk autumn, but with the dejection that borders, o n -- -- -
wandering, "with quick swings from enthusiasm to vituperation, 
seem to warrant making any kind of a provision that may be 
turned to in an emergency. I am delighted to say that 
the feons are more1 than appreciative of my efforts during 
the p&st years, and even now.1 appear to be about the only 
one who can hold any kind of a -steady point of regard,

1 shall write more shortly, but 1 must mention again 
how much the report means to me, - the one arrive just before 
I left. I have conserved it as much as possible and it means 
much to know it is available, Boon, may it please ^od, 
the literary efforts may begin paying a dividend and that 
will mean ".uch, - and it is so good that we are all associated 
in this undertaking, - the collaborator as well as myself....
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Saturaday, September 9th.

Memorandum to (dipping Service;
It has been rather quiet here these past few days, and 

the thermometer decidedly down, making a suggestion that autumn 
can't be far in the offing*

I am rather optomisti, relative to the general working out 
of things during the months ahead. I have no specific item to 
make suoh a state of mind explainable, - but just a feeling like 
that. j ,

The Madam's health continues much the sarna. She remains upstairs 
except for supper when she comes down. She spends most of the time 
on her sofa, and is in bed before dark. She sees red whenever she 
thinks of the collaborator, but that only,produces high blood 
pressure, I always attempt to,spill oil on troubled waters at the 
mention of his name. X never breathe a reference.

I expect to run down to Baton Bouge this coming week, - about 
Thursday, I expect, although X may put it off until the following 
week. Will advise. My going depends in part upon the possibility 
of a o&r from here going in that.direction, for that method of 
travel is much easier and of course muoh less expensive.

Relative to Fabulous Fifty-Two, I am having our local Bane 
Hiver artist do a series of her own primitives, illustrating the 
text. This type of book would be entirely apart from the one illus
trated from the one with regular playing bard illustrations. I
think the playing card illustrations would be good for an inexpensive 
addition with popular appeal. The one illustrated with primitives 
would be more in the Art class, and sold at a higher figure, X think. 
Both would not have to oome out at the same time, but the one oould
follow the other in a season or two.* * . - • • " . ' ** '' ' • 4

At the moment the Madam is reading an occasional old newspaper 
to me, for about & hours every Qther day. This provides me with 
material for a column, X forward the same, - without her knowing it, 
to Mr. P. who adds a folk lore story to the column, and forwards the 
whole to the Press, in order that the folk lore stuff may bs 
copyrighted, "‘ith a group of these, we shall send a letter to 
Walt ^isney and some of the other makers of films of the animated 
cartoon type, and we shall see what we shall see. Some of the 
little stories are from half forgotten Louisiana folk tales and a few 
are original, and X know not if they are of interest to the movie

(over)
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producer but it will do no harm to try* In the mean time, we shall 
continue to oolleot the Cane ^iver primitives, and eventually these 
illustrations, together with the little stories, might form an 
interesting volume.

Miss Mahiers, during her visit to her home in ^aton Rouge, 
suitably frames a few of the ^ane ^iver items, and later in the 
season a show will be arranged at the University of Oklahoma, whereat 
certain *rt critics will view and applaud, This will make nice 
press notioes to aooompany any of the items we have in mind for 
printing, * when the illustrations are sent along with the text.
au;;' -before returning to Oklahoma last week end, Miss Mahiers
did some IXL stration on her own hook* - JQV, fMa||ttl&iSk 00Teri?s  ̂the Beaumont opus. With some of the more striking features in that 
volume reproduced in sketch form, * such as the old engine, named 
Laurel *ill, sad the L*at Island hotel, - and episode added to the 
original edition Of the-Beaumont thing, It may t e M  to appeal to 
the producer as forcefully as would the mere text. * ;

• Dr. Miller .is in flew York, - at the George Washington Hotel.
I believe that is on ^exington Avenue at 23rd Street. She is 
scheduled to be connected with psychiatric doings at Bellevue 
from now until May, i believe. I merely mention her presence in 
Hew *ork for your own information. If would be alright if you 
did or did not telephone her, Frankly, * think she is pretty 
busy and is likely to find the Bellevue business much too 
strenuous for her physical set up. Under such circumstances, I 
think you might find the contact leaving something to be desired, 
and I should not bother to undertake it, unless I had lots of time 
on my hands* as 1 feel certain, you have not. I believe she has 
lots of .friends in "ew *ork, so she isn*t pining away. On second 
thought, A think 1 would skip the contact for the moment, - but I 
mention her presence in Manhattan regardless.

The darkies have been in foroe to town to get priority slips 
for oil stoves and heatexs^ .and thia morning half the plantation 
is tapping at my door to get me to send an order for them to 
"Mr. Sears”, as they refer to Sears, Roebuck and Company. ; 
Accordingly this letter has been.interrupted half a dozen times, 
and the hourglass indicates the davent of the postman, so I 
shall get this going so you may have it early in the week.
I shall do better shortly, for it seems to me I had two or 
three things of interest to relate, but they elude me, because 
of the time pressure, I suppose. I hope it isn t half so-bitter 
in Hew xork as in ^uisiana.,..
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Saturday at Melrose.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:

Your letter to the Madam came in yesterday's mail, ahd 
pleased her maoh. Me too. And the enolosures' we liked too, 
for there was an image or two that pleased us both to oontemplate, 
ahd one of them graces my desk at the moment, where it serves 
to help a lot in inspiration.

I might repeat, while L think of it, that so far as the 
Madam is concerned, she has not heard from Mr. P. since he 
left. I appreciate his viewpoint in not writing, - still 
1 should have dropped a formal line, had I been in his place,
I think. Accordingly, when she asked me*if L had ever heard 
from him, I lied and said "No , - making it seem less extra
ordinary to her that she had not. as a matter of faot, we maintain 
a very brisk correspondence. ' '

L had expected getting away on '-Thursday, but things happened 
to prevent and now L shall leave on Monday, going to Baton 
Rouge direct, where' i shall remain for two or three days, and 
thenoe to-St, Prancisville, and so on to Natchez. The latter 
phase of the journey is more for exploration purposes than anything 
Sl8e, although •L shall keep an eye open for material, too.

f

It will be good if the b0rapbook’idea does go over, for 
that will enable me to formulate some plans preparatory to 
doing some joint work with someone, either in Baton Rouge or 
Natohez. Having my collaborator removed from this scene, 
and the Madam*s health leaving herwithout energy, my own 
opportunity to do much is greatly reduaed, of course, and I ; 
a counting on returns from the U0rapbook to surmount that 
barrier. m

, In some of the transoriptions done by ^r. “artin, - 
before he was lopped off so unexpectedly, is a very dry and 
uninteresting history of Oakland College, by benjamin Chase himself 
Oakland,* you will recall, was situated near Rodney, and not 
faa from the home of -^avid Hunt, who was its strongest patron.
It operated from the early 3,830*8 until after the Civil war, when 
it was turned into Aloorn uollege, - of which I have spoken 
to be you before, * believe. With the data at hand, plus 

***** other material collected in the past, 1 believe I can make quite
and inter sting article about the plaoe for some suoh things (over)

\ '  -
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as the Miss* Hist. Society, - and at the same time do 
a newspaper article, too, - when I have someone with whom 
I can work*

Mmong other things the Chase account contains is a list 
of the first Board of ^ireotors, including such names as 
Isaac Boss, - of ^rospect Hill Plantation, whose will in 
1836 caused such a racket in the American Courts; Dr, Bush 
Butt of ^aurel Hill plantation (Bodney area), whose son,
Dr, Haller Nutt, built Longwood; Smith Coffee Daniels whose 
son, believe, - or perhaps it was he, who built Windsor; etc* 
adhere are about a. dozen names, - and all of them prominent in 
the area, and they form a splendid Who,s:J1fhO list,
which may be used as a guide at some time in ferreting out the 
great and near-great in that region*

I have never mentioned that you are handling anything 
for us as ag6&t; and 1 mention this so that you may omit 
reference tor r. if you should think of it in directing 
letters to the Madam*

A letter from Mrs, Brandon (Nellie Wailes) in Atlanta 
for the summer, - and confidential, • tells me that Mrs, Moore 
is having a furlough in September; and says she knows I am 
looking forward to seeing her*, as she is ooming to Natghez 
where one daughter lives and to Baton ^ouge where the other 
lives. Well, I shall be glad to see her, but ifcn't it curious 
I have never heard anything about such an intention. 1 shall 
telephone her in each of the two dities, and see what is up.
After all, September is movnlg into its final stage, and . 
if Mrs. Baandon's iformation is correct, the furlough shduld 
be expended before long.

So goes it, and * reoognize this to be a dull letter, ( 
as I tread water, and formulate plans, fake altogether* I am 
rather optomlstic about the outlook ahead, and 1 must‘say that 
during that interim, things here are altogether pleasant, now 
that we are alone and nothing is being accomplished, I shall 
employ this time to conserve strength and do what I can by way 
of suggestions by mail to the collaborator,

Gn?my Reading Ma0hine I have reoently read Churchill1 s 
Bllod, *>weat and *ear«, - which isn't so much a book, but 
rather his speeohes; Hilton's The Story of Dr, Wassell and 
Jean Ethan's Journal *or Josephine, - none of which I 
•particularly recommend, although the last named is rather nice 
in its extreme simplicity of Journal-8sing. With my radio out of 
whack, 1 read these after folding up at night. I shall 
be away about a week, returning he*re probably about the S5th. •*,**

M  A ' - 991 
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October 4th, 1944, "7>
mn.L

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
It would do your heart as much good as it does mine if 

you could see how much the several items, recently come to hand 
mean, and are going to mean, to the bizxb several individuals 
who will make use of them, The arrival was particularly opportune, 
for Clemepoe, the artist, has had? quite a hard struggle since 
her husband's death out off the Relief check, and when I gave 
her two of the summer dresses,, - the green checkered one and the 
flowered (flowered) one, she was happy as a lark. I shall save 
the others to oheok up on the greatest needs, and shall parcel 
them out shortly. As Clemenoe can wear these without alteration 
they are doubly apt as gifts, and she wishes me to say to you 

how much they mean to her at the present time. As for the woolen 
pieces, - the scarfs, - I shall retain them for another month 
or so when, the cold winds start sweeping donw the mile and a half 
road which must be traveled by the youngsters from here on their 
way to sohool, j-hpy will be as proud as peaoooks of their new 
acquisitions, and will be warm at the same time, thanks to 
you thoughtfulness and generosity^ May 1 say thank you?

‘'And m w  'If.apt to bore you with a tentative project for 
the library Commission which has come to mind during the past 
couple of days* I have written Gainer a ffcank You note for
her kindness in taking me to St, Prancisville during my recent visit 
to Baton H0uge, and in the same letter I have confided to her that 
I have a project to discuss with her that should make the library 
wommisssion develops for the benefit of Louisiana to a point 
comparable to what the Library of. Congress stand for to the Nation*
I have remarked only that. much. - which is most certainly a 
broad statement, - but to you 1 shall sketoh the idea roughly, - 
and idea which I shall lake up which her when next I see her*

As I understand it, the Louisiana Library Commission establishes 
libraries in the several Parishes of Louisiana, supervises their 
operation, selepts their personal, acts as purchasing agent for 
all the libraries in the State, and each year get a few hundred 
thousand dollars out, of the State Legislature for the operation of these Mbraries.

These facts being so, and the additional fact that the 
Commission interests itself in behalf of the *axiah libraries 
in contemporary publioatipns only, the Commission ought to institute 
and Old and Rare Department, - headed of course by me at a fat salary.

. »
(wrer)

»
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The primary purpose of the pro jeot would be to supply 
eaoh individual Parish with all the data, - and where ever 
possible, all the originals or transoripts thereof, of 
data dealing with eaohaindividual Pariah*

Accordingly if a research worker, writer, economist or 
politician wished information concerning anything ifc a .. .

, particular Parish, - say Hatohitoohes, on the subject in the files of the local Hatohitoohes library, 
whithout having to flounder around in a dozen private libraries,• 
toe frequently not accessible, - or even known to him* At the 
same time a complete catalogue, - or a px duplicate of everything 
in the individual Parish library,. might be found in the 
files and stalls of the Library Commissions head office in
Baton Rouge*

My idea would be that where ever possible the original 
documents would be aoquired from private collections and 
housed by the oommisssion* In cases where^ the original 
material is not available for the Commissions files, a 
micro-film of the collection should be made in duplicate, -*one 
for Raton Rouge and one for the local Parish*' y - l < A If' *1T- f

Por any research worker* * on almost any subject dealing 
with Louisiana, • past or present, - the Melrose Scrapbooks 
would be of inestimable value. These could be mioro-filmed 
in duplicate* • one copy for Hatohitoohes Library and one for 
the Baton Rouge main office* As indicated above> these subjects 
range from rare and historic documents of the colonial and 
ante helium period right down to yesterday.

The same might be said of any one of the MB or how many 
Parishes throughout the State, and George Aster's Collection 
at Waverly, - oovering West Peliciana, or Miss Louise Butler s 
opvering the same Parish, are but two other examples of in
valuable data, which, if once assembled, catalogued and — 
made available, both in the local Parish library and In the 
main office at Baton Rouge, would provide the State with a 
top to bottom picture and day to day aooount of tiself, - 
its history, its political and military aspects, its * 
industries, its publications, etc., etc*, ad infinitum* Onoe 
this were established and aired to America, 1 feel sure that it 
would be looked to, « the Louisiana pattern, as.a model for 
47 other states to make available to all its citizens, anywhere 
within the State's boundaries, everything concerning the 
State that oould be desired, - available through the medium 
of the local Parish or County,libssry, and through the main 
office, available to the rest of the world through its inter- 
library loan system*

t ’>•
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I regret to say that the present ^ommisstlon does not 

keep on file the Parish papers published through out the State.
I think all of these should.be kept on file, and I think the 
Commission from time to time should also acquire ante be H u m  
newspapers whenever they are available* if the head of 
the ^ommisssion d.oesn't sense the value of such items, lam 
-not sure that the value of all these other things could be 
made apparent to her* But I should like to try.

My olaim 'tot instituting such a department as outlined above 
lests primarily upon whatever success I have had in the past 
in rounding up original material, skipped over or ignored by 
W.PA projects, people like Prof. Lavis, etc. Reaven knows 
the field in old documents had been pretty thrououghly gone 
over before ever i struck the place, - and yet some rather 
precious nugets have been sifted out of the soil since my 
advent. . '

t

I guess my problem is to convince the powers that be 
that there is more to a Libraries business than to supply 
casual readers with contemporary best sellers. That will not 
be easy, - and it may not be possible, - and if not, the 
project can never be put over. And yet, in the event the 
idea oould be planted in the mind, - and X oould orea,te the 
job for myself, it would in the end, 1 believe, prove' of 
the greatest value to the State, and at the same time offer 
a whole lot of people a lot of interesting and fairly well 
payihg jobs. Bp to the present time, I believe the Commission 
employs no men, - and for the most part I fear that those 
employed by the Commission are more interested in keeping the 
tread mill going rather than instituting anything new. Miss 
C. has been successful these last 18 years in getting nice grants 
from the Legislature. Possibly she may continue on the same 
tempo* Possibly I can sell her the idea of making the 
Commission famous, I shall see what I can do*

1 apologize for. burdening you with, all these thoughts 
and asperations, but somehow I instinctively feel you, too, 
are interested, - and who knows what might.not transpire, should 
such a department be established. Par my part, I reckon I 
would do much field work* - using each Rprish libsiry as 
a base for accummulating stuff in the individual Parishes, 
finding the stuff would be the flrpt. thing, - and local Librarians 
should at least be able to put me in touch with owners of 
old and rare, and should house the paraphanalia. An operator 
Of a micro-filming machine and a person to transcribe stuff would 
be about all that would be necessary at first, - after which 
the housing and proper cataloging, etc., ef c., would naturally 
developed as the projeot proved its worth* But I shall 
* spare you the pain of further chatter for this time.
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994In the Pink Papers, you may recall, in the aritole on 
Gharry Grove, that there was quite an account of the 
destruction of Clifton, the fine old mansion which was 
dynamited during the Civil War. According to historians 
of that rar era and subsequently, it was always understood 
and recorded that all the splendid interior furnishings of 
the (house were blown up at the same time.

During my recent visit in Batohe-z, I ran up on an old 
Inventory of all the furnishings of Clifton, giving dates 
of the removal of these household effects, - quantities of 
things, - silver, paintings, beds, mirrors, squirrel cages, etc., 
to different places in ^atohez, - to Stanton Hall, Elmsoourt, etc., 
etc. . , • <

fhe disooery of this old document, some of it in the 
hand of "r, ^rank Surget, owner of Clifton at the time, 
is valuable on two or three counts, • in that it corrects the 
80 year old theory that the contents of Clifton were 
|kLown sky-hight with the house, it gives, too, a perfect details 
of what the house contained, and it suggests that a long time 
at least 5 weeks was afforded the owners to remove their duffle.

X have written an aritole for The Democrat about all 
this, using it as a subtle opening gun for a series of two 
or three other articles about the bluffs. Of course what I am 
eventually trying to do, »« and 1 think I may succeed, its to 
tear up the trailroad tracks now occupying the bluffs, and 
get them away from what should become the finest promenade 
on the Mississippi* Biver, - a continuation of the Dark already 
stretching alonl a part of the bluff. Well, I shall get these 
articles printed before the advent of Governor Bailey, and 
I shall twist his ear a little on the night of the 19th * 
when I shall be comparatively alone with him at Devereux.
Batches, • and partioulary the politicians, are going to be 
fr furious when they learn that but Roman, Miss Myra and I 
were cloistered with the Governor, but let them stew, - it 
will do them no. harm, and possibly they may get a littl? respect 
, for "behind that curtain1*, should the trailroad tracks be torn up 

over a tea cup. One or two of the politicians (sorry about 
the spelling) politicians, have very valuable rights of way 
in railroad spurs, branching out fro# the mail line on the bluffs 
to adjacent property, - some of these rights running through 
other people*s property, and although no train ever runs over 
these spurs, the holders of the rights naturally hold a threat 
oger the owners of the property through which' the spurs pass to 
the property and terminus of the right of way • But these are 
rights which, they may well relinquish, • sinoe they are merely 
nuisance rights, and if by tearing up the tracks to give the 
Bluffs back to the City, these little souls are infuriated,, 
it is.alright with me* So things turn in these parts, and 
I shall write you again, - and in the mean time your good 
offices in behalf of the colored people here to will be the 
better clothed, thanks to you, will go on apace.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
Home yesterday evening, and delighted withal to find 

so many reports awaiting my arrival at the Post Office, •
25 individual items, not to mention a flook of particular 
paragraphs and valuable clippings, for none of whiohoan I 
find adequate, words to sty thanks, although I hopd that a 
telepathetio, understanding may indicate the sentiments, and 
later in this report 1 shall indicate4how opportune, » almost 
as though foreseen, is the value of all that this means to me 
in,concrete form. ,

Shall I start at the beginning of my little trip, • and run 
hurriedly through, • all the details of whioh, core more or less 
confidential. * shall indicate the ones whioh are not confidential.

1 arrived at Baton ^ouge late Tuesday night, end spent 
a busy time there until Thursday noon. Mr, B. and I ran over 
a lot of things together, working out many details of things 
to be undertaken. *mong other things,'I proposed some sort of 
thought,be given to a humorous book of an ante bellum flavor, 
based on paragraphs from the column, * the patent medeoine 
advertisements, ourious brief news items, etc., whioh might be 
incorporated in a small volume, the several paragraphs separated 
from each other by individual outs from the old newspapers. We 
are thinking of getting this up and sending it to the Oklahoma 
Press. We also worked out some details regarding the American 
Aesop series, with what kind of illustrations to be incorporated, etc

Calling on Miss Culver Wednesday, D told her 1 was going to 
St. Francisville on Friday. She offered to drive me up, and 

asked Mr. *. to go. h© accepted, and on Thursday, we went.
This is very confidential, ••but may be of nb fruit bearing in 
itself. At St. Prancisville we stopped for> Cooa-Cola, and 
I took that opportunity to suggest that the library Commission 
might profit by greater publicity, and that it would do well to 
rival 1. S. u. Jith a Department of Old and Bare. I pointed out 
that the past years had been busy with accumulation of very rare 
items, whioh if properly released'to the ^ress, would givs the 
Commission much attention, • equal to*or rivaling that received by 
the D. S. u. Department* If the Dibrary Commission could set 
aside some money for such publicity; Mr. and I oould handle it, 
as I already have enough material at hand, - with a view to much 
more in the future, to<keep the Library Commission in the papers 
fpr quite a time. Also we would be prepared to supply material
over • . .
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to other departments, should they call* upon the Lib* Com. for 
material, • as they frequently do. It would interest you in 
passing to remark that Huey Long was always coming to See Miss 
Culver for additional data on Benvenuto Cellini* Well, Miss 
Culver thought the icLea a splendid one, but apparently couldn't 
think just off hand how it could be accomplished, - that is how the 
funds could be tapped. That is something for her to ponder upon 

during the next couple of weeks, and then she plans to come through 
this way, and I shall have a round with her about it. nothing 

may come of all this, but knowing the light people, one might as 
well drive for all one is worth on such lines, - particular as 
we are to skim off the cream, - should any form on the surface of 
the Library W> minis si on's allotment.

We stopped at Waverly to call on the testers. It is a lovely 
old place, with a fine avenue of moss draped oaks, and the house, 

of course, is ante helium. Mrs. Lester is an artist, and is 
doing some lovely calendars by hand, reproducing AuduMon's plates 
on them, and also some elephant size plates, which are grand.
Mr. Lester took **r. r . and me into his lovely big library on 
the second floor, his treasures of unpublished documents is 

astonishing. 1 can only say I hated the idea,of ever pulling 
out.

• *

But we had to go on to Miss Louise's, were we found ourselves 
an hour later.f It is only a few miles above Waverly, and we had 
a pleasant hour therd, - after which I.headed Miss C. and Mr* P. 
back toward Baton Rouge, ana i remained until.the next day.
As Mr. Bob wasn't well, and as there were other guests, I got 

n o 'Where in the document department.• f
^atQhdd, I found Rowan and Miss Myra deep in Traoe 

stuff. J am doing a few articles gratis for the Democrat on that 
subject, • particularly as it effects the Bluffs. The Governor 
of Mississippi, • Bailey, comes to Batohe* on the morning of 
October 19th, and has a busy day ahad of him. Be wtill visit a 
Pair, do something else, • a luncheon, I believe, and at night 
attend a Traoe banquet. Three hours have been given up to him 
to do nothing, during which he will loll at Devereux. Some folks 

in Natchez will resent it a little, but this is likely to be what 
happens. Miss Myra, as his hostess, will have four guests for 
supper during this interim. She has asked the Governor and his 
Lady, Rowan and me, - and I have tentatively aooepted. Rowan is 
delighted that I shall have th Governor's ear, and I shall use the 
time to get the railroad tracks, now cluttering up.half the bluffs 
swept away by the Governor's decrees. Some important people will 
resent exclusion from Devereux, while knowing that I am inside, but 
I can stand the resentment, You will also readily appreriate how 
about twenty paragraphs in the last report will stand me in good 
stead to effeat this contact,• * t

I did a whole flock of other things, which may or may not 
bear fruit in the future, contacting John Aartin several times, 
on purely social grounds. Being out off, as explained before, was 
done not at all on financial grounds, but on a. whim.

, i : -4

Tuesday was my last .day in Batches, I was busy la the 
morning at the Garden Club getting data for the Democrat articles, 
and visiting the home of Benjamin Chase, next to the Presbyterian 
Church, where x got some, very interesting dfcta. That whole story 
is shaping up- into a fabulous opus for someone like Spencer Tracy, 
should it ever reach that point. The story would be based on 
the story of the Bible Society in America, which old Chase helped 
get going, but I shall dwell on that at another sitting. In 
the afteroon, I called on Miss Jeanne McDowell at Oakland, and 
back home had a bath in prppartation for calling* on old Mrs, Davis.
A telephone message invitbd me to the Joe Dixon's* who were r
extertaining for Charles and Myrtie, • the latter having just 
returned from South America, Right o'clock was the time, but 
I didn't get there until 10. Por at Mrs; Davis, I found two 
iron trunks of papers which had just come to her from the bank 
vaults where they had been since the Civil War. There were grand 
overseer's books, accounts, plans, letters and heaven knows what all. 
It was the property once of Prank Surget and allied memebers of his 
family. The story of Clifton, the Prank Surget home, may have 
occurred to you, as having been mentioned in some article or other 
in the'Pink Papers, - Clifton being the home that was blown up 
by a Yankee Officer, mad because .his name had been forgotten when 
P. Surget made up a diaper party list. It had always been said 
that Clifton and all its ̂ contents was blown sky high, but here 
in these preoious old papers was a list in Prank Surget s hand, 
detailing all the furnishings of Clifton, and indicating where 
all the several items had been disposed of before lovely Clifton 
was dynamited, - lists of pointings,, preoious brie-a-brao, tables, 
mirrors, eto. ft * some going to P. Stanton's (Stanton Hall, some * 
going to A. £. Merrill's (Clmsoourt), and so on and so forth. Hers 
was a correction of history, and a fine opus to use for my 
newspaper fight for clearing the Bluffs. But as I was leaving 
Natchez, and could not borrow the papers, as they could not leave 
Natohe* until a divission had made among the heirs, • of whom 
Miss Kate Davis is one, I asked her daughter to take this list 
of several pages to Mr. Martin the next day, • and so you will 
readily see how about five paragraphs of the report stands me in 

good stead, and how much they counted for, for*otherwise I might 
never have gotten to first base, • although in taking that ohanoe,
I knew nothing of what you had anticipated. How wonderfully works 
a mind that is supported by two hearts beating in perfect unison.

At 10 o'clock 1 went op to the Dixon Barty, and chatted 
long with Charles, - Mrs. Moore, of all people blowing in five 
minutes after 1 arrived. She looked well in her WAC uniform, 
and npt tirpd, although ju t having completed the trip from 
the State of Washington, I continued my conversation with Charles, 
and later Joined la Moore and her daughter, up from Baton Rouge, 
and ROwap, at a table in a room by ourselves, while other guest 
dined in other rooms. Our talk was general. On leaving the

•-
. . . . .
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party, Charles and Myrtle took us home, • to our respective homes, - 
Mrs* Moore and daughter to the Hatches hotel, where they were stopping 
for the night, - leaving as they were the next morning at 10;
I was next at Magnolia Inn, leaving the next morning at 7 a,m.
And' then Mrs* Davis Daughter, was dropped 1 suppose and 
then Rowan. How for wjiat reason, I know not, but when Charles* 
stopped at the Hatches, I did not get out of the oar, - being 
a little jammed in, and so la Moore and her daughter dropped out, 8nd 
went on, and the oar went ahead, - and I never saw la Moore more, 
naturally, - leaving so early as I did no Wednesdayamorning* So 
I never did get to chat with her, save the general olatter of 

general conversation* I reckon she thinks, - or knows, I am 
a bag, whioh is alright* I certainly didn't mean to be rude, - but 
as it was 1 a.m., and it ooourred, to me she must be exhausted, • 
as oertainly was I, after suoh a busy1 day, I just took it for ranted 
that everyone wanted sleep, r and I got mine at least, but hope I 
didn t wound her too muoh by seeming indifference.

Well that is the main outline,of my trip, althought there is 
Another point or two, and this in confidential. The eidtor of the 
Press asked me to call. He said he was<thinking of either increasing 
the newspaper’s size, devoting himself exclusively to printing, and 
wanted me to be the Editor. That was Tues ay also, and I told him 
I should welcome a cnoAete proposal. Perhaps Thursday would be 

a time when he could work out all details and I would pass by.
Knowing that I would not be in Hatches then, I thought it would 
be a good way Vo do, in order that 1 might write him a note requesting 
that he write me regarding details, • so that I might have them in 
writing. I don’t know as anything can be done in that line, but 
it is nice to be offered the job,, and we shall see how things will 
turn. I shall naturally kee'p you informed on that jpofht,* and « 
of course I am not mentioning it here. •

On Wednesday I came over to Alexandria,/wSpent the afternoon 
with Mrs. David, sister of Miss Sally hertzog, the latter living 
at Magnolia Plantation, down ^ane River, $ Had a nice afternoon 
looking oer her library, finding some Sarah Dorsey stuff but not 

much else of interest. Mies the train at 7 and so staid with Dr. 
and Mrs. Rand, and the latter brought me horn late Thursday evening, 

and that's about all. e

Pound things here muoh. as usual, with aooent on the satisfaction 
that no one is here to threaten companionship and literary erforts 

of cooperation, save the Miestress. In the mean time, things 
Will be oooking in Baton Rouge and Hatches, and perhaps I can afford 
to sit tight for a little. . < “ «

*

I apologize for not mentioning before how muoh the details of 
the storm and other doings, which I enjoyed hearing about so much.
Thid is a lop sided letter,,but you will pardon its construction, 
knowiiig that 1 wanted to fput you in line with all that goes'on.

More later,.... . .i : . a w W
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October 7th,,1944.

Memorandum to Clipping Servioe:

In this letter, you will find a note from Essae Mae 
which speaks for itself. You will kindly destroy it when 

< read.

I 'wrote her originally on Mairose stationary, whioh 
apparently she had not seen before. x

* In view of her plans to pass by here on the 23rd, 
and my desire to speak with her in Baton Rouge, - on 
two grounds, I think I shall head out for Hatches on 

1 { the 13th, - whioh would be Friday, do what I oan during the
next few busy days, and than, fpllwing the conferenoe on the 
19th, head out for Baton Ro.uge on the 20th, - which also 

I | would be Friday, * think. That would give me a chance to
do a oo pie of things in that oity, and possibly oatoh a 
ride with her’back here.

It is my understanding that she is coming to ^elrose 
primarily'to give the Editpr of the Children's Literary Guild 
an eye full of a Louisiana plantation.

■ ■In view of‘the ohilren’s stories, • and illustrations, 
whioh % .  p, and 1 have been formulating, it might be 
particularly advantageous.to discuss them with that Editor 
while In Baton Rouga, as circumstances here might make it 
difficult to bring up the name of Mr. £. * ■

At the same time, I should rather my plans for
the Department of Archives for the Library Commission In 
Baton Rouge, where there is a ohanoe members of the Legislature

I or other State officials might be present so that the full
glow of myr enthusiasm might be spilled out before suoh a 
groupf . fight off the bat.

In the mean time, - if not before, • but probably 
while I am in Hatehez, I shall have received the ̂ proposals 
of the Editor of the Bress relative to a job with that set up, 
and I shall be able to turn them over in my mind before 

inaugurating my plan to the Baton Rouge crowd. That will 
be pleasant to have that matter up fox consideration, too, - 

for two possibilities are better than one, and the most . 
sought after one is the easiss accomplished sometimes, if a
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second one remains within reach, I think:.
I guess the ^aton Rouge business would be the better 

of th$ two, fshould there be a choice, for I think the 
establishment of suoh an institution, as outlined in 
my former letter, might lead to a lot of possibilities, and 
afford some time to be devoted to allied subjects and 
writing.

Physically and spriitually, the Madam appears to improve 
as the season advanoes. She may, - or may not, - have written 
Robina something about me appearing pre-occupied of late.
In any event, in a private letter to her in yesterday's mail, 
Robina remaked in passing that of late she had thought 'she 
discovered a note of depression in my letters to her. AS 
Robina is fkept quite aucourant with things here, and is quite 
sympathetic with "our”side,  ̂have a feeling something written 
her by the ^dam must have called forth this observation.
I shalfl have a letter from ^obina when I get to ^atohsz, which 
will explain fall#

*
l think 1 told you that last Sunday ^ spent otf little 

River with Charles Mazurette. although i<t is now cloudy, and 
suggestive of raip on the morrow, I think 1 shall ride my 
horse back there again in the morning. The Madam recommends 
these little excursions on horseback on Sudays. That is 
an interesting point, based, in part*, perhaps, on her realization 
that la ^rignan annoys, - and possibly on the intuition 
that events of July still swell sub-surfaoa waters, and that 
the open spaces may be beneficial.

- e •
Tfcs is certainly a scatter-brain letter, but I jot 

down thoughts as they, com^ to h€uad without regard for 
Style or form. If J didn t mention in this letter,*- several 
times interrupted, - or in my last, I should remark that 
in submitting my plan for a department of Archives for the 
State, I shall ask for among other things an assistant to 
handle the mic o-filming department and a secretary at the 
out-set, with a view to the latter eventually becoming parfait 
at least. •

I

Obcober Sth, (Monday).

Memorandum to Clipping Services
It is chill this morning, but bright and sunny, 

and as this is my first whack at the machine for the 
day, my fingers are still a littlelacking in limberness.

I enclose a note received on Saturday, and thought 
you might be kept "au Courant”', - that seems to be a 
new word 1 have taken up lately, - on what transpires at 

Baton Rouge.
*1 J  } • t  : U i ;  '.l* w  t ; : . < V-*' *  ^  ' -  v * v ‘ f  y  “  *

The Sepia Oinderiila referred to in the letter 
is the artist, Clemenoe.

Yesterday I got astride a horse and rode five 
miles back on Little River to spend the day with 
Charles Mazurette. It was a beautiful, cool, sun shiney 
day, and jbx* riding through the pecane groves was 
delicious. Along the road skirting little Little River, 
beautifully draped as were the live oaks with swaying 
moss,< I thought constantly of another who' would have 
drunk in, as I did, the lovlinfcss and quiet of the 
pastrol scene. Row and then I would* encounter a negro 
friend, - sometimes a-foot, sometimes on mule back, - 
and we would stop and chat for five or ten minutes, anjL 
that put the seal' on the completeness of the whole 
business.

On my way I encountered a smart figure in a 
grand looking garment. It was Clemenoe in one of her 
new dresses, - the figured one, looking like something 
Bottecelli might have stirred up on a shell, - only older, 
and* cl oat hed and darker. She directed my attention 
to her new dress and told me it fitted "like it was made 
for me", * and ^ must say it did. She was the happier, 
thanks to somebody's thoughtfulness, miles away, and 
it would have done yotir heart good.

Yesterday seemed opportune to confide to the Madam 
my new pr ject. I did it only in part of course, - just 
enough to make her feel it would be to her advantage 
to have tho stuff flowing through Melrose, - the documents, e 
etc., and merely enough to ward off any excitement, 
should *iss Culver spill the beans, - as well she might 
do, should she pass by here on the £3rd. (over.)

m

iJ
sg
. 
s
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The way things are shaping up now, 1 think i 
shall take off from here on Thursday of this week, - which 
would be about the 12th. That will give me a couple 
of days in Baton Rouge to explore the set up at the 
•Library Commission before la G. returns from Chicago.

Then I think 1 shall run up to the Lesters in 
St. Francisville for t a day, for cultivating that 

repository of a marvelous collection will do no harm in 
preparation for further designs 1 may have on it later 
in the season, should the job be put over.

Then I will go on to "atchez, giving me a Couple 
of days there t'o round up the Traoe business, - and 
particularly the status of the railroad tracks on the 
Bluffs, before the Governor arrives. With that out 
of the way, - but before that, * should mention that 
I am writing an outlike or prospectus or some such thing, 
covering the proposed establishment•of a Department of 
Archives for the library Commission^

This I shall leave on Miss 0. *s desk in Baton Rouge 
before 'she arrives, • and at‘ the same I give a oonvininoing 
although vague idea to one or two of her assistant, - who 
by having some idea of the scope of the project, • and I 
hope, favorably inclined, will say "Yes", when a day or 
two later, la 0, will consult their opinions on such 
a projeot. That is quite important, it seems to me.

By having a tetse summary of the p!rojeot in writing, 
before she xsbkx sees me, la C. will be acquainted 
with the proposition, although she will not have 
ohbsorfeed it as yet. 1 shall chat with her on 
generalities when I encounter her before leaving 
St. Francisvilie, and shall suggest that she and 
her guest, - that bag from the Junior literary Guild, 
drive to Melrose via ^atchez, picking me up there, and 
sof returning to ^elrose, - the three of us. That ought 
to have some points in'its favor, I should think.

The matter which James refers to in his letter is 
the pep talk I gave la C. at St. Francisville, relative 
to the publicity idea, when we ran up to Miss Louise*s 
during my recent visit. Thatmight also be handled along 
with the Archives business, too, although I think 1 
shall ask for a large salary for the Archives job in order 
that it will afford an opporunity to do some literary work 
on the side.

• ;:-i * /' %  '7. U  y V -  t i  X  i. V  7 ■' * •> , • t  * " v ‘

Please' forgive the hodge-podge of this note, but 1 
wanted* to keep you informed. I should be back here about 
the 24th, and all mail will be held for me at the office....

Tuesday, October both*

Memorandum to (Hipping Service:
A succeeding damn, finding me la the same plaw, mith 

my thoughts beamed in the same direction as yesterday.
The post brought a report, - a lovely one, and 1 thank 

you with all my heart.
Definitely I leave for Baton E? ^ % ° “7 ri^ r J ; he 13th* 

sotnrriflv . t will not arrive until 9 p#m. Friday.
,* &  ..o o u p ;. 

get back to town Sunday.*
Then either late Monday, and 1 guess it will he then,

Waverly^lantation^an^probahly'^pend the ^esters.
ThInceyon “  Matches7 -  and you know the balance of the 
program.

’ i received a letter from arS. Walker yesterday,- she is 
Miss Kate'8 (Davis) daughter, in reference tothe twoiron 
trunks/full of plantation material. - I

etc., eto., ad infinitum.
ocar, 1 shall have to utilize the services Of the secretary 

„f thf^xden Olub to assist me in plugging in some data regard
ing Garden “lub expenditures on Bluff planting, whioh 1 exp“  * £ :: *! “ j t f :  x  s :s » " r s :v
too^^d* aside from the supper at 1 *
much more on my program, save surget papers•Prtr «asistanoe in the ©vent that the Davis- surgeu papero
require some immediate transcription, and a round wi**1

Rosa and Sister Dolores at Burling Hill, - the old 
Chase* Town* housed to wangle some more data from them and 
a couple of hours with Mrs. Florence Kelly, - not 
Melrose Kelley, - but sister of old Miss Gorinne Henderson, •
£ho has a l o / o f  papers on Carmel Church, between Mantua and 
Woodstock plantations, - where Dr. Ghase used to preach. And 
after that, I shall head out

over
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From la C.'s letter, already sent you, y°u will note that 
3he plans to come to ^elrose about the 23rd, and that will nave 
^iven her a chanoe to absorb a little of the prospectus which 
3he will then/have had in hand for about a week.
* possessed'as she is of great ability to hold down the 
library Commission throughout the curious twists of btate 
polities during the past 18 years, - a rare accomplishment 
when one considers the changes from Huey i-ong to bam Jones, 
mention but two, - and unique ability to get appropriations 
out of the Legislature, - I believe it was two or three hundred 
thousand at the last session, - yet in spite ■of these 
her?understanding of complicated personal situations 
therefore it was imperative that I acquaint one person with my 
proposed plan, before it was spilled here by la c. on her arrival.

My spilling seems to have been received with unbounded 
enthusiasm, and so we shall see what transpires next.

t •

' 1 enjoyed your account of your outing on Sunday on the 
occasion of the birthday. It was good to hear .of the H. s again, 
and to know that they are about* I always thought ner very 
nice, and hope her good 'health has returned after these many 
years.

iour mention of heavy -woolens recalls to mind that autumn 
must be really upon you, ana I suppose, the sterling forest region 
must by now, - or at least shortly, -v be ablaze with color.
I am sure Waldi liked the out of doors it not the coloring 
as much as anyone of the party, and if he keeps .up M s  
travel rate, there eventually ought to be a parallel, if not 
a duplicate in mileage of one Fallaha, - I know not how to spell 
it. But 1 have heard the latter's name several times and 
seen the book about him. Two or three Weeks ago, at ^evereux,
I"heard his master broadcast his speech, having much to do about 
'his dog, and I liked it, and I laughed. * often think that 
if a nation can really laugh at or with a politician about 
his dog, things are rocking along in the right direction,

I appreciate your thoughtfulness in reminding me or rather 
advising*me of the extension of postal service in various sections. 
I shall eventually make use of it, and in the mean time Pr^y 
that the zones may be further expanded so that we may before 
long write to those from whom we have been denied news for such 
a long time.

I, too, soetimes wonder about ^adine. uomehow she takes on 
some M n d  of an inter-ocean Evangeline role in my mind. It 

was a great pity that under the strain, of things, these two or 
three years ago, she so flew off the handle as to deny herself 
to contacts of two or three people whom,< I suppose, were about 
as kindly disposed toward her as she will aver know.

Z

“nother person, - aside trom those we ’
particularly the Browser department, i. also think, of the wife 
of a youth, - (interruption) - the wife Being an artist.
Somehow the feeling that she never quite knew what the
was all about. moving through it like an - W o e a u p a y s  des »«veill*.
makes me wonder what in the world ana must make of all the doings
which must have been going on around A her during the P33t
'severelyears. It is certainly going to take us a while to
get all the former personalities, - so long cut off from
world, baak straight in our minds.

Butina the past years I have studiously avoid mention 
of t h £ S ? i  along' these lines, for somehow failing to W J i i r t h e m  
somehow made them weigh a little lighter. -&ut now with things 
°earning to approach a conclusion, I think one can begin contamplati 
IngBuchsujeots, just as one may think ofhreakfastwith a 
lot more of anticipation when dawn seepas actually in sight.

You mention your pleasure in reoeiving the photos from 
Hr.' B. including the one of the aepia inderilla. am glad
you have these, and I shall do what £ ® i aL't
your request for another may not he supplied. ra?
recall exactly hen laat I was "struok", - as the darkles say.
1-t seems to me a month hack, while^at ®1
one was "struck". I shall ask Charles about this when next 
I see him. "e usually takes quite good photos, think, 
and if there is one, 1 shall see about getting it going.
S dI usuany see M m  on Sunday only it will be three of
them before I get out toward Little River Farm, I think, but 
I shall not forget about it.

' I realize I have written a great deal about the 
prospectus for the Library Commission, but what with the 
several attempts I have made to get down on paper all
the main points for the prospectus, 1 t*:1«lan in have touched upon.all the inate possibilities of the plan in 
my letters. It is so strange hoyr mentally ,e J ® *  ®  f? 

manv endless conversations with those we love that when i 
gets right down to saying what has been written and 
expressed in thought, it is difficult to say. I shall aeoordmg 

ly run the risk of repetition, - and if I do repeat, pernaps 
you wont mind going over some of the points a second tim .

•In order to make the proposition palatable to toth HIMJ*.
•and to the politicians, it is imperative that the contemporary 
angle of the thing be stressed, - the compilation of 
day to day data.- "In reality, the real M  *?[,*£$****
almost exclusively, .but Archives is a word that must .
be mentioned, first because there may he an Archives Department 
under State auspioes, - although no one I know seems to be sure, 
but it may be somehow merged or tnagled up or bogged ^ 
with the Louisiana State University Arohlves. knd secondly,
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-aH h  nUriB * nor la , - are much^interested, if at all, 
in old documents, therefore, sinoe they aretheohjeot 
nf the whole project, you may readily understand how x&zh T 
lotny one mult ialk’to slip in an Archives Apartment without 
everyone oonoerned being oonsoious of it.

In a flare of enthusiasm for the plan, the ‘"‘adamml^litholirhto Kill 111 her scrapbooks to the Commission through me although 
that is suhieot to a lot of varying ciroumstanoes, and. is 
not to he relied upon, - although it is indioa to%he pood position at the moment. *£ur<aiy that is all^o^he god,
lilitsSherl - and^probably bymail, - and la 0. somehow takes 
for gospel a lot of stuff coming from that souroe.

Once the plan is accepted, then it vill ievelope, ■- as a

lid lllieflrlfor housing in the Commission, will he necessary,

ssse?£ “ -E4sanyone realise! it, a whol,e seotion. or a Apartment, possihly 
auasi-independent of the commission itself, will arise rrom u 
plaoe le?rir!ginally it started out as a one man innovation.

I set high store on the mior°:£J:1,!lin® Rafter*18• Bepartment, sinoe it seems to me that immediatelyafter 
the sar, when film teoomes available, the libraries of 
the nation, - the world, will be enormously enhanoed in 
the extent of their data through this medium, 
know was just about at the point of moeption, immediately 
before hostilities got going good.

X take it as a matter of course, - 1■idea mav be original, since it occurred to me at this moment,
1 ™  color is but a step away, and accordingly
libraries0throughout the -ation will Eventually find themselves 
SsstssEI of Reproductions for the <screencolor from books, but at; the sme time additional photographs 
relating to subjects in un-or non-illustrated books. 1 
think that a whole new vista of library service may be -
in that thought, although it must be broksn down, explored, 
developed and adjusted before one can say so for sure.

Oh I'ord in what an age we live.' It is sure going to 
ha nioe’having a hand in all this, especially f
little plaoe hidden away in eome moss draped oaks, with only 
dfirkifics for neighbors where one. oan draw from the iiuiet ana

a ol!«2r vision of tie shape of things to come......

Thursday, October 18th.

Memorandum to Clipping Servioe;

X hope I am not bombarding you with too many letters 
in a row. I don’t want to do that, but what with the 
spread of the next 8 or 10 days when! shall be beyond the 
reach of a machine, X somehow want to make the most of the 
present proximity to one before taking off on Friday.

I received the enclosed note in yesterday’s mail. It 
is of no particular interest, but I thought it would help 
keep you up on things, and so I send it alongl You might 
destroy it after reading. I am .writing a response this morning, 
making an appointment for next Wednesday morning, when we shall 
see what we shall see. In the mean time, I am hoping my prospeotus 
will be cooking in Baton Rouge, and on Sunday, in oontaoting 
la ba$, - Sunday, the 88nd, I shall be in a better position 
to give a deoision to Ihe Press.

Without knowing the salary possible in either job,
I think of a choice in this manner. Xfce State job would 
likely to run on for ever so long with a definite salary, with 
possible increases. It would give me time out for concentrating 
on writing on Louisiana and Mississippi stuff, and that writing, - 
if sold,~might add to the income. A third advantage would be 
that it would give me an opportunity to keep in touch with 
a lot of people, and I might live in either state, according 
to preference and circumstances, fhe newspaper thing would 
not permit these choices, and at the same time would probably 
be a full time business, with income subject to fluctuations 
of half a dozen circumstances.. Were the two propositions, 
as they develope, reach a balanoe in financial return, it would 
seem to me advantageous to favor the State.job. But they will 
not come into perfeot balanoe, - even should a ohoioe be 
permitted, and so X shall have to deoide, after mature reflection. 
Obviously, X shall not give a definite Yes or No to **r. 'H 
MadLonald at the time of our conference, but shall say that 
I shall have to weigh the matter before ooming to a 
definite deoision. 'Xhat will give the State thing a chance to 
crystalize before 1 jump one way or the other. No one 
here, «* or in Baton Rouge, knows anything about the Press 
offer, and naturally X am not mentioning it.

(over)
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A letter from ^ellie Wailes Brandon m  yesterday*s mail. 
Indicating that she is hack in ^atchez, says that she is 
heading out in this direction shortly. I shall write her 
thio morning indicating that x shall he in ^atchez on 
Monday or Tuesday, and suggesting that if she should oome here 
before my return, she should plan to remain until after ge 
bach She is marvelous at 80, and & perfect store house 
of interesting and valuable information.•

Of local doings,  ̂must tell you about ah episode, occuring 
on -Little *iver on Monday. Lt seems that Charles M&zurette sent 
a servant to ^elrose, traveling the 5 milestin Charles somewhat 
dilapidated buggy. About one trip a week up to wane *iver is 
the extent of exercise Charles' horse gets, un the way home, 
the bridle broke, and Dolly, the horse, decided to make a run 
for ho e. She tore herself free .from the buggy, pitohed the 
servant out on his shoulder, wrecked the ,frame of the buggy, 
smashed off a couple of wheels, mashed up the kerosene can 
and other items being transported to kittle River iarm, and 
generally put poor *r. Charlie's locomotive agency out of 
commission. X asked the darkier. aborad the ill fated craft 
what ~r. Charlie said, since he has,no onther means at the 
moment’of transporting his supplied:

"Well, Charlies say he sure did hate for the buggy 
to be done mashed up so, but he jus* figured it couldn t 
be hoped”.

I like "hope" being the past tense for "help”.
. .4 . u  W  - • * rAccording to the ^atchez Democrat, Governor Bailey is 

to be accompanied by Senator bubo on his Natchez visit on 
the 19th. * have been planning that the Governor would be
alone with me for three hours at ^evereux on that evening, * as ' 
between 3 or rather 5 o'clock and 8. It would be eashy enough 
to rattle the railroad tracks on.the Bluff before a mere Governor, 
but L may, like ~*r. Roosevelt, find I have a lap full, if 
old Bilbo sneaks in, too. But if the Senator aoes turn up,
I shall be prepared to direct my«recommendations along lines 
the Senator usually fpllows in his campaign speeches, and 
if 1 can in a few minutes get him* on my side,in the.business 
at hand, perhaps wht picture for the Governor s consideration 
will be that much more lurid.

I reckon you might get braced for a heavy report on 
my return. It looks like tnere might be a lot of subject,to 
cover and quite a few details of varying interest to be set 
down* ••••*••••
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Tuesday Quite Rarly.

Memorandum For Gripping Service:
I hasten, - and yet feel I should almost hesitate, - 

to say that it looks as though the idea is taking hold alright.
•I conferred in Baton Rouge with la belle 0., handed her 

the prospectus foroonsideration, and so departed, leaving her 
up to her neck in dinners, teas, etc., for Miss Ferris, - of 
the Junior literary Guild.

• '• 1 '  -‘ 2 . 9 . . .  .1  c ! i  .... . _ )■ £ )' ’ ,  ■ , _ v . ■

I returned here Monday eve.ning about 4. After the 
ladies had been in South Louisiana since I had seen Miss C., they 
reaohed here a couple of hours after I arrived.

Last night until nearly 11, they spent their time with 
me alone in this house. We canvassed the situation thoroughly.
La belle C. is sold on the idea alright. There are difficulties 
facing the thing, but I believe these can be readily ironed out. 
•The first of these is a law passed by the last Legislature, 
freezing all fund of the Commission for any purpose, save what 
they were being spent for at the time the legislation went 
through; This is very inconvenient for several of the State 
Departments, unable,,as they are, to anticipate in advanoe, 
what needs may arise.

The;Legislature meets in November, and it is expected that 
this law will be removed or so amended as to give considerable 
lee way in disbursements. If' I m can make it to Baton Rouge 
in November at the time the Legislature meets, I shall jog 
everyone who has anything to do with the business.

Once the law is removed, there is the que tion of housing 
this new type, of material. A new building for the Commission 
is in <the offing, but that will take time to house. Some 
people say, - and Miss 0. agrees, that it is easier to get hous- 
ing facilities when you have something to house rather than before 
you have anything. And so X think, once the legal aspects are 
adjusted, the thing will start operation without delay.

I think the thing will be styled; Department of 
Documents and Records. That will avoid any archives suggestions. 
At first 1 shall tie up with the Commission as its representative 
in charge of the acquirements. When .some are gathered together, 
the whole framework of the Department and personnel will be 

be developed along lines already indicated.

7
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X go into these details in order that you may know just 
low things are rocking,

jiow, - as X would have done first, I must^aay^thiankB 
ieain to you for making possible the good use to which was p 
four reoent report. Twenty five timasmorewasaooompXiBhed
than would have been otherwise, - which would not have been 
accomplished.

I was delighted to have your kind letter in ®®*°?®?ug9 |h0 °fet 9 1  a th notices as to How the wind blows from this direction. These 
have been, - <or will be, - returned by our. mutual friend.

I-did some business in Baton Rouge, aside fromthe Commission 
prom there I went to St, Pranoisville and said alnight (all 

aight) with the George Lester*s at Waverly. It was withal pleasan , 
and I believe quite profitable. Mr. L. is a mamter of the Board 
of the Commission, and being a great collector, he and i
off fine. I learned he was interested in doing an article on an e 
bellum education. I could tell hims of some uncirculated letters 
and other particulars from orin the files of Howard Memorial Library 
in Hew Orleans, and In Natchez, I was.able to aig up some importan 
data on the sam^ subject, - which I promptly forwarded tofcim. He 
will like all that, and when la C. passed by .there on .Thursday, 
should she mention the other business of housing the records*, he 
will be quite sympathetic, I am sure.

Mrs. tester does beautiful reproductions of Aubudon's prints, 
end we had a good chat while-she labored.. He is giving me some 
original publications of the Colonization Society, about 1834,
I think. These will be nice, too.

At Natchez. - on Wednesday, Miss Myra called me to ask me 
to the ^ola Hotel roof on Thursday at IS, as guest of the Natchez 
Trace Society. -Ungraciously, I said, - without thinking, -

"Qh, Lord, must I?*, -
and then told her frankly that I would not come. I ^ u l d n ’t 
see four hours of speech making by a dozen politicians, an * 
didn’t go.

But I was at Devereux- at 7 p.m. for the dinner. I was the 
only person from Natchez, - sounds as though I were .a citizen, - 
invited in the male department. The Governor, as though by 

remote control, when he arrived, came over and joined * ®ofa
in the living room. We went to town immediately, and 1  believe 
I got the wheels going on the railroad tr-ck. He was very kind, and 
we hit it off very well, *'*vf
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of the family papers of the Young*s. The youngs lived at Beaupre 
pi,- ntation, next to Laurel Hill. You will reoal^L that it was 
Cousin Eliza Young who was a member of the-Mercer household 
so long. It had come to the Youngs through Aunt Jane Ellis Rapalja,

* who built the Mercer town house*in Natchez. Cousin ^liza s newphew it 
was who kept the family Bible, and years after his death, 
it was discovered that in the vital statistics department, where 
figured his distinguised ancestors, he had also written down his 
colored off spring. Well, anyhow, all their family papers are 
in a private home in Tensas Parish. There is something to start 
in on for the State,

I called on hr. Butler after sundown on Friday with Roan1and 
two other friends. »*e found the old man in rare form. i% I 
think he had had a pretty strong toddy just before we blew in 
unexpcectedly. * •*';

* t

■‘■hiring my absence from this place, one of my favorite colored 
friends, while on horseback, *had the misfortune to get a Black 
Widow .in his shoe, - it apparently having swished off some tall 
grass. None had been seen around here that 1 know of up to 
that time. Within a couple of hours, the boy was out of his head, 
but fortunately was aved by a belated shot of anti-toxin.

There is more to be told, but I reckon I had better get 
this out of the machine and attend to a couple dusky friends 
who have come by for *me to assist in writing -letters for them 
before the gin gets ^oing.

f ' • * '
Afton ^illa, I must remark in passing, has teen sold, • 

#55,000,00 being the price. There are certain mis-givings on 
every side, fearing that it may be turned into a night club or 
some such, since the purchasers are obviously bn people with 
no money, * having kept a small town country grocery up to 
the purchase of the “ilia. It is assumed they are merely acting
‘for other persons in acquiring it.* ’

I haven’t been tv the s tuie to ■see-̂ -acbout- my mail, but 
shall do so this morning, for I know I must have several 
letters from around the State, and I shall speak of these in 
my n JXt.

somehow,* during my entire trip I was thinking of the flipping 
Service in whose name, somehow, the thing seemed to be made.
I shall write of other details in my next, but until, then, may I 
say thnaks again.....  '
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, ,, Tt Was to ba followed by a reopetlon atDinner was delightful. It a wQrQ about g courses from the end of

Oh9fltaw at 8 0 W t h aaw that instead of being almost
I f  itrwas %lZ 20 minutes of 10. We were late for the reception.

I drove in to Ohootaw f  th ^ s s ^ a .
“ f S i t s ^ r a i f f i n e l y  made a round. The Governor laughed when 
h© greeted me again saying*.

Every where I turn, those railraod tracks insist on keening 
just two jumps behind. meJ

Having promised to put £> .  »  f  ^ L ' f w f s ' f o W e l  up 
1 H l l k e V ! ^  H I  went tc^Miss lleirie' s house and 

so headed her lit fir here! and of course found her awaiting my 
arrival when I got home yesterday.

Other things in Uatchez turned I . W?urning°over
entranced with the Proposition “ f®  H H o U n g  H  publisher

a definite answer, • at least for a while.
■Riiho as a personality, turned out to be rather different 

from whit 1 hid exiedted. has a greater sense of humor than
1'Sd K r . l? h. 1. “ * “ "*■ >“ * *• “ *h “
out, but nevertheless is a dreadful bag.
» UQ said that at a r oent dinner in Hew Orleans, an 
a in allrm click was offered to the person present who would tell
thS iiggSii lie. H said he was a®*®™1?®*t! % H l Stllls hi After the o^her speakers were done with their tall tales, h
git II Ini declared that Dewey would win the B?|hl Hikedwith an overwhelming majority. Everyone roared and Bilbo walked
off with the time piece.

I had an evening with Audley Conner and his wif® • " “ ieJ;°hmar 
being the Adams “ounty sheriff. It . u  pleasant «cd I had much 
news of impending business in town. It Iooks as rnougn, 
l 2 £  lMtfSr. and Mr... Goat would be removed from their famous 
Castle - and I hope so, before it is completely ruined, Audley 
lllsfe is drying to get Jdiss Maude Stanton to take them in at 
wS d y  Hill. That would be something. I doubt if that works.

At “rs. Ayres and Miss Corinne Henderson’s - Melmont, I 
met their sister, living in the upper part of the State. Prom 
the latter, 1 learned much about looal aoings, :in h®* f’h
and discovered the location, - across the hiver in iensas Parish,

over

w.
i l

October is6th, 1944.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
Thanks a million for the clippings which were hear 

when I arrived, but which I did not get to investigate 
until after filing my first report. The one on the IJatchez 
Trace meeting was nice to have, and the one on the statement 
of ownership was most valuable to me, and I thank you again. 
Backed up by its information, I may, in writing to Mr.
MacDonald today, point out that his offer, under present 
circumstances, does 'not warrant acceptance at the present 
time, and possibly we may discuss the matter of stock 
transfer eventually. I shall write my letter, following 
this report, and accordingly you may appreciate how timely 
the clipping came to hand.

How odd about Fabulous '52.* Isn't is amazing how 
things can go into an eclipse and thep emerge again? If 
you haven't already written James about it, I would 
suggest that you just go ahead and submit it to another house,- 
possibly Viking, if the adult department would care to consider 
it. If you have written James about it already,, that is 
of course alright too. I am under the impression that 
the item would have greater sales as an adult book than 
a child's book* and * think th& straight playing card 
illustrations would have wider appeal! than Clemence's folk 
lore touch.

As for the ladies who were visiting here, they departed 
Wednesday morning early, thinking she might disturbs me, 
the Madam did not call me, - I reckon it was 8 a.m., and she* 
thought 1 might be writing. I should liked to have seen 
them, but perhaps it is as well to let them trail off 

in the manner they did.
Certainly la belle C. has enough to think about regarding 

the matter. Her great asset, - and she is supreme in that 
particular bracket, is her ability to manage the legislation 
that requires enactment from time to time. *side from 
that she is a little slow mentally to grasp more subtle 
ideas. xhe Madam says that even yet la belle C. doesn't grasp 
the import of the idea, and its value to her department.
*&ut she has left with plenty to think ab ut, what with what 
I dinged into her, what the Madam had to observe, and what 
her ct^mpanion in this trip had to say. At the moment, I 
haven t the slightest idea but what new wheels wlllstart 
turning almost immediately; by way of preperation, and early

over
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in November when the legislature assembles, I shall make every 
effort,to prod her in person to submit the appropriate 
amendments.

The whole engineering problem of putting the thing 
over is so delicate, » frought with opposition on a dozen fronts 
should the grand scale of the thing be dreamed of. And that 
bbxbxsxxx covers practically everyone concerned with 
the initial stages, • locally and in Baton Rouge, - and 
a more remote oongregation, as the general framework in due 
time becomes obvious.

The Important and paramount thing is that a grand 
job can ,be done for the State. But it must not start off 
as a new undertaking, but quietly go'tten under way as 
a mere job of gathering up a few things for the Commission. 
Strangely enough, this idea must be the only one in the 
minds of everyone concerned, including' la ^evigne, for 
were the real scope of the project apparent, every effort would 
be made to scuttle it. Strange how seemingly generous people 
can be up to the point that their generosity doesn't approaoh 
emancipation.

f

In the case of la belle C.p - she mustn’t know the 
true and ultimate measures, since they would be too great 
for her, they would be endangered, too, were she to spill 
the plans, which she micht fadily do, to three or four differ 

ent people, - Davis, Stanley Arthur, Pritchard, etc., » all 
heads of departments of a similar kind, - and all of whom 
would want to grab the job, or start a racket against something 
which might eventually eclipse thetr several departments.

,And so 1 tread a very delicate tight rope, pushing hard 
enough to make an impression, but moving softly enough not 
to arouse the real merit of the plan*

At the moment it would seem possibly best to become 
attached to the wommission a*s some sort of a collector, and 
that is all. Shortly I shall have amassed such an imposing 
pile of stuff for the Sta*te that it will be figured as of 
more importance than originally anticipated, Then i shall 
ask for status as head of the se'ction, and eventually, if 
I am good* enough, i shall ask for independent status of any 
of the other branches. This will not be too easy, but it will 
be worth it, and I shall*drive with all the force within me to 
get it aoross. And aside from the personal satisfaction of 
doing a, good^job, there will be the larger satisfaction*of 
knowing the ^tate will profit mightily by those efforts.

Curious news from a couple of sources comes from 
Old Man Aiiver. He is in the hospital as an alcholio at the

r
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moment. Sister has been down to see him and staid in 
his apartment, - which would kill him if he knew it. Miss 
Alberta seems to have taken full charge, which would also 
kill him if he knew it. She is so dizzy, she can easily 
make a bigger mess out of almost anything, - and do it as 
stupidly as a cow might kick over a pail of milk.

It is said he will remain in the hospital three or four 
weeks. Sister wants X® him brought here. The Madam does not. 
However it works out, I shall try to turn it to advantage.

“omeone sent a clipping from the ^hrvepert Times yesterday 
which reported the internal Revenue department is suing 
Lyle for 4000 odd dollars for back income tax. I think he 
has heavily mortgaged his house. It is doubtful if he will 
ever be able to write again, • if he survives. Heaven alone 
knows how the whole thing will turn out.

In the event he should cofile here, I think it will not 
be for long, - although it may. But one advantage might be 
that while I am in the road,"there will be plenty to take up 
one's mind during my absence. And so things turn.

Miss Nellie (Mrs, Nellie Wailes Brandon) remains 
here until tomorrow I have had some good chats with her 
during the past &4 hours. I have learned much of the historic 
past, and we have dwelt quite a lot on the one time B. L. C. 
Wailes property in Washington, MiSB. Should things turn 
nicely, that 40 acre property might eventually be brought 
into focus as an eventual possibility as a dwelling place.
That, of course, is something for the far distant future, but 
it is pleasant to contemplate, - just as are lots of things , 
including a prospect of Heaven,

Time is approac ing for the post, and so I shall have 
to break off at this point. I enclose a letter of no 
especial interest, but thought you might enjoy seeing 

the riter's hand, ^e is marvelous, sitting way off there 
alone in remote and elegant ^aurel ^ill. Did I tell you 
I ran down to see him with ^oane after dark last Friday.
There was a little moon shinning through the trees as 

we drpve the S or 3 miles from the main highway of the 
Lowejr Woodville Road along through the private plantation 
road up to the house. A marvelous man with a marvelous 
brain, and w thal a most excellent personl ^on't bother 
to return the letter. •.••••••
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October 31st at Melrose.

Heport to Clipping Service:
because of enclosures, I shall heap this report to a 

single page* The letter from la bag, addressed to me, is typical 
of the mind which obviously takes a time to grasp the value of the 
Division of Documents and Records* I have made a duplicate of my 
response to her letter which 1 enclose herewith, in order that you may 
keep abreast with things.

The British book, as mentioned in my letter to her, is to hand,
although V .tlodght if might be more effective to make it appear as not
as yet absolutely secured, That will provide something to angle for on 
the part of the new Division.

Only Mrs. Brandon and I know of this book's existence. I acquired 
it in JSatchez in the settlement of an estate this last Spring, and 
held it until someone like ^ellie ^ailes could turn throut^Rt i 
with me. It really is a remarkable item, - not so much for anything, 
save that it gives the names of people in the 1770 f and is the only 
reoord extant, so far as is known. The official British papers when 
removed from Datchez, - following the capture of that place in 1779, 
were probably removed to Pensacola, and thence of Havana, and possibly 
to Saragosso in Spain, and have subsequently been TQ~ieVe
in the revolution of late,. - the franco business about 1936 or 1937. 
Everything in the Hatchez records dates from the Spanish era., and 
seems to have gotten unter way about 1780 or i7ol, out uni 
old private account book gets the jump on that date, and a lot of 
families of Mississippi and Louisiana will be surprisedand gratifie 
to find their fore-bearers in this region earlier than had ever bean 
established heretofore. • t <

Mrs. Brandon and 1 have turned through but two or three of 
the couple of hundred pages. In this slight glance we find a 
ion, whereby John Alston is credited with 700 odd deer skins, ne was 
of the Alston family in ^outh Carolina into which Theodosia Burr married. 
John Alston also‘figured in an abortive uprising in ^atchez in the 
mid 1780's when an attempt was made to throw out the bpanish in 
favor of a return of the British.

Mrs. Brandon returned to Datohez yesterday, and I sent the 
book along with her. Loving such business, she will 
pages in correct order and make some sort of an index. Bventuaily 
I fhall try to have the thing transcribed . when the i?des_ oan be bound 
with the complete transoription, and then the Y0*™® £e
turned over to whatever agenoy, - X hope the -oivision of oouijen 
and Records.

over
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I did not ̂ mention in my letter, - duplicate enclosed, - of a 
book from her which arrived in second olass mail, along with 
her letter. I shall assume the book came in the following mail, 
and that will give me an opportunity to write hex a second letter 
on the morrow, thanking her for thinking of me

A member of the legislature, living in this Parish, lives^up 
the road a ways. I know him slightly, and shall make it a point 
to ride up that way one day this week and indulge in a little t 
political fence-building. the same time, I shall find out precisely
when the legislature meets, with a view to stirring things with a 
stick at that time. f I.

from ^arnett •“■ane indicates that he will be spending 
and the day'preceeding, at **elrose."I want to be 

here at that time if possible, things certainly got out of hand 
during his last visit, and if x can be here during his next, * 
may, be able to keep the boat from rocking quite so violently.

Word from Old Man River is condradictory at best. Miss Alberta 
is such a panic one can believe little or nothing of her understanding 
of things, and she is about the only one who supplies particulars, 
althoughaetem 0. 6oes or has gone to the crescent °ity, and there may 

be a report from that point, according to the latest Alberta report, . 
Lyle is ever so much better, although still in the hospital, has 
made up his mind never to drink again, etc., etc,, etc., - all of which 
is not news, as we, have so often heard the same thihg. according 
to Miss alberta, Lyle has a job awaiting him, expects a oheok 
from the publishers on che and of November, and the federal Income 
fax gatherer has consented to delay action for the 500 arrears until 
the middle of "ovember. Miss *lberta says if he will onfcy come 
to Telrose and stay for a couple of months, -• "away from his friends 
”evtl friends", - I believe is her expression, who entice him to drink, 
he will be a new man. All of which is sheer baloney, of course, and 
as for people "ns . "enticing” him to drink, that is certainly 
stretching the imagination beyond endurance. .

I think, - possibly based on hope, - that he will not ccme 
to Melrose, for being a dry Parish, "atchitoches oozes with 
lioquor, and since he will be tremendously bored here, I think 
licquor will flow more madly than ever, Then, too, today’s Melrose 
is not precisely the Melrose he knew 20 years ago, and I can see no-;

, advantage to him or his hostess in such an arrangement. One thing 
is most certain, - should he-come, - he will most certainly 
find a lot of time on his hands without the charm of my presence.

* f ' ■
I must break off at this point and get* this note headed 

down the lane. I apologize for its general dumbness, and suggest 
that it be destroyed promptly. I do not care to have the enclosures 
returned. I shall be getting a slightly more personal report 
off shortly.......

4
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Uovember 3rd.

Memorandum to ^lipping service:

Reports from the north and Mast* indicate cold weather in 
those localities, and I am hoping low thermometer, readings 
haven’t brought poor health along with them. I have no 
doubt that pressure of business, - 1 hope it is that, - has 
prevented some dispatch in clippings following a couple 
of Memoranda forwarded from here during the? past two weeks At 
the moment I am a little depressed because of uncertainty as 
to how things may be turning*, but shortly a ray of sunshine 
will appear and 1 shall be re-assured,

Reports from Old “‘an. Xliver continue to 'fluctuate as 
usual, ^t the moment he is in the hospital, *->ome of 
his friends* say -he will be out within a week or so, and they 
feel a long rest in the country will be the only thing for 
him. Those thoughts are not subscribed to by anyone in 
these parts, shall see what we shall see.

The articles 1 have been running weekly in the 
democrat continue to appear, - all devoted to the Bluffs.
In last Sunday's issue, a news item adjoined one of these articles.
It indicated that representatives of the federal Government
and the Trace Association would visit Natchez this coming
week end, with a view of making a survey of the Bluffs in
the neighborhood of ^onnelly’s d’avern, where a terminus of
the "atchez Trace is planned. bviously the efforts being
made, both privately and through the press to eradicate the
railroad tracks and sweep the Bluffs clean is bearing
fruit, ^he articles appear unsigiiad, which is the way I
wanted them to do, for without signature they seem to give the
greater impression that the shouting for an extension of the
park along the Bluffs is merely a civic desire and not the
pet design of an individual.

With both my radio and reading machine out of commission 
during the past number of weeks, I have been getting behind 

on my current events and my literature, but both machines will 
be put in order again shortly, - as soon as tubes are 
available, and then 1 shall get oaught up a little On 
Tuesday night, - the 7th, I shall fold up as is my custom, 
however, feeling quite certain as to what the results of 
the Ration’s poll will be. I have often thought during 
the past years how pleasant it is to find one’s self in 
aooord with much that has been undertaken, for somehow those 
who seem to have found no good in the vast doings appear to be 
so miserable when ever anyone of the family, currently 
representing the nation is mentioned.

.
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^Tiring Mxs. Brandon's visit, - which was at the same 
time as that of the ladies from Baton Rouge, we have scanned 
the future with long range telescopes, and for long 
glimpses, have trained them pretty conseottively on 
Meade ViHa in Washington, Miss. I reckon you may recall 
reading of that property over and over again in Sydnor s 
Gentleman of the Oia Ratchez Trace, given me by a friend some 
five or six years ago. There Meade *illa gets quite a bit 
of space, and for Mrs. Brandon who was born in the house, 
it is a great pleasure to talk about it, and wonder how 
it wiJLl fare in the years to come.

1 believe,. - am sure, - that the plot contains 
39 acres, with another acre, included, for the graveyard.
In an estate transfer in 1808, reference is made to the 
buildings on the property, but it is assumed that the house 
was actually ereoted in Spanish times, - probably about 1795 
when wonnelly*s Tavern was built, since many feature of the 
house; and most especially the fireplaces, appear to be 
identical, The next time I go to Hatchez , **rs. Brandon 
wants to run out to Washington on the bus with me, taking 
old ur, Gerard Brandon along with us, so that we can 
walk about th£ property a bit, while Miss Kellie and “‘r.
Gerard recall where many of the original out buildings
were situated, - the slave quarters, kitchen, storehouse, etc.,
etc. r . ? - ,3

The last time the property changed hands, - about 
10 or 15 years ago, it sold for $2,500.00. After the present 
flurry over oil has died down, its value will probably be 
placed at not more than $3,500.00. It is a modest plaoe, 
but convenient and historic,, and as the number of available 
ante beilum houses in the vicinity become less and less 
available, it will no doubt be more and more highly prized.

Should the Com ission iiivision be established and success
ful, it is certainly pleasant to think about ^ a d e  Villa and 
its possibilities. x

from the days of B. B. c.' to recently, there were two 
little buildings flanking the main house, - the one on the 
right occupied by ^iss Sue C. ^ovington and B. M. *s daughter, 
Feliciana, ^he balancing unit, - on the left side of the 
house, was B. s Cabinet and ^ibraxy. As this
has been removed, it would have to"be put back. I 
always like this kind of an arrangement in ante beilum houses, 
'however, as they always made possible a pleasant degree of 
privacy, sinoe each unit might be complete in iself, yet 
close by the main structure.

I apologize for rattling along at such a great rate about 
a subject that can at best be but of slight intrest, and 
yet eventually you wî ll examine all these properties, and per
haps will find something in them, too..... .
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Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
Were I to attempt 20 times 20 million to say how 

pleased I was to hare a report in yesterday's mail, X should still not half covered the case.
% e  report has been put aside to be gone into later 

this morning when the rain has ceased and the deep murky sky 
has lifted a bit# But the several reports are checked over and 
all la in order, although  ̂shall not run through the 
printed material until about the time the post leaves this 
morning, and so I merely write this note to acknowledge the 
same, and to thank ypu from a thousand angles, hot the 
least being the little worry which be-olouded my report of ye star* 
day. how feel that the flow of correspondence is going 
through nicely and that your own good health permits you to 
take clippings welltwithin your stride. Then; too, there 
is the assuranoe that Baton Rouge may be available at any 
moment the i*on seems sufficiently hot to strike at it, and 
all because of feelings that cannot be oovered in correspondence.

As I have surveyed the various newspapers of the past 
cnetury and a half, selecting one paragraph here and another 
there, notice that the completed column gives an impression 
that somehow mirrors the times, although frequently by selecting 
particular items to be included, the column can easily be lopsided in its recordings. , ,

A case in point might be easily set up in any newspaper at 
any time, and i am thinking of two items appearing in the 
press during the past week in these parts which are certainly 
a commentary, - although not a true barometer, of the times in whioh we live, t .
M One item 1 heard discussed thoroughly by two officials 

in atchez during my last visit. It seems a kind old 
aarkie, living in Amite wounty, (south Mississippi) I
^ \ eI K had long? owned a few acres there, raised a family, and had been popular with his neighbors, and revered by his 
panshoners, - for he was a preacher. Some white men in 
the locality, hearing that oil was being drilled for in that 
general region, called upon the old darkie to sell his aores 

demurred, saying that his plaoa was the only 
noma ha had ever known, and that we was oontented to live and

(oyer)

i ' v S k :
k ;  \ ik V-v
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die there. That night, the men came hack, took the old 
darkie and his son down the road, shot the old man to death 
and cut out hi,s tongue, telling his son to keep walking or 
he would meet a similar fate. But there plans didn t follow 
through, and they were oaught, and it was the wish of those 
white officials with whom 1 talked that these outrageous 
white men should be punished severely. I suppose they were 
hill billies, for there is where the troubles usually originate, 
as between colored and white in the bouth. 1 shall follow the 
case with interest, and speak of it again. Most darkies are 
mttxx afraid to go into the hilly sections of the *outh, for 
only poor white trash live there, - by and large, - and 
their ignorance, stupidity and economic feax of the colored 
man somehow always seems to fire them with a desire to ride 
rough shod over the darkie. As has often been remarked in 
the past, it isn't so much the colored problem as the white 
problem that ought to excite the concern of, law abiding citizens.

Another exerpt from a local newspaper is in a lighter vein.
Last week, Caroline*s sister, Virginia, took a local judge 
apart, in an open letter to a "atchitoches paper, for re
commending ^ewey to the favorable consideration of the voters.
Yesterday, a bag by the name of -Wmgridge living somewhere 
in the xarish. responded, - so she said, - in an open letter 
to the pdper. her point was this: - She objected to Mr.
Roosevelt referring to God in public addresses, at the same 
time'complaining that he never mentioned the Prince of Peace.
She pointed out that Clare Booth -kice, however, had come nearer 
to doing so, by quoting from the sermon on the Mount. Therefore, 
since the man to be elected on Tuesday would have to play 

the role of peace-maker, she must of necessity vote for a 
member of the party to which , Glare -^ooth Luce belonged. If 
that isn't marvelous reasoning and a manifestation of superior
intellect, then T give up. . ;

l
I wish I had Virginia by the ear, for would maker her ‘ [

write another letter to the newspaper, saying precisely this: I
"Lear Mr ' Editor: - Relative to Miss Longridga's letter, well,
I'll be damned. Positively, Virginia Mormon Minor." j[

newspapers certainly reflect the times, but thank heaven 
not all the people are so thick as some who get into print.; ?

This must be all for the moment. * merely wanted to 
• get this going to acknowledge the safe arrival of the report 
and to express my gratitude and thanksgiving. More shortly....

<*■ . - x i a *1X \ t
'■ i
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Memorandum to Clipping Service;
• •• •*»' / ** - V. 'V vi- 'V. 1 • f ■ ' • ■■ > ' • v

It was good to have the last report over the week end.
My thanks again, - BO million times over. Somehow both the report 
and the dippings form a guarantee and an inspiration to keep 
the.efforts .at white hot heat, and 1 need scarcely assure you that 
every ounce of energy will be expended in the direction already 
dwelt upon.at some length,in former communications.

The enclosures are of no especial interest, but 1 send them 
along,to.let you keep abreast of things in *atohez. You m^y 
dispose of them as you please.r^I ̂ do not want them back, xhe 
letter from the Tresident of the Garden CiUb .mentions certain 
notices in The ^emocrat. I enclose the clippings also, - and 
I do not want themfbaok either.. In setting up the article 
on the Bluff8, the paper certainly messed the thing up consider
ably. 1 notice where it should read "iron Horse , it reads one 
horse", making no sense at all, but possibly the-final paragraphs 
may convey the idea to the politicians that the newspaper is 
reflecting the wants of the public, - which will assist in part in 
effecting the removal of the railroad tacks, - which is primarily 
wha$ I want, with a secondary wish that the Garden Gibb be named 
agent for planting the remained of the ^luff when it 16 returned 
to the people.

A letter from ^arnett ^ane yesterday asked me if T could 
put over a speaking date fofc him in ^atohez on the Monday or 
Tuesday prior to thanksgiving, when he will come here. I could.
«*s he is speaking in T'erriday, - 18 miles across the Mississippi 
from.^atchez on one of those days, he could easily make a date 
for a ^atchez talk direotly. Accordingly I welcome this 
opportunity to render him a service, particularly as I shall 
turn the matter over to the Stanton crowd, where he will
address a group more possessed of money than graoes, and by 
.getting him tangled up with that crowd, I shall keep him from 
associating too intimately with our side. T^en,, too, by 
asking me to accomplish this date for him, I am able to write 
confidentially to MiSS Myxa umith 80 arrange the sohedule that 
he will speak in ^atchez , just prior to his appearance in 
Ferriday, and as the later place is between ^atchez and Melrose, 
his time in "atohez will accordingly be out short to carryout 
the *erriday appointment# Yes, I am delighted to handle the 
matter for him, and little will he ever know why, I think he 
had no more than one third part in the explosion which occurred
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here in July, and therefore in all fairness, I can scarcely hold 
him entirely responsible for my loss of a collaborator, but because 
he did play a part, - even though the role was minor, i naturally 
find that thought constantly re-ourring in the back of my mind.
My strength, so far as he is concerned, however, must ever lie 
in his uncertainty as to how much I do know, and I shall see to it 
that he never gets a chance to learn anything.

•1
Save for the one big project in mind, I am able to do but 

little in other fields, but the big projeot is so terribly 
important in some hundred different concepts, that 1 gladly 
give all my time to it, even though other things could be 
done at the same time, had I any one to work with.
, bile d »£ v o • jxcv- -j% „ ± ,c, -. s # v . . ojt ;■>:>sm

Houghton Mifflin has politely said Ho, to the Did. Louisiana 
Scrapbook, but took the trouble +o- point out a lot of its virtues.
Their position was that the material is of local appeal, - not 
national. We accordingly shall submit it to Louisiana State University 
Press. If this isn t a good idea, it is the test I know of at the 
moment. In a way it serves & good purpose at the moment anyway, 
for it gives me an excuse to write ^ssae Mae, asking her for aid 

in contacting someone she may know personally in L. S. U. Press.
This will offer a good excuse.for writing her more frequently 
than otherwise, and with each letter, - on the manusoript 
matter, I can toss in a paragraph on the Department of Documents. 
Another advantage, - were L,.3. U. *ress, to publish the thing, 
would be the fact that it might have a more concentrated spread 
over Louisiana, and more space would be available to particulars 
regarding the publication in,local newspspapers. That would 
put the name8 of the authors up into print at about the time 
the department of Documents was getting under way in Laton 
Houge, and so-mj.ght nicely dove-tail on the minds of the 
Legislature, etc. * third advantage, - but unimportant, would 
be that if accepted, the Old Louisiana D0rapbook might the more 
readily open a door for the Old Latohez DCrapbook, - and so the 
thing may or may not turn. xn any event it is worth the try.

. • - Jp. -v -h v w %
Because of the amount of enclosures, I shall keep this report 

to a single page, although I could write dozens. The thin upper
most in my mind is the vast ayenues which are likely to open up 
if and when the Department of documents is established. Then there 
will naturally develops one or another type of very pleasant 
prospect, congenial labpr and the opportunity of bringing 
sympathetic yiew points together. Naturally the thought of 
a "parf^it secretaire is the single accompaniment of this whole 
Department of documents idea. Patience is a virtue to be exercised 
thoroughly,,where so many ponderous things depend from ceilings 
which taust be reached for as one moves from room to rom in 
approaching the ultimate goal. But although impatience is 
bound to harrie one at times, still the ultimate satisfaction, - 
the sheer joy of contemplating what may be realized if one 
has the patience to carry one is so great that one oan easily 
bank all on such a p o s s i b i l i t y . ..

w
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Saturday at Melrose.

^eport to ^lipping Service;

, i r0Por'k to hand, and I am as happy as a darn
to know that all goes well. It was silly of me to express 
concern in a recent letter. ihe change in the season the 
presences . of colds throughout the nation and all made me 
feel that possibly the Service was under the weather.

H0W, f a® re-assured-, and henceforth, should there be 
little skips in written communications, I shall charge off 
the gaps to rush of business, and partiolarly your inability 
to get in touch with a typewriter, between licks of business.

Your letter to Mme. de S, went through safely, and I was 
made acquainted with its contents. Miss ^obina usually addresses
and ^rfnoois^ (°n thus: Dea^Aunf W eana rancois . ihis usually seems to cover both of us and so
removes any iaea that there are outside communications. Mme de

equine “Prions that your new position no doubt
£1 «??!« 2 |eaJlly ?2’your time* M d  finds you heroic to write as often as you do. If you occasionally drop a line that the
pressure of business robe you of much time you would like to 
use for correspondence, that line should das for fears. - as does a similar one ..from ̂ obina. /  aoes

S°0(i H  you to give me such a graphic account of election day, as it evolved in your locality, I think
you were very noble to arise at such an early hour to exeroise vour 
'uty, and have no doubt of a certain amount of secret satisfaction
of" he^atLan*sad0e ^ i  A 60’ at thQ °l0Se °f the ^ r t h e SafesultCsi0noi tiie ation s decision began coming in. Save for one son Toa 
currently in Jersey, the Madam wIs the only on! in this’
fig*** I! inA f0r th9 ri?ht 0&ndida^. Her son in llw bet her « ^  the other man woula win. He bet ’everybody he could find 

accordingly didn t come out much richer for letting his *
he ie ^ d o e t o / " ^ * ^  H i s antipathy stems from the laot thatne is a doctor, ana like to many doootrs, his is not a nrofesainn

® m029y making business, and he hates anything that suggests
g et le id y  for  I t “ 19’ W9U* UkS “  01 n o t - S  C i A f * ” **

,.., .....
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Above you will note one of my inimitable sketches* ^he 
pencil being hard,~T oan.t wee much, as to whether the t*aok of 
the lead recorded or not, but 1*11 take a chance. She sketch 
indicates the general concept of Meade '•ilia. She flanker on 
the left was moved back in the field some time ago, and has disappear

ed* That was the Cabinet, where ^* G. housed his library, minerals, 
etc* That should be put back, of course*t ■' * r , ■ ,

The flanker on the right still stands. It was oocupied hy 
• Miss ^elioiana V/ailes, daughter of B. , who later married
Ur. Green of Gayoso, She shared that flanker with Miss Sue 
Covington, niece of ", G,, and she was the sister of the
first Mrs.>evin Wailes of Wilderness, first wife of "iss 
Nellie D ahdon's father,

•The main section of the house contains two large rooms down 
stairs and two upstairs. A gallery, - upper and lower, runs across 
the front of the house. A similar one rijns across the back, but 
is enclosed with windows. The building to the rear is a two 
story one of brick, and was formerly .the kitchen. There are 
three large cisterns to the houseK and as electricity is present 
in Washington, bath rooms could easily be installed in the house.
You will note from the arrangement of the flankers, that they 
could readily be developed as separate units, - bedroom and bath 
for each unit, with the main house for library, living room, etc.
I might add that there is a good basement to the house, - an unusual 
feature for one of that early period in which it was built, and 
that could no doubt be developed into the cosiest of dining rooms 
if one cared to.

t ' * l  _ * . *; !*.C 1 *-‘ ‘ ■ - -

. * JJ'rom the fire places being the Jts same design as those 
in Gonnelly’s Tavern, it is assumed the house was constructed 
by the same workmen. *“nother similar feature is the curving 
ciilings of the front and back galleries, a feature present in 
the end rooms at Connelly’s Tavern, - and usually found in buildings 
constructed by ship carpenters. It is generally oonoeded that 
Connelly’s was buil't about 1795 under the Spanish regime. The 
thing could be set down for "‘ea'de Villa,.

of
*On the next page 1 shall undertake a general idea of the town 

“asnington:-

*. ■ j -
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Sweet Auburn,
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*rom this classic jewel, you may get an inordinately 
rough idea of the general lay-out of Washington.

> ■ ;

“ ' 7
7 . 7 ; ;71

I realize, of course, that all this talk so-called 
man drawing, plus one niokle, would* Buy a cup of o f •
-pri thoue-h nremature, it seems to me that you might enjoy 
hlvinf lngmind! - if ^uoh is possible from such outrageous
tra^f, “ust Mw, in a. vague there 8on the oement highway, between'“atohez andVickisburg,
are 4 buses, going and coming between ^ 9 ® ® | J I  break

^  ̂ ^ . nning
differentSdirections9out1 ofn,;ashingt0n^ for erploring.

tie "ibertv Aoad, and brings one praotioally to the entrance of 
■Windy H U ^  I need not6detail the places along the road to the 
left, leading to Foster s mound, *ine idge, etc. t is a 
road with lovely traces, - if they don t cut tnem all d wn. .
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following the road in the opposite direction from 
Natchez, one comes to church 4 1 1  eventually, and thence one 
hits the road to Woodlawn, the old David hunt plantation, and
so on up to the Ghost ‘‘‘own of ^odney, Oakland, or rather 

hioorn wollege; etc,, etc. So Stand Washington.
But enough of all this for the moment.
or local news 1 have none, and today's mail should bring 

something more than it has of late.
A couple of days back, Alberta wrote one of her usually

panicky letters, detailing gyle's vast improvement, his hundredth 
reformations, etc., etc. He is-still in^the hospital, but is 
threatening to leave any day now. ^he wants him to come up 
here, - Miss "lberta, - but no one else seems to be of that mind, 
unless it be la belle C. of -̂ aton houge. It is my hope, 
and possibly my guess, that he will.not come, although 1 am not 
sure, I doubt if he makes a come back, - although one can never 
tell, of course.

There should be a letter from a source relative to the 
Department of Documents in today's mail, although she may be 
in the xarishes somewhere at the moment, as yet I have not learned 
when the legislature is scheduled to meet, and I am using this 
interim to stoke the fires for all 1 am worth, so things may be 
red hot when the meeting gets underway.

I am so interested in the good work you are doing in behalf 
of the Doubleday -^oran manuscript, and I know James is enchanted 
at the re-assurance you were abie. to forward him.

^  ^t the moment I am at a standstill relative to almost every
thing, save my political fence building ’, for, other than personal 
letters, * cannot get far, what witk the Madam lacking in energy 
and cdncentration, arid all my little colored friends busy in 
the cotton patches and the peoane groves. Bu,t the latter 
industry will begin easing off shortly, and £hen l shall be able
to get ohm with some of the* other tasks at hand.?

Please forgive my-curious handiwork in map drawing, tit 
will be so pleasant when you are able to correct them on the site. ,

(, ;■ l

IU ,
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November 13th, being 
Monday.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service;
This report is forwarded primarily to provide 

an enclosure from Madam Ferris, which.speaks for itself.
'In this case, as in all other enclosures, please 

do not bother to return them, unless some particular 
wish in that direction is expressed.

There is nthing of espcial interest in this communica
tion, save that it demonstrates an obvious feeling of 
“good will. That, however, i is advantageous, since the 
same writer may influence her girl friend on the Commission.

I have responded in a short letter, in which I 
took advantage of the opportunity to point out the 
extreme value of the British volume of the early 1770's, 
which 1 propose to add to items for the Department of 
Documents, once that is established. I think Miss Perris 
may pass along her estimate of the value of this business 
to the proper party, - and so drop is added to drop, and 
eventually the thing may float.

I spent Sunday, as is my custom, on Little River.
I journeyed into a rather remote section, hedged in by 
moss draped bayous ,and difficult of egress because of 
the dampness of the roads. In one lonely cabin after 
another, 1 found people to chat with, and although 
I recognized no one, everyone seemed to know me. This 
is because I was one white person in wh sttch a vast spread 
of color, 1 reckon.

News from New Orleans appars to follow the usual 
pattern. Old ^an River appears to be on the mend, and 
the latest report is that he will resume his former 
residence at the hotel, instead of coming here, - 
or to his apartment. So be it. But all these rumors 
come from little ^iss Alberta, and anything she says may 
be precisely the opposite of aotuality.

over
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Monday at i^elrose.

On Saturday L was expecting two or three pieces 
in the post which did not come through* Perhaps they 
will arrive in today’s, fhere should he a line from 
Essae Mae and one from George tester and, although 

t of no i portante, one from Garoline -^ormon, who is 
scheduled to speak in ^atchitoches on Friday, and will 
probably head down this way at that time*

Baton ^ouge and I agree that the Louisiana Scrapbook 
shoul be submitted to L* 3. U. Press, according to 
a note fece tvad.fr om that area on Friday* I shall 
skip down there early in -December, instead of November, 
unless the Legislature gets under way prior to that 
time, the advent of ^arnett ^ane here about the 30th 
makes me want to be here at that time, for my» absence 
from here during his last visit put things in such a stew 
tnat want to be at the controls, — so to speak, during 
the impending visit* I shall see what today‘s post 
brings to hand, in order that 1 can frame some sort of 
a pattern for operations, and report accordingly.

A whole flock of things h&Ve prevented me from 
gettinD much done by way of correspondence this morning 

before the postman arrives, and so I shall fold up this 
unsatisfactory note for now, and resume the report 
when a little more leisure becomes available.

I seem to be feeling pretty good, and the rest of 
the household so-so. I trust the weaher favors 
your neighborhood and that you are bubbling over with 
vim and vigor. *.... . f

—  Dear Friend,
Thanks for your nice letter in this morning’s mail.

I, too, was sorry to have missed you on your departure, 
but with such a heavy schedule ahead of ycu, - I am sure 
you were glad that you struck out early. It is too b$d you 
were forced to pass up Wsverly, but it is good you made 

r the St. Franoisville graveyard, for that alone will content 
Madam Ferris until she gets around to do Hatches with you.

I hope you will count me in for an hour on the 
latter go-round, as I should much like to untangle a couple 
of traces with you for a few hour®,, to share a couple of 
delicious, but tightly concealed old Terrirotial house® that 
up to now the world appears to have passed by.

It was good of you to mention Rosenwald to Helen. Last 
year's approaoh had a few hilarious angles of which I must 
speak when next we sit before a blazing fireplace in this house.

With the Legislature meeting shortly, I am keeping 
my fingers crossed, in expectation of your sucoes® in 
putting through the Amendments to thaw certain fund®, in order 

that life-blood may start flowing in the new Division of 
Documents add Record®. One great gap in any history of the 
lower Mississippi Valley is the disappearance of all British 
Record® covering the pre-Spanish sovereignty of the River 
Parishes. Lost though these records have been,

(over)
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I have just discovered the location of a volume, kept during 
British occupation, whioh is priceless as a key to undocking 
the original establishment of vast plantation holdings from 
the mouth of Red River to St. Joseph.

t

Nothing is known of the primary establishment of
. X t *

great Louisiana families in this region, - their inception
r - *
being clouded by the absence of the British documents. This

t
precious volume, if secured, will turn a whole series of beacons

*
on what what thought to be the impenetrable shadows of the past. 

But for the moment, I am letting this treasure stay put,
as it would be a fitting blast to sound off the establishment
*
of the division of documents and Records. Its existence, 
when announced, will startle the historical world in Louisiana, 
and prove inmaluable to students and lay people alike.

On Sunday I found myself on Little River, and I thought
.. ‘ e

of you and Helen as I lingered for a moment at the foot bridge
• j

in front of St. Mary *s-on-the-Hayou. We must try to make 
•*

a round there some full moonlight night when the darkies are 
' having a gumbo* I think Madam Eerris should adjust her next 

visit with one eye on the status of the moon, and we shall
see what we can do about remote Little River.

Aunt Cammie seems much as usual and naturally awaits
Vf ^ t. '

with interest your account of how things turn in Hew Orleans.

1032
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November 20th.

Report to Clipping Service:
Everybody has been busy this week, and although correspondence 

has lagged, still the telepathy department has been working 
at full speed.
* The enclosed note from Mrs. Brandon speaks of the 
book of the British era of which I have spoken before. ^It 
aib o coljbain “bome"^ather interesting things, and i
IhSl eventually enjoy going through it for other particular..
Her reference to the two account books, formerly in onnelly s 
Tavern, but subsequently removed, naturally excites my in
terest. I shall begin sniffing about the country side for 
them, and with a little luck, may track them down, 
moment I sense that they may be in Tennessee ^ere^iss 
Charlie Compton’s sister, - and heir, - lives. I 
direct to her for these, however, as it might, in turn, 
her interest in the volume spoken of in Miss Nellie s letter.
But X1 think I shall catch up with them eventually, although 
it is quite possible that they may not be in xennessea at 
all " for Miss Charlie may have sold them to almost anyone.
How*she came by them would be interesting, and where tne 
balance of the volume under discussion may be would oe 
equally so.

We are trapping again this season, and about ten minutes 
ago, one of the darkies shot a skunk just outside my 
dooi, - one caught in a trap during the night, *oy forgoet
to drag the thing away from the house before finishing him 
off , and the result is that I am waving in the breeze with 
the intensity of skunk which permeates everything. 1 nope 
it doesn’t sink too much into this report.

The latest news from New Orleans indicates that 
Lyle has left the hospital and is back again at the bt.
Charles. Heaven alone knows what the next news may bring,
I think he doesn’t want to come up here at the moment. No 
one knows on what he is living, which, is his business.
Whether he will begin drinking again is a matter oi speculation
to all. <

Many people sent checks to -*ss -Iberta, when he was 
in the. hospital, - they seemed to run around J&0.00 e^ h;
When he was here in July, he^was on his last *20.00, he told
me. In the mean time, the federal Government started suit

i f i v s r  I
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against M m  to collect £475.00 for tack incoma taxes. Eies 
Alberta says the publishers came through with that amount 
on royalties, fhis may be true, although it was generally 
understood that as his books were out of print there were no 
royalties. The. whole bmnsiness is a myserty and a mess.

The Mao.am seems to have divorced he self completely from 
its more personal aspects, considering that long since Lyle 

has not been the person she knew, and therefore nothing to 
wring her hands over. 1 suppose her fixation o me may in 
part account for her detatched attitude toward him. It s 

all very strange and a little boring. t
On the ultra confidential side, it is interesting that she 

sent a batch of pecanes to my collaborator this past week, bha 
hasn’t mentioned it to me. He has responded with a thank you 
note and a gift which will be received in t.oaay s mail, 
durious how the mind works, isn’t it?

I await letters from tGeorge Lester and Kssae Mae., both 
of whom are behind in their correspondence. In the .case 
of î ssae “ae, however , 1 know (th&t she has been flying 
around through two or three different Parishes, getting new 
libraries established, etc, I haven’t heard as yet when 
the .■legislature is to be called. Soon, 1 hope.

Following his original request to get him an appoint
ment to speak in ■“‘atchez, I have heard nothing from arnett 
Kane - scheduled to be here on the 30th* Miss Myra, responding 
immediately to my communication with her on the subject, 
asked about the amount of money ^r. X. expects to receive.
I told her I didn’t know, and wrote him on that point.

Up to now, nothing has come through. He is a bag, if I may 
say so.

The 3 and 5 year ola grandsons were here all during 
the week, and in consequence, not a lick of work was done,
I am hoping to have a better break this week, although because 
of inability to concentrate for more than a few moments at 
a time on any point, making a column is up hill business.
I try to get in as much work as I can through correspondence, 
and perhaps I should just mark time at the moment^ until 
things begin perking in the general direction of Laton Houge.
I have little patience, however, to just be waving,my arms 
in the air, and getting no where, but perhaps Time is 
hatching’ eggs for us, and sp I should content myself.

This is a poor excuse for a report, What with the skunk 
and a lot of housecleaning going on at the moment, I shall x 
have to content myself with it. Please for give. I do 

not want Miss Nellie's (Mine, ^arco's) letter baok......

November 23rd, 1944.

Memrorandum to Clipping Service:
An American .Dilemma to hand and I am delighted.. Only 

I know of its'arrival, and for some strange reason, I want to 
hold on to it just for myself for a little while, even though 
in so doing, I shall explore but little of its contents for a

I had no idea it was such an exhaustive work, and I can 
readily appreciate the splendid reviews of’the work, and especially 
in those references to its completeness, for it has every appear
ance of that. It is going to be something to read and to con
sult for ye^rs to come, - sometimes in Louisiana, sometimes 
in Meade villa, I hope, and I treasure it doubly because of 
the promise it holds, almost like a^keystone to what shall 
be built later in sleepy little Washington, Miss. Thank 
you much might be one way to indicate my appreciation, but I 
count on your understanding of all that it stands for and how 
?long and broad is the scope which a Thank You phrase embraces.

And speaking of the ^ilemma, recalls your request for 
additional particulars regarding the episode transpiring in 
Amite some time back. The trial came to nothing, as was 
to be supposed. No one would identifyt and little energy,
I think, was expended onmaking a thoroughing case, I know one 
of the individuals supposed to be on the side of the old 
preacher's son, and that individual has such a hill billy type 
of personality that just to come in contact with him always gives 
me a terrific headaohe. You can be certain he wasn’t going to 
expend too much energy for the man whose rights he was appointed 
.to defend, especially as, he loathes people of color. So 
things pan out and so does one segment of society distrust 
the justice as administered by the other group.

Other news oame to hand from*Mississippi yesterday, in the 
form of a death notice, appearing in The democrat, of the passing 
of hennox Stanton. Mr. Stanton played out a roll during his life 
time that is typically Natohex. He was a nephew of Miss Elizabeth, 
Miss K , and Miss Maude of Nindy nill. He was their overseer for 
a while, when in the late 1920’s or early 1930*s, he marrived 
the widow of Mr*. James Surget. Mrs. Surget was about 50 
years older than Stanton, having been born about Civil War times, 
the daughter of S. S, Boyd of Arlington, By marrying Mr. Surget,

./ * (over)
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Miss Boyd married one of the richest men in Adams bounty.
Their honeymoon was extraordinary. He gave his bride a mulatto 
maid as a wedding gift. Following their marriage, they started 
on their honeymoon for hew Orleans by boat, as the maid combed 
the brides hair before the latter prepared to retire, the maid 
seemed to puli’the perruque a little giner(gingerly). ^he 
bride protested; the maid countered with this surprising 
statement: "I am glad I am hurting you, since you have married 
my lover.* " how wasn't that a good send off.?

s Well, they had one child, - Garlotta, at present Mrs, Dave 
McKitterick of £e®x ilms court., * >

t . W' - V
The Surgets didn't live together much, ^rs, Surget living 

in town with her daghter Ggxlotta, in Molasses flat, a building 
next to the old Mississippi Bank, while ^r. Burget lived at 
Cherry Grove, near ^antua, down in the Second Greek neighborhood.

Following Mr. Surget ‘ s death, ^rs. Surget, without ever 
revealing it, married -^ennox Stanton, - that was years after 
Carlotta married Dave ^c-^itterick, and together the Stantons 
lived at Gloucester, On her deafeb in the late 1930's, it turned 
out that she had been married all the time to her "secretary", 
Lennox; What was more, it turned out that she had transfered 
by sale a number of her properties, - Gloucester, Lynwood, etc., 
to Lennox, so that ^arlotta, while inheriting about 16,000 acres, 
didn't c .me out quite so rich-rich, as she had supposed she would.

Then ^ennox married somebody from ^ew Orleans, and during 
the past number of years, they have lived in ^atohez in the former 
Surget holdings, while ^ennox kept an eye out for all that he 
had acquired, as well as what he might acquire, and you may 
recall that I mentioned two or three years ago*, that his 
mother lived and died at Windy Hill with Miss Maude. I think 
he was angling for ’̂indy Hill at Miss ^aude's death, but now 
Miss ^aude has survived him, and what will be next 1 know not.
I beleive she has a niece living• in Chicago,

• One typical ^atchez twist to the thing was this: - In having 
married the widow Surget, Lennox became the step father of 
Mrs, Dave M0£itteriak. The step father died at 65, leaving 
a step daughter of 75. I give up.

I don't know as all this business interest you, and yet 1
thought such a sample might give you some Insight'into the 
strange business that transpires in Adams County, and smehow I 
feel, too, that gradually learning thse curious- turns, you 
will feel the more intimately acquainted with the place when 
pleasant circumstances develope that will enable you to observe 
them first hand. - And thanks again for the Dilemma. I am 
keeping it here*before me on my desk, which means I shall 
have the clipping service right here beside me in thought..... •' ■

I
1

,:«4 i

Memorandum to Giipping Service:

*

-is®

November 25th, 1944.

As I take pen in hand to jot down a memorandum, I find 
that my mind is playing tricks on me. The fact is that I have 
filed so many reports mentally of late, that I cannot recall what 
has be.en jotted down and what has merely been placed on a mental 
calendar for reference.

It is my understanding from my collaborator that a note is 
being sent to you shortly, - or has already been sent, relative 
to something about a manuscript for Hellen Ferris. I think you 
may already have her, address, - of may receive it from another source, 
bat just for sure, I .shall repeat it herewith:

Hellen Ferris,
114 Morningside Drive, 
New York, sew York.

In the event you should care to reach her by telephone, you 
will of course find her, - or her company, listed under 
Junior literary Guild, - or possibly under Doubleday Dorati.
I reckon her business address mu,st be something Y/est 49th Street, 
as her office is in the ^ife and Time Building,

If you should care /to contact her, - whether upon business 
or purely social grounds, I think you would not be disappointed 
in establishing the connection., I don’t know if they entertain 
on week ends or not. It is my understanding they have a place 

in the country, - a farmhouse somewhere or other, - I believe near 
Highland Falls on the Hudson, - although I am a bit hazy on that 
point.

* During her visit here, it. turned out that she -had been a 
good friend of Machel field's, so that established a bond of t
especial -sympathy between herr and the Madam.

"iving the life one must in Manhattan, there is never any time#1 
to take on extra acquaintances, 1 realize. And yet, in the 
egent you should care to engineer a telephone friendship, I think 
you might find it pleasant, ,

. -  , /s',- ' : ■ * ■
c j... over
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The enclosed letter is of no especial interest, - save in 
one respect, - in that it recalls certain times quite vividly.
X thought you might anjoy glancing at that part. I am wondering 
what the status of the Mr. j2*. referred to in it may he at 
present. • It seems like a long time since 1937 when the lady 
was looking up her family tree, and isn't curious that her 
searoh should have almost completed its orbit by contacting her 
present correspondent.

fondly I am turning over the pages of An *merioan -̂ i lemma, 
somehow finding- sufficient pleasure just in tuxning_through the 
pages without actually knowing what they contain. It is grand 
to have such a pleasure, for somehow l shall absorb something 
of sentiment abrout the work before 1 actually undertake its 
reading. Instinctively 1 feel that it is going to be a source 
of a great deal of value down through the years, and a spring 
from which hours of pleasure may be drawn upon, » ?X Xike think,- 
especially 011 winter evenings, - possibly at some such place as
Meade Villa.  ̂ * I

X have been giving quite an extra lot of thought of late 
to post Civil War problems, particularly the Dilemma department. j
I have come to the conclusion that what be-devils the situation j
more thaji any other single factor is or was the .necessity for 
using threats to break the ;shaokles of carpet bag orule which 
terminated, in Mississippi in 1875, and its pattern of force 
was .adopted by other Southern States, who styled it The 
Mississippi Plan. Republican control from Washington was so 
stupid, as applied to the C0uth, that Southerns of necessity 
had to break the grip, and in ,order to do so, they more or less 
took Law into their own hands to aooomplish ,a much needed change.
X have about made up my mind, however,- that this seemingly 
necessary move somehow established a precedent which too many 
Southerners still apply whenever they find the Law not operating 
to suit their especial needs. The evils of law breaking, as 
brought about by National xrobition, is a somewhat paralell 
cawe, in that it furthered America's greatest weakness from 
earliest times, - the breaking of law. Smuggling in colonial 

days, to avoid unjust duties on imported goods, illioit slave 
importations to satisfy planter demands, etc., are but other 
cases in point, Row in the 1940's, it seems to me, the one time 
seeming necessity for breaking the ■‘‘aw has boiled down to people 
feeling that they are doing nothing unusual or criminal if 
they merely break a law now and then to solve some problem for 
their own particular benefit. People, individually, may benefit 
at the expense of others, - especially the underprivileged, - but 
the community as a whole, does not, and that’s where I think 
we are today heirs and paupers of the Mississippi Plan of 1875.,..

RC03 1 0 3 8

November 27th, 1944.

Memoranduin for ^lipping Service: •-
The enclose letter amused me, and X pass it along to 

you, with the request that you dispose ef it on reading, 
do not return it.

Please

It covers a confusion which had the happy result of bringing 
forth a long over due letter from the writer of the enclosure, 
and Mme. ae S. supposes that through an inadvertence on her
part she actually forwarded something which in reality she never 
did. I feel that you might get a laugh out of the mix up, and

v It has been a quiet week end in these parts. Not much 
must undertaken or accomplished, but we did read two or three 
pages from the current Journal of southern History, - I suppose 
it is the December number, although it may be the November.
In the event, after the holidays, you should run across it, 
when times are less strenuous, you will enjoy reading the article 
onf ante bellum edeeine by some woman, the article on the end 
of Reconstruction in Mississippi by -̂ avid Donaldson, and there 
is a third article about Debow (sic), which we haven t read, but 
which will probably be interesting, there is also an article 
by one N, D. M e n t o n  on Jefferson College which is entirely 
mispleading”and of little if any value. If you never run 
across this issue, you will not-have skipped a segment of 
southern history that cannot be filled in elsewhere, but should 
you chance to run across it, you will enjoy turning through it,» 
particularly the article on ante bellum medecine, which, thus 
far, appears to be excellent.

I know not how this week will turn out, so far as local 
doings go. Some of the ^enry's kin died in Can ^ntonio, - 
Mr. uobe t Valmsley, - and will be buried in Natohitoches on 
Tuesday. X suppose his sisters may be here for a couple of 
days, - and I assume that your friend, aaxnett Kane, will arrive 
about Wednesday fox his Thursday evening talk in town. As 
yet we haven't heard from him since the letter requestion the 
Natchez speaking date, of which I have spoken before.

I am awaiting news from batches conerning local'doings there 
on the social and domestic side, although of no particular 
interest, X Anow that there is a movement a-foot to get

(over)
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Miss Mockery and. Mx, Dana to go to live with Miss Maude at 
•/indv Killv^anpr. An eviction order was delivered to Dudley 
"onner, the Sheriff, in July, although at this late date it hasn t 
T5een serv d. ^uring Lennox’s (Lanxiox Stanton s) life,
I think there wasn't a chance that Miss Maude might "be sold 
the idea of taking in the Dickery-Dook * s goat hsxz ^ierd» 
and all for Lennox most certainly had his eye on *<indy Hill.

^ut nov that Lennox is gone, I am wondering if Miss Maude may 
not fail for the Goat Gastle business. It will be fun to see 
how that thing unravels. ,......

There was a good moon last night, and I walked afar ana alone. 
There is still plenty of cotton in the fields, and in the 
moonlight, cotton fields always look like oceans of gardenias 
It was beautiful to contemplate, especially under such a magnificent 
sky, Eventually I ended up at the cabin of a friend who was 
suffering the tortures of the damned, thanks to a rather rought 
session he had with the local doctor who was supposed to have 
culled a wisdom tooth for the darkies,xbut had succeeded only 
in breaking off the tooth and possibly cracking the jaw. 

ue had given him some soothing syrup which apparantly haa no 
soothing qualities in it, and I was delighted to recall that 
a friend of mine, interested in medecine, before leaving here 
a year ago, had left me some effective pills in that department. 
Accordingly rest came to the afflicted, and my trip back home 
across the cotton fields(was the happier i, for any landscape is 
the more beautiful when one is assured that rest and comfort 
haye settled down over the cabins.

There has been a great aeal of pulling, and hauling about 
this place, as I have attempted this brief report. It seems that 
there is an attempt being made, and it appears rather unsuccess
ful, to get the bed curtains on the big old four poster in 
this room, accordingly, I shall fold up at this point, and 
lend some unsplicited advise, and then fly to the postman with 
this, i ~
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November 29 th, 1944.

Memorandum to ^lipping ^ervice:
Here comes a dull letter, but egen thbugh there is 

nothing particular on my mind, I want to chat a bit regardless.
In going over the Journal of ^outher History, - mentioned in 

my last report, 1 find the articles' referred to petered out dis
appointingly, The one on southern medecine was good in so 
far as It*went, but it didn't go far enough, ^here was much 
talk about *ellow Aever, - and very interesting it was, too, - 
but although other doctors were mentioned,*̂ r. Monette's name 
never did appear. *s it was he who introduced Quarantine, - and 
made it work, - it seems to be that no article on Yellow Fever 
in the lower Mississippi Valley could be written fairly without 
at- least getting his name into it somewhere. i*he impression 
is also given that Mississippi was out of the running so far 

as the practice of medecine went in ante helium times. As 
for State organizations of medecine, this is probably true, and 
yet there were amazing concentrations of good aoctorfe, - some of 
them remarkable, in the River bounties, - AdHms, Jefferson, Wilkinson 
and Warren, although 1 gather the writer of the article didn't know 
about them. The little we read about the personal, life of 
Mr. Debpw gave nothing much but exerpts from his writings, and 
we didn t finish it. The article by David Donaldson about 
Reconstruction in Mississippi was good. He says something 
complimentary about Governor Ames, - son in law of General 
Butler, that dreadful bag who ruled Hew ^rleas for a while in 
1862, but I am not sure that iimes was much in politics. Later 
Ames used to play golf with old John H. Rockerfeller, and may 
have shone better with a golf stick in his hand than he with with a 
sabre.

Some of the uenry "almost" kin folk died in San ^ntonio the 
other day, - at least one person did, and was buried in 
Itetohitoches yesterday. His name was Robert Walmsley, and his 
wife and two sisters are expected to come here today to spend a 
few days. Mr. Bachelier, - the little man who lives remoteiy on 
Little River, some 10 miles away from here is also scheduled 
to make his semi-annual visit today, to remain over night.

. .... (over)
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He made one boner by passing along word in advance that as 
he wanted to visit here when I was about, he would like to 
know before hand if he should find me here, were he to make up 
his mind at present. It was nice of him, - so far as I was 
concerned, - but the statement was a bit twisted, probably, 
and might just as well have been skipped over.

On the 9:30 train from Xiew urleans, Mr. "-ane will arrive to 
spend the night, too. To? orrow I am supposed to show him lie 
Brevelle which he intends to stress in his forth coming volume 
on Louisiana plantations. He says something’ about having recently 
spoken with Mrs. Haygood of Rosenw&ld' and that the latter had 
something favorable to say about changes for a grant coming
my wa$ this year, - should I apply.. I think X shall take
another crack at it, - although, as you may readily imagine, 
my Heart is more on the possibility of the Baton Roug3 business,.
Some Homan Rmperor has remarked about the value of money, - 

regardless of its source, and I think he had something there, - 
although not- everything.

• t - “ -' * ■■■--'■ ‘ . ,,V;.

A nice letter from Mrs. Berris came yesterday, .and* as it con
tained something about a rejected manuscript from Doubleday 
Doran, and a suggestion that it be submitted to a literary agent, 
who is a friend of hers, X have sent the letter to James, with 
the request that he forward the letter to you eventually. You 
will dispose of the letter, if you please. I do not want it 
back, although, if you should care to, you might make a mental 
note of the bag's name, - la Squires, I believe it is,* * i t 1 < - ’ ■1 <

I haye also scouted the idea to James that la Ferris might 
be able to give a push to "5£" with the playing card illustrations, 
were she*to-see it before passing it along to D0ubleday. I 
have told him that he might speak to you of this matter, should he 
feel its submission to Mrs. Tibbetts (la Ferris) should be 
in order. X have no doubt you will hear from him on tnis 
point.

A letter yesterday from Hiss -alberta says that Lyle is 
back at the Bt. Charles Hotel, that he has definitely given up 
drinking, etc., etc. ^he further remarks that although he 
"needs coddling", it is too cold for him to come to Melrose in 
.the Vinter. Amen. What the summer will bring forth, we shall 
see. She declares that "as soon as he gets his typewriter 
set-up"? he will be writing the Madam, Amen, - again. But how 
long it takes anyone, - and especially him to set up a typewriter,
I wouldn't know, - never having set up one'myself.

. L • • , ‘ gx *■ .* <► ■ s •> -- * ' ?

You see, - as indicated above, this report did turn out 
dull enough, but I shall try to do better in my next.......

L ' •
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December 1st, 1944.

Report to ^lipping Service;
Well, uarnett has come and gone, - thank heavens.
I'll skip the negative side for the most past, and 

mention the positive side in preference.
Confidentially, - so that you may not refer to it in 

a letter to her, he was gathering material to do a few 
pages, - possibly a chapter on ^elrose and Aunt Oarnmie.

He says he saw Mrs. uaygood not lopg since in Dew 
Orleans ana she talked about me. According to his report, 
my application last year was turned down on two counts: - 
it had a shading of too mcuh historical interpretation, 
and secondly, Hatchez has alreadybeen done too much.

1 was of course glad to learn the reasons for its 
rejection. I recognize, too, that for the average person, 
yesterday doesn't matter. Was it Lord Byron.who said 
that the only measure of understanding we have for 
romorrow is yesterday?

Well, so that thing stands. As for Hatchez and her 
negroes already having been done too much,. * this comes 
as something of a surprise, for 1 know nothing about that. 
Df course Dr. Davis did get a grant to, do something 
about the mulatto Johnson's ■‘-'iary, but as X pointed out 
in my prospectus", “that" JOTTTjaiTTnrt be complete or finished 
without the volume which X have, which is the key to 
the whole shooting match. But X guess that is ,
beside the point.

according to Dane, I have an excellent chance of 
winning; an award this year on a study- of XiQ Brevelle.
This equally amazes me, since 1 have always feared to use 
the word,"mulatto* to ^osenwald, Furthermore,, it seems to 
me that Xiq Brevelle is rather too specialized and unique 
to have any general bearing on the negro problem in 
the baited States. Still, X must admit that he has 
won Hosenwald awards, and having talked to la uaygood, 
he ought to know more about the thing than X do,

/
I shall accordingly drop a letter in this morning's

(over)
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mail to the lady, detailin g what *.ane told me, and 
savins that 1  should be glad to receive an application blank 
i f  she things there i s  much of i. p o ss ib ility  of receiving

an award.
Kane drought up the lip e s  a f fa ir .  1  o ff

on the f i r s t  mention of d ifferences. I explained that I was 
not interested in the three personalities involved and if'bhey 
could not get on together. I pointed out that boiled down 
to an essence, - so far as I was concerned, - before his la st  
v is i t  to ^elrose, I had a pair of eyes. ~ fter his v i s i t ,  I had 
none, lie had previously remarked, that he was certain ly 

rlad somebody had invented the typewriter, for ne couia 
never write anything long hand. ' I «made use of the statement, 
remarking that he might know just how f e l t ,  1*
robbed of a typewriter, he couldn t w rite, so neither 

’ could I ,  robbed of eyes, get very fa r . *e expressed amazement 
at the thought, said he had never’ thought of that, etc. , etc. 
Our contact remained c iv iliz e d  and frien d ly , - but I 
thought i t  just as well to set him straight on that 
point, and for a moment give him a glimpse at another 
person's view point. And that i s  that*

On another fron t, haxnett spoke of having met 1&,i'V " *-'• ? •
Johnston, - the famous photographer, and says she i s  dying to 
come to ^elrose. "-ccording to him, she i s  80 years old, 
very domineering, quite a heavy drinker, altogether grasping 
and good with the camera. Her advent at Melrose ought to 
be f i l le d  with p o s s ib ilit ie s , 1 should think; I 
reckon we may expect seveial days v is i t  from her before 
long. I t  w ill be interesting to see how she w ill h it i t  o ff
wi t h ~unt Jammie.

X seem to have a stack* of things <to do th is morning, - 
although i  was up arid doing- at 4 :30, and i t  is  now almost 

0̂  qq x guess shall have to* content myself with th is 
b rie f shat th is morning. Guests are a*rr ving within 

the hour to spend the day, - some ancient bags of no 
in terest, and I must clear up my desk before they get here, - 

clean up the desk, at le a s t , so fa r  as "must le tte rs  are 
concerned. Immediately before me satnds a lush vase of 
narcissus., and along side my two volumes of kn •American 
Dilemma, - so you can read ily  understand in  which direction 
my thoughts travel as 1 glance from the keyboard,. . . . . •

“fhJr, , "

■ ■ ■ ■

r n m m m mm '
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December End, 1944.

Memorandum To ^lipping serv ice :

Your ioint report came in th is morning's m ail, and I 
hasten to resen d  to congratulate you on the s k i l l  in which you 
handled the item, - jo in tly . The idea i s  splendid, - the faot that Measure of business keeps you from writing more frequently.It i= accented on i t s  face value and s a t is f ie s  everyone, - and 
of course** receive the additional reports confidentially  and never
refer to them.

I am so glad you are going to hear Don- Giovanni, for i t  i s  always 
a joy, - both the seeing and hearing, for i t  certa in ly  wraps up the 18th century in a b it of celaphane in a manner that no one but nerr 
iiozart could do. Curious how the scrip t escapes me at the moment,-

I mean the play by Beaumarchais on which i t  was based, - or am I
thinking of the “ arriage oa i’igaro , or two anL d  ever
Pinza do the thing, - Figaro, - once and have been enchanted ever
since.

‘Until-you mentioned i t ,  I didn't rea lize  la  Hethberg had 
‘̂olded up so fa r  as the Metropolitan was concerned, I sh all never 

forget the m illion times I observed her dn The Sunken B e ll ,  * 
something which wasn't tuneful enough fo r me, but which I got three 
times in a row on Thursday nights, as I re c a ll .

Either I w ill enclose herewith, - o r  the Madam w ill enclose, 
a le tte r  which came to hand today from la  ^aygood of iiosenwald.
Guriously enough, she was w riting me on the &9th and I was wri ing 
her on the 30th, - and a l l  on the same subject, - but i t  i s  n ice, and 
uo^sibly auspicious, - that she was writing me before I<was knocking o ff 
a lin e  to her. I have responded to her le tte r  of the E9th , point- 
in go u t khat 1 am fearfu l of the word mulatto when talking to Rosenwald, 
supposing that they do not recognize the existence of such an J ^ i t y •
I am under the imrression that they recognize everything not white as 
Hegro. but people on Cane ^iver would d ie , - the mulatto department, i f  
anyone ever voiced such a theory. You see the difference i s  th is in 
their minds - the mulsttoes, 1 mean: - They are not negroes with 
some white blood, but rather they are white people with some colored 
blood, - and oh,* the d ifference.

Well we shall see what. la-Haygood has to say about the whole 
thing, and I sh all advise you up to the minute on what transpires in  
that d irection , - of course. •

The Madam was delighted to have your clipping from ^arry Hansen’ s 
column, reviewing the Kane book. She had been hopin,. for that for 
some ;time.

k;M

■
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An hour’s interruption, as between this side and the 

reverse, leaves me a little uncertain as to just where i was at .
Anyway, I shall talk, a little on Mo • Kane s visit* X think 

I told you he asks too many questions, and as an example x cite 
such a thing as he addressed to ‘“unt Oaramie:

"Do you say your prayers every night before retiring?"

"Go to Hell", would have been my response.
She answered: "I wouldn't dare not to".
He was always whipping out his note book to jot down some 

uhrase or other of mine* I don't blame him for not trusting his 
memory, but he cut himself off from getting some useful stuff 
out of me by thus warning me that he was lifting phrases, - not 
data, - with every sentence I spoke.

It isnft fare to dish a book because it has an occasional 
mistake or a word used incorrectly, - I realize that, and yet if you 
want to sense his lack of culture, - or erudition, all you have to 
read his account of sugar being introduced into Louisiana. . He gives 
an account of a big dinner given by the Spanish Governor, and refers 
to the "waiters" bringing in the sugar. If he had ever done any 
studying of the Spanish era, - or any 18th century era, he ought to 
realize that neither his Most Catholic Majesty nor any of his 
representatives ever employed "waiters". It was footmen who served 
at table, and "waiters" is a word that came in on contemporary 
times* It makes no difference whatsoever,^ and yet it does discolor 
the wine a little for those who'have respect for a true brew.

I am again interrupted, so shall lay this aside, and return 
to it later, -— - ‘

• Aunt kammie suggests that I Jorward you the Hoaanwald letter 
which came unsollioited. I do so herewith, and I suppose it 
might be returned eventually, - but there is no rush for it 
go into the file, as 1 hava no nee<J for i%. AS I am pressed for 
time, i shall treat off at this point, tut shall try to file a 
more lengthy report next time......... «
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Tuesday, December 5th, 1944.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:

It is good to y&ve such a nice lengthy report as 
has come to hand in the last mail.

Only one point would I make regarding the filing of 
such reports: - the element of time doesn't enter into the 
matter. In times so busy as these, do not fret if opportunity 
does not,,present itself’ to forward these communications. Once 
before realizing how difficult it is in the current strain of* 
office affairs, worried a little regarding the health status.
- realizing the pressure of business is such that it often 
precludes personal correspondence, I am perfectly contented 
with telepathetic communications, and I shall be the happier if 
instead of forcing time to concede a page, you merely maintain 
thought waves in the place of the written word, and I shall be 
the happier to know you are concerning strength for a heavier 
correspondence when the pressure eases.

I am delighted that you are going to contact Helfcn Ferris, 
for there,is great satisfaction in sharing one's friends all 
the way round. I am writing her today, pointing out that 
she has a-measure of pleasure in store for herself when the 

esta^Iished. I have already spoken to,her of the 
52 so, if you use that item as a gang plank, it will be 

familiar to her. But if you don't, I know* she will be equally 
cordial and happy to see you. You will feel perfectly free 

to speak with her relative to the proposed Department of 
documents and Records, and I am under the impression she 
may exert some influence on Hgsae Mae concerning that item.

There was a letter that was hilarious in yesterday's mail 
from little “iss ^obina. Mhe mentioned having been one of some 
*jo listeners-to Harnett Kane ’s last of 5 speeches made in 
Bhreveport on Friday, following the speech, she chatted with 
nim for a while, - it being the first time they had met. The 
first thing he asked her for was interesting details about 
§5” uamnie that might be included in his forth' corning book, 
ut he told her not to tell these stories to him then, but 

to write them to him, _ a little nervy, I thought, - as did 
Miss ^obina, - who quite flatly told us in her letter that she 
wasn t dreaming of writing a t ing. Miss ^obina did ask us, howev34

(over)

>
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how we thought he would like the account of ~unt ̂ammi© undress
ing at noon time on the main stree of lexarkana, in front of
the National Bank# ^his is in reference to an episode when 
Hiss ^ohina was driving ~unt Oaramie to Hot Springs three years 
ago, when ~unt wammie staffed to slip off an underskirt which 
had proved too warm for the weather of mid day. It has Ion, 
been a standing joke between those two ladies, but  ̂reckon Harnett 
wouldn’t appreciate it much. vTa*

His greatest weakness is his avariciousness, for he is always 
so busy jotting down details that perons line me just don’t bather 
to pass along the best stuff, for pleasant personal contact seems to 
dry up when one observes the other is merely intent oil converting
every syllable into cash. I shall be interested in seeing the
eventual chapter on ^elrose which is pro-poses to write. Some
how ± have a feeling that someone like you could.go through the 
chapter with a pencil and underline every word, phrase, reference 
.and paragraph that he has lifted from me# I have no objection 
to his making use of all the information,he can get/ - (he might 
have obtained more had he been a little more civilized)- 
but it is the obvious determination to wring dry those whom he 
tries to convince are‘objects of his dis-interested friendship.

.The enclosed note from ^adam Brandon may or may not be of 
interest^ - 1 have forgotten its subject matter, and you might 
dispose of it when finished. *s for the exerpts on the accompany- 
ing sheet, they a*re from the precious British account book, and 
I thought they might have some flavor or other of interest. I 
should be glad to save that paper if convenient.

Relative to the correspondent from Jonesboro, I think I recall 
her visit, and I am sure there wap a subsequent letter dictated 
to her. -tfut that, of course, $ust have been before^I knew much 
about the- city from whence she hailed at.that time. I was very 
much interested to re&d your account of the possible origin of the 
family, - that is, its geographic inception in wouth uermany. You 
apologize for the comparison of the abundance of names to grains 
of sand, -the simile didn’t seem strange to me. I don’t recall 
precisely, but x think the ■“•merican parallel is ’’sands of the 
sea , and i think the phrase appears in the Hible,

In September, ^unt ^ammie’s son who operates this place 
separated from his wife, the latter now living‘in -atchitoches. 
it seems to have been a rather friend separation after 20 years 
but as "both parties have consulted with me on the point since 
last «uly, have felt like a father confessor, but a tight- 
lipped one, since la fills has forever twisted la ^evigne’s mind 
so* that it is silly to even recognize the lady in the case when 
speaKiijg of local matters. La S. is delighted with, the break but 
of course is wrong in putting, the blame on one side only,
-ust skip, -orry for a*dull letter. “ill attempt an improvement...
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December 7th, 1944.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
Yesterday's envelope contained no i.Iemorandum tut merely 

a couple of letters which 1 thought might he of passing interest.

I did not subscribe to the Baton -ouge suggestion that sketches 
he made to illustrate the ^eawnont volume. On the otter nano 
I recommended photographs for that purpose, - in Vlcodville suoh 
scenes as Boston Kow* where la B. had her shop, a photo, of 
,her dwelling, still in good order, the railroad station, replacing 
thp one bein^ used in her time, the original railroad office 
building, still standing, a phto of the which she ^ n s v e r s e
when running contraband down from katchez, a view of the ourt 
House in -atohez where she had to contact the Provost Marshal1 , etc. 
la B.'s only grandson in this part of the world, - ^oe ^ellog 
of i’he m-ms in “atchez, has no .likeness of la , ana so r 
think any reproduction of an ante helium gathering migh 
alright for the sooial illustration. X think, - it occurs to 
me as I write these lines, that 1 shall write baton Houge tMat 
ha should run up to “oodville and with camera m  hand, photô ..  ̂
a counle of street scenes, now that Christmas is approaching and 
the color segment is as pronounced now as it was 80 ye^rs ago.

The other letter from la Moore X thought quite pitiful. 
Obviously the poor hag is sunk. I suppose* you 
she repeated the story twice about snow shovels in Bphrata. 
low that she is about 53, X should imagine she could easily 
withdraw from military service if she cared to. One element 
nf de-nreosion on her part, I think, is occasioned by the fact 
that the“daughter whose husband is also stationed at the same oamp 
la Moore is, has never understood her mother at all, and 
think the proximity in which mother and daughter now find 
themselves probably accentuates the mother s :realization of tiae 
absence of an .sympathic understanding between them. It i. 
course ture that la bag put herself where she ie, but it 
seems too bad she doesn t take herself’out of-that situa'cion. 
t rtthpr bHa <t r done with -atchez, and so 1 should think sne wuuxu 
well to withdraw from her present situation and carve out ano er 
plaoe of residence and a Job, - while the carving is g

I didn't write her that, but X think perhaps I shall.

Yesterday's news broadcasts M ‘diQat8M h? L M t a t e nSenartment to returned the names of the new appointees to the btate '?
the foreign delations Committee for further investigation. I

(over)
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was interested to learn something about Will Clayton from cotton 
people in this area* it seems he is the largest operator of cotton 
in the world. I think that is public property, - or knowledge, - 

bufi hadh t learned until yesterday, that Will Clayton controls 
the cotton production of? Brazil. i’he group with whom I spoke 
were talking rather fast, and on a variety of subjects, so- X am 
not sure X caught all the details correctly, but it is my under
standing that Clayton controls the cotton ginning and I believe much 
of the land wherein the major portion of the crop in Brazil is 
produced, - altho gh X am not certain about the latter point.
I don1t know if this explains why such a wealthy business man should 
h ve connected himself, first with the department of Commerce, 
and now_. ith the *tate department. £ar myself I have always 
wondered what was best in politics, - to give jobs to people who 
had already proved their worth in business, - and would naturally 
lean iri one direction or another when public policy was mapped, - 
or, on the other hand, give the jobs to someone CjUite inexperienced 

without proven ability in any lihe basing the selection on the 
hope that the individual without pfoveri experience and worth would 
transact the business* efficiently and without the bias of 
personal interest* It will be interesting to see if the foreign 
delations wommittee touches on any of these points.

it &s my understaiiaing tix.t J. E. 9 the ^adarn's second 
son, who runs thig pi- oe, is going to make a quick round in 
Brazil about ^hristmas ti#e . when, it is said, the cotton 
season be'lo the equator ib at its height. I shall be glad 

to learn something of his impressionsfon his return,

^ithin a couple of days, I suppose, further word should come 
out ‘of .hicago, and I shall then begin to fix up a prospectus 
for soraQ subject or other relative to the volume to be considered 
for the award, as I recall, the awards are announced in -^arch 
and I shall mane plans to run over to atohez for a few days at 
that time, - possibly a few weeks, employing John Martin to assist 
me in rounding out the paragraphs; designed, to sew the various' 
columns of the uld "atchez Scrapbook together. I am rathe* anxious 
to complete' that manuscript by myself, as James and X didn t see eye 
to eye on the intervening paragraphs, he wanted to do thoge by 
himself, and x didn't want him t'o, since he is not acquainted with 
the history involved, - and so we let that'slide. Some to 
tninn of it, I believe X will write to a lady in Bobos ‘̂ erril 
in Indianapolis, who gets down this way, - Louisiana: sometimes in 
search of material, t think I shall ask her to let me know next 
times she heads this way, so 1 can contact with with the 
manuscript at that time. Janies wants me to finish it and submit 
it to klahpma, but 1 don't think so, although 1 am not mentioning 
anythiiiL about my plans for that item at the present time, since 
it represents all my work . .

^ore shortly, - and please don't try to write until 
after the uhirstmas rush is over. I will understand and be 
the happier to realize you are not forcing correspondence when 
there is such a great number of demands.......

1 0 5 0

Saturday light, .December 9th.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
- , A gnerous postman today. ,Ee brought two or three letters,
including two from the Clipping Bureau, one straight mail, the other 
by air mail. I am sorry that his departure leave me no opportunity
to get off my response today, but I shall air mail this on Monday
morning so you may have my opinion as to the Ferris letter.

‘ ? v’
I think it is perfect.
I am sure that the lady to whom it is addressed will be equally 

pleased, and I am hoping you both may be able to effect a rendezvous 
shortly, for 1 believe you will both have a pleasant hour together, as 
there will be much that goes in to make up a "literary evening".

It was good of you to let me have some idea of what was written
to the literary agent. My reader wasn't perfect today, but from his
efforts, X gathered there were a couple of little words that might 
have been altered to advantage, - but the letter isn't of importance, - 
the one from baton Rouge to ^iss Abbott.

a t

In the same mail with the two items from the ^lipping Service came 
a brief note from Jr. ^arcus Y/ilkerson, the President of the Louisiana 
State University Press Ee acknowledged my recent letter to him, f 
detailing an account o£ the Old Louisiana Scrapbook, - appending, as 
I did, the fable of ^optents, with my brief note to him. His 
letter Bays that the L. S. U.« Press would be glad to receive the 
manuscript with a view to publication. That doesn't mean anything, 
of .course,.but it sounds nice. I have accordingly sent Dr# Wilkerson's 
letter to James, asking him to forward the bianuscript to L. S. U. Press, 
and X have written Dr. bilker son that X shall be in Baton Rouge by 

mid-January at the latest, and in the event he has had an opportunity 
to look the thing over by that time, I shall be glad to drop by 
and see him regarding details. More than anything else, I am anxious 
to get that item published, - and by L. 3. U. it would be perfect-, - 
and all because of the effect it would have on the formation of the 

Department of documents and Records.. I think its appearance by a 
State press would cut a lot of ice with la belle $ssae Mae.

It was the latter who sent me Dr. V/ilkerson* s address, and I 
shall use his letter to me as an excuse to write her a friendly line.

I am indebted to you for setting me straight on a couple of 
items on the local scene. Your bcuther must be illustrating the old 
line about life beginning at 40. Isn't it good, too, - all the way 
around. It is nice to think he wifi be well looked after in the agent 
others close of kin should eventually change addresses.

(over)'
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I was too.to learn of the doings at the house on the hill

and certainly the ola woman who lived in her shoe had nothing on that
TiP ° ah iS UP 2nd doin*» 1 an olad to hear. It mst Se all tnat other business is forever over and done with, - thank ^eavens

th/aetfifi6! ^ 8 °f Ur* J?r!y9r’ to°* 1 am glad he has a place onthe active list, for I am sure that goes far to keep him in a hanni pr
frame of mind, - particularly in view o£ lUs recenAosnitalization -
ior surely circumstances obtaining in the neighborhood^of his former

m?mhtm-ind td6preSSi ^  •ffe?t ^ > o ,  if unemployed"might xind little to ta&e up the slack of diversion,
Isn t id marvelous how all of us,- - when we must - can somphnw oat 

our minds to slamming doors on circumstances, over which we have no control 
I euess half the trick is having been blessed by God with interests bavond 
the ordinary hum-drum things of life. I-was thinking especially alon^ 4
B £ o"e af t er^al^the sa * vat t0+ba w fw l w * 4 in ̂ -readingT* vl , I* er,_alr ye-is, following its first reading to. a friend
r.n ml ag»ln and again. It just occurs *7fw 7,7, — .*w xu a6axii ana again. It lust occursUO me that it might be nice, - eventually, - to keep a copv on the living- room taole of Meade il la — whe>T> +-i,£.+• •? • * . * - ,  ̂** , . _ hgVand somehow A

taDlS of Ue?de 'ilia, - when that is"taken over. 1 certainly find ever so much satisfaction in contemplating suoh an eventualttv and somehow A feel I am not alone In chat eventuality,

I must congratulate you, on, your dil igence in running across th« 
newspaper item about la Harris in ‘Washington, x reckon she will be
writer^but ! TLf° r£^* “n8 is W a n d  I t W W s a l e t t e rh-U9r: 1 fc < 801 n°i waiting to Jietr from her before I .write 1u»t a line, to go forward by air at the same time this one does - tain™ 
her hoW much she has in store for her if she is so f o r w ’t. „9lh ns

time ^  F r t L * ™  t0

It was good of you to set me straight as to your nreqent „
in the chemical department. I can not imagine anything-^more difficult 
than such a job, but you are most certainly to be^coiVratulated^ ^  
having successfully mastered an understanding of a flock of data «nri 
strange formula^ that must be mighty difficult - if not t a t vand,
..ever-having had any aPPitide'for such combimtion£f I Lould^vlr be 
able oo make any sense out of them,.were I to concentrate for « b

°* th?m> * *«* “ ““Singly I admire you t£e more for your success. May I congratulate you, and add 550 citations; .
-r . f°raebody writing from the, Orescent uity, reports having q^an ota 
. 1 ̂ a Party at the home of Andrew Jackson Hie-̂ inq tho
Anotherrletter°frori th9 aU9St f® l00killg thin. b«t otherwise ‘alright.
she would tr, tlle Sa?9 Pl&09 ao,nes from aiss Alberta who sayss/1® A°ald like to come up here fot a little while but iq afraid hay

P9STmiSht fr89z9* Po°r girl, - that certainly would b£ a calamity. I am sorry to spoil the joke, but I should explain thst
i g r®aljLW  she was referring more to her house at 823 k0val street and 
not to herself. Uust not write more for the moment bTthacls 1 ’mfnion..
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December 13th.

i"

Memorandum to '■'lipping Service:
Ahanks much for your nice letter arriving in yesterday’s 

post, together with the My'Day clipping and the sheet from 
the British account book of 177tf. Up to the moment,

I have not received a visit from my reader and so the contents 
of your report must be held until later in the morning, 
but b wanted to acknowledge their arrival regardless.

I had rather expected a line from old Hosenwald in 
yesterday’s post, but as none ;came to hand, I shall expect 
a line today. Hot too much opportunity remains to doi 
prospectus between now and ^anuary.1st, but I am turning over 
in my mind what i shall have to sâ , - in the event an 
application is forwarded, * and so it will not be so difficult 
to"rattle it off, once the go-ahead signal arrives. It may 
be that another subject will be suggested, and in that event I 
shall try to fashion the new subject along lines that I shall 
also have thought through/ and in spite of the holiday set.son,
X think A shall" be able to get the thing off, - although 
a parfait secretaire would obviously make a more perfect job of 
the thing. * : -

fhere was a letter to aunt Jimmie in yesterday's mail 
from ^elen *‘erris, giving a brief account of her recent 
jaunt h. 1 ashing ton. I have asked the Madam to send it along 
to you, thinking you would enjoy her impressions, although 
personal contact with her before you receive it may make it 
a little out of date when it actually comes to hand.

I didn't do much yesterday in the literary line.
There were trucks and labor available for hauling out trash 
from the gardens and k fertilizer back in, and what with the Madam 
having-a stitch in her back, I waved a wand for her, and according
ly was in the open most of the time. About this time *
of year, after a good frost, the bananas are cut down, - 
the frost having cooked them a aelicious brown, and dahlias, 
cannas, butterfly lilies need similar attention, while 
camelias and gardenias, - although they do not require it, 
do thrive*a-little better is they he e some kind of a 
mulch of fallen leaves or some suoh put around them.
One of the aaruies driving an over worked truck, failed to 
stop as soon as he had expected in the canna department, and 
as an excuse remarked that "the breaks on this old outfit 
ain't so handsome". Handsome breaks is something *»■ had 
never thought of. i'hat s one thing that makes these darkies - • 
delicious,

(o-er)
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December 14th, 1944,

I suppose it is their unique•ability to emulate 
the sayings of other people, - as remarkable as the same 
apitutde in small children, that gives them suoh un
expected coloring, -*i'f the word may be used, - in their 
speech, I recall that some time back, a rock chimney had 
been built on one of the smaller houses, - the loom room, and 
as the thing reached completion, a bi^ old black negro was 
up on the top of the thing, fiddling about, while other Workmen 
were doing one thing or another, all under the 5aze of 
a flock of whi ,e people, sitting about in the garden to 
observe final- touches being put on the thing. In the 
white section, everyone was amused when the big old blaok negro 
reararked, out of a clear sky, pointing to the chimney 
and patting it slightly: "Ain’t it darlingl"

today, I suppose the Old Louisiana Scrapbook will 
be in Dr. “ilkerson s hands, and it will be nice to see 
what he has to say about it, Ror the sake of the Department 
of Documents, 1 do hope it goes over,*- sooner or later.
Ana speaking of that Department reminds me that there was 
a letter yesterday, dated from California, from Resae Mae, 
saying that she had skipped out there to be with her sister 
now ill until about the first week in January, I gather 
the legislature will not meet in December, therfore, but 
may after the turn of the year, Isaccordingly think I 
shall try to make a round at Baton'Rouge about the And week 
in January, and thence, - after contacting-L, 13. U, Press, etc., 
I shall go on to "atchez. In the latter place, I w nt to 
see if D can’t track down two volumes of British papers which 
reportedly were once there a number of years ago," As the 
lady who then owned them,.is dead, and her effects scattered,
I idloW not where I shall begin to search for the end of 
the first thread leading to their locations, - but I reckon 
I shall eventually find itj

‘ * f •

I must fold for the mOment, but will be bake again 
shortly; How nice it is to be assureu that later today, 
when my little reader appears, l shall be able to hold 
communion with one 'who means so’much.... .....

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
' It was good to get to yesterday’s report in the evening, 

and to find such a nice long account of things.
I appreciate the transcript of Hanahttan reviews of the 

Beatrice Willie show. She Fragonard and Suerain departments 
shound wonderful, I should think either oi us might .̂ina 
worthwhile just to see the sets, and then to have Miss Dillies 
charades thrwon it, the whole business ougnt to turn ouu J 
as remarkable as the review indicates^ I do hope you rind it 
possible to get a go at the piece before long.

It seems to me the last time I heard about B, Lillie was 
oh the radio, - reporting, the death of her only son, as I 
recall, I don’t remember now if her husband, Lora Peale, n&d 
died or not, I remember so well that burlesque s;.e usea to do 
in singing the son $ that ran: ’’March with me to the tune of the 
drum, - March, March, April, May and June,

Yesterday’s mail held nothing of interest* - although I 
had rather expected something from old Rosenwala. I haa a 
Christmas card from one of the Henry boys, - Dan, now in 

' the Hew ai fen Islands. Coming from that pineapple producing center, 
it aopropraitely had Santa Klaus riding on said pineapple. It 
struck me that a Chicago gangster, suen as *apone, might well 
have had a similar card fashioned for himself as a personal greet

ing card in those mad d$ye of the 19aO s when prohibition was 
running wild and "pineapples” were exploding all over the pluce.

The childrens books arrived in the same mail with that 
card, - that is to say yesterday. As for the books, I concur 
with the Madam that they are really marvelous. I lutea. them  ̂
so much, 1 took the® home with me last night and turned 
through the® after folding up my beard. I think they are 
quite the lovliesf bit of joy for children that remember in 
ever so long, Any library would be the better for tneii- piev.ence. 
One of my little friends passed by to see me, - little ning 
Solomon, - the victim of the & lack «idow, ana although untutored 
in the Arts, his1 re-action fas one of delight to turn t« x ough 
the pages Somehow nojankovsky can do up an animal in 
human belfig’s cXothing and make it look humorous and con- 
vinciningly natural at the same time. I guess it was teniel, 
or one such artist who did it so successfully with some of tnose 
LaRontaine-Rabies, and wasn't it W or Vidor, or somesuch that dia it 
so touchinulv witi the German children’s boons, Lyle always

(over)
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U 8 3d to say feat the older he grew, the more he liked books 
made up of pictures and no text, aud there w&s an element of 
reflected opinion from me in those remarks*

I mentioned one of the Henry boys a couple of paragraphs 
back; Its* mention calls to mind something rather interesting 
of w ich I speak confidentially in.this instance. In these 
parts, birth"certificates weren’t issue until very recently.
How often inheritances depend upon a family record, - rather than 
a public one, since public ones didn't exist for ever so long.
779II about the best private record is the family Bible.
The ladam always kept'one for each of her several children, - 
wherein were written in her own hand the vital staticts of her 
family. How, ban Henry was so named from an old family friend, - 
a lawyer, of ^atohitoches, now 95, who long looked after 
t?ie~ien*y interest's in the courts, ’John ban was born he - ■—
was ,-iven the name Daniel Scarborough ^anry, in honor'of this family 
friend. Imagine howTt could be~that having thus named the 
child, in entering his name' in* the family Bible, his mother, 
instead of writing Daniel, wrote David. At some time or other 
although very improbably ,* a succession might have based its whole 
case on the identity of this individual, - and then, when the 
old family Bible was produced, it would be evident that the case 
revolved about another individual, since obviously the -lother of 
said child would most certainly not have given a wrong name to 
her own off-spring. But Daniel he is in the r̂ray and ill the 
public records now, but David is his name as appears on the family 
record. And I think it is one of the oadest slips of the pen 
I know about. Is it any wonder one' must read old records with 
a lot of latitude, for how often might, a disinterested public 
official make a «lip when even a child's own mother could be 
wrong? Naturally B have never mentioned this curious entry to 
any one here* and 'only Ĵ yle and I know of it. The Bible, by 
the way, is in this house where it is likely to remain.

I am so glad you mentioned the ^eissigs, and I know your 
Hatfe-Hlasch was heartening, in spite of the bitter weather 
between long Island and home. I always, 1 iked madams it* much*

* fer--bomohovv s1 * * * *'h-Anvririably seemed possessed of a heart quality on
the good-will-toward-men side. Should you ever have an opportunity 
to say something on the pleasant side to her in my behalf, it would 
most vertainly have my approval, - although you know whether it 
would be well to indicate that you had h^ard "in a roundabout way1, 
or not. ^nd speaking of "roundabout way , what in the world 
do you suppose ever happened to *->ven and^all, Since last hi ay 
I have heard nothing from the boy friend, whom I suppose may 
be in ‘“'outh America, although 1 merely assume that; I must 
write him eventually to find out how things turn down that way.
I asked him not to write me curing the summer, as his pen 
pushing was such that my little readers could make nothing of it, 
and la"jalousie' prevented me from getting an interpretation that 
was satisfactory from one old enough to read, - and so I thought 
it better just to let the whole thing lapse temporarily. At 
long last, 1 reali .e the information as to what has been turning
in the world during the past 4 years might cume to hand*, beforeward 
ed to a Bureau for deciphering and so relayed baoA. 'We shall 
eventually see. Must skip and thanks,much for reports covering
la Guild and all....

❖ g U l
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December 16th,

Memorandum to Clipping ^arviee : <
I write you at a curious time, - 4:15, Central ••ar lime, 

at the conclusion of a little talk by ->inciair Lewis, follow
ing the Metropolitan's airing of i’aust.

To hand in today's mail came the enclosed letter which 
speaks for itself. It is of course heartening that Dr, 
Wilkerson of B. u. Dress liked the manuscript. May 
he be successful in putting it over with the Board. I 
count so much on this volume as being a stepping stone in the 
Department of Archives or rather Department * of Documents, that 
I shall ;be pleased no end if it is aotually brought out by 
L. 6 . U. Press, - an added point of pressure on the Legislature 
and la belle Bssae Mae.

Assuming that the Old Louisiana item goes over,
I have no doubt that the Old Mississippi Scrapbook and 
similar ones on Texas and Oklahoma might readily follow by 
the same publishers. Purely B, S. U, Press would under
take the Old Mississippi number, and if they would not 
be interested in Oklahoma and Texas', then most assuredly the 
Presses of the universities of those Bates would, Mr,
Pip ies knows the Oklahoma set up, and I know the Texas 
numbers in Austin, so we ought to wrok that out alright.

If only I can get the Bosenwala thing, it will assist 
me so much in getting someone to take a lot of stuff that 
I could dictate readily to round out what is lacking to 
complete the Old Mississippi Scrapbook, - &nd tht same 
time, put the slices laoking to round out the Old Hatchez 
Scrapbook, - or whatever the thing may be called, which 
will be based on the news columns from Hatchez, - 1800 to 
t-e present. I am ever so anxious to get at that, for I have 
a feeling it might be an item that would enjoy a long pull, - 
particularly with pilgrims, - not so much the hisotircally 
minded as those who like to turn through randon things.

Ho news from Lyle, and may he remain where he is for 
a while. -It is aid that Prances Benjamin Johnston is looking 
forward with eagerness to coming up to Melrose for a visit, - 
and for work. The more P hear about her, the more I wonder 
how that visit will turn out. They say she is both

(over)
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capable and auss-ed, as dictatorial as anyone could be, and 
a hitter of the bottle to quite an extent. Add to this 
combination her 80 odd years, and you really have something 
to contemplate. Nevertheless, there is the artist shining 
through all this curious combination, and since she is currently 
doin^ New Glreans, and will no doubt do a lot of stuff 

between there and here, » and, - if I have any influence,- 
will do a lot more in Natchez, - then surely there ought to be 
some swell m^teial for future use in the negatives she strikes 
off with hex multiple assortment of cameras.

Just one mor e t 'on:
a s  for the Scrapbook idea for the various States,: I 

suppose 48 such might be -done, - not to mention such additional 
ones as individual cities of popularity, but somehow I would 
like’ to set aside one such, - possibly Nouth Jarolina of 
..Charleston, - for a final volume, to be accomplished, - 
undertaken and finished, - at some future time, save in three or 
four years, when circumstance would enable the .co-ordination 
of two people whose common enthusiasms would tend to make the 
thing a labor of love and a joy of fulfillment......
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Monday Night at Melrose.
i-yfit

Memorandum to Clipping Serviqej -
A good report to hand, and the world accordingly seems 

bright and gay.
The attached photo oame to hand today from Mips Nellie.

As a photo, it isn't so much, but perhaps it is sufficient' to 
enable you tof guess that it shows a little section of Meade Villa 
The wing is that occupied by Feliciana Wailes and Miss Sua 
Covington during the years when B. L*. C. Wailes lived there.
In the main house, the room on the upper gallery is the, ohe 
in which Miss Nellie was b o m  in 1864. I thin* X remarked 
in another Memorandum that the wing that formerly balance the 
one shown in this photo has subsequently disappeared. It was the 
one housing B. L. ,C.',s Qabinet of Metals, etc, now in 1. S. U., 
and his library was there, too. If and when the whole place ? 
oan he acquired, put back in order, and the left wing restored, 
then you oan readily see how nicely the whole unit would lend 
itself to a private apartment in each of the wings, with 
the main structure reserved for living room, dining room, guest* 
rooms,., etc. .t u ,

I am unable to make out who the .belles are in the photographs, 
but 1 reckon Miss Nellie will explain those in a later letter* 
Eventually 1 should he glad if we might paste this snapshot in 
our oopy of Gentleman of the Old Matches*

I shall have an eye out for the packages you mention, and 
in advance I shall express the joy which is in store, not only 
fox our little friends, but also for me. La ^evigne will receive 
her package shortly, toe, hut when they arrive, I shall sequestse 
mine and ours all to myself*

Up to the pr esent writing, nothing has come from old 
Bosenwald, to whom I sent a telegram today, saying as much*
After all, about ten days remain to fill out the stuff and 

write the prospeotus, - not to mention the days whioh will not be 
worth anything, what with people who may usurp some of the tsn 
days during this holiday season*

■during the past couple of days, I have been thinking about 
a hook 1 should like to dp, but.1 think I shall Bave it for later. 
Whether it should be done with wames now, - or with another later, 
depends muoh upon a variety of circumstances, not the least of 
whioh is dependent upon what James did or proposes to do, with 
the sections of the Erwin and Prudhomme diaries, whioh, as I 
understand from the letter forwarded to you in my last communica
tion, he says he removed from the manuscript to be submitted to 
L. S. u* Press. What I should like to do with a book. - the

(over)
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one I have In mind at the moment, would he a plantation thing, I
The idea would* he to select 5 or 6 diaries from different sections
of ^ouisianna, - say one from West Pelioiana, one from the ^
flew Orleans neighborhood, one from Terrebonne, - on the uulf ^oast,
one from Bayou Grosse Tete, - say the Erwin, one from the
Alexandria neighborhood, one from flatohitoches, - say the
Prudhomme, and one from -orth Louisiana __ say the •
Shreveport area, ^sing each as the basis of a long chapter, or
possibly two chapters, quote expensively from each ante helium
diary, and at the same time do a picture of the plantation itself
and the neighboring ones, the people, the events transpiring
in Louisiana during the time the diaries were kept, etc., etc.
How do you think that would go as a book. Obviously it would be 
pretty much a local item, «** X -suppose, • but it might be lots of 
fun to do, what with the visiting about the country side it would 
require, and the documents* to be sought out and explored, - 
especially on cosy winter nights at Meade ’ilia,
< • Well, we shall see. If only the L. S. U. -Press comes aoross,
and by so doing, makes a big boost in the Department of Documents, •
.well, then we shall see what the next step may .lead to.

I reckon you are not thanking me for writing so * a 
long letter which is bound to arrive when you will be terribly 
busy. But possibly you can set it aside for reading when
the big rush is over and you have a moment to relax, - and
contemplate tomorrow.••••••«•

* T  ?? 3  3 :: : *

. . t ■ . i . . i * l
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December 20th, 1944*

. Memorandum to Clipping Service;
• J. itO  X£lW  ** t w ^  ’■ ■ ■ %  ■ - - ... v> ft’r  r t j  C-0&L

’•Rural Racial Relations**, - how do you like that?
f , t

- I laugh as 1 hear you rollirig thoses "r’s", and the 
members of the Board had better be sober if they try to read 

. those words aloud.
In fine, old Rosenwald came through with a letter, 

together with application forms, in yesterday's mail. The 
letter from la ^sygood was very friendly. As a big 
hearted gesture, she said she was allowing an extra two 
weeks, - until January 15th, to give me added opportunity 
to prepare the prospectus. That is kind, - in view of the late* 
ness of the hour in forwarding the blanks. She doesn't know it, 
but it was late February or early March last year when out 
of a clear sky, 1 urged *ames to file* an application, • r e 
gardless of the January 1st deadline, and as you know, he 
won without difficulty, - while I lost.

Well, be that as it may, the time concession, I suppose, 
indicates interest, * for whatever that is worth.

And in the letter, * which I do not forward because I 
need some of the phraseology, -c is belle Haygood expressed 
herself as finding the general subject of the Cane River 
color problem of of great significance, - they all love 
.that word, - and ideal for a study. Well, so be it, • that 
is what they will get. She also remarked that I shouldn't 
fear the word mulatto so long as it represented a 
distinction in analysing the local piotur*. *ooording to 
her, that word is very important in studying the British /

,J West Indies and Haiti, which makes it alright for me to / Y 
use. All of which is very fasoinating, of course* ^
: .• ‘ • 5 "  . ....

Well, 1 shall today begin exploring the scrapbook on
r---------®i*ri &— lie Brevelle and see what it has to say about the

people in this locality. I think * shall entitle the 
prospeatus*
THE CANS RIVE NEGRO, - a Pat**rn in Rural Racial Relatione.
ffO f t >  ; ! • «

So there you have all the "r's", and you can do what 
you wish with them. What the Board will do is something else 
again-,* but' as la Haygood say* she is owing to Melrose at 
Easter time, L reckon she has me slated for an award.
Perhaps she had better.

(over)
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In yesterdayrs mail, too, came a letter from Mies 
Robina, saying that she would be glad to put the thing 
in perfect typed form, if I care to send her my rough 
draft* I shall be glad to aocept her offer, to be assured 
that the thing is letter perfeot. We are scheduled to haws 
visitors today, so we shall, probably not get mu oh done, 
for even though I were able to get a reader, - which I could 
not, what with cotton still in the field, - I still couldn't 
explore the H e  Brevelle scrapbook, as much of it is 
in the Madam's hand, and sometimes even she has difficulty 
in deciphering the data, and what in the world would a 
poor reader, - not too well tutored, do with the thing.

December 21st, 1944.

$ isd btiMsa l ^  ° 1 . .

Memorandum to ylipp9ng Service:
According to a million radio programs, one hundred 

thirty million Americans are "dreaming of a white Christmas", 
but the same cannot be said for this neighborhood.

I reckon the packages of which ypu spoke in your 
* recent letter will come to hand about today or tomorrow, —
£he mails are so bogged down at the moment, however, that 
instead of taking one day for a first class letter from 
Melrose to Shreveport, it now seems 'to require about three 
days, so it is possible* that parcel post items may lag 
even longer.< But I shall keep my eye open, for more than 

f one heart is going to be made glad with the kindliness that 
stems from afar,

. f  ~  . , i r f r f \ & i i  ^  Z-) ,4 **“ I
f ' . r

. Yesterday morning, between 6 and 9, I knocked off 
28 letters, mostly prosaic enough, to people for the 
most part living in Bouisianna and Mississippi, - and this 
morning 1 must hit off a' few more licks to get my 
personal relations in balanoe.

My departure for Baton Rouge will depend upon how 
the Cane River Hegro progresses, but I am hoping to 
•have that item wrapped up and on its way by the 5th of 
January, for I*am anxious to see the Board down there, and 
get the Scrapbook under way, as a lever to pry open 
the Department of Documents,

$hey say it isn't a good idea to count one's .chickens before 
they are hatched, and yet 1 want to inquire about one point, 

the assumption the chickens do hatch. In meeting past 
advances, - should the award be granted, - do you think it 
would be best to forward monthly remittances, as against 
previous advances, or would it be better to'deposit the same 
in a local bank as against future withdrawals?

There are a half a dosen other things I would like to 
talk about, Meade ’'ilia, further, seasoh for the missing 
colonial account books, etc., etc.', but I must get on, and 
shall accordingly le,ave them for another sitting. I 
sw*x apologias for such a long Memorandum at a time when 
the flipping Service must be so busy but...

Ours is going to be colored regardless, and we 
are going to like it. f

At the present writing, it looks as though we shall 
have few if any guests, and as for myself, 1 shall 
ask only my sepia acquaintances to pass by mgr house 
on that day.

Yesterday's mail whs thin, in everything save cards. 
Assuming that you may find it convenient to prepare for 
the arrival of such an item, 1 shall spoil a surprise 
by telling you that shortly after the 25th, a pastel 
shawl will go forward to you, and in one edge will 
be woven the first name and the date, I mention this 
foreseelihg the possibility .that you might care to drop 
a word that someplace like • H. Maoy will weave in a 

name for anyone who cares toThave it done, and thus by 
anticipating the thingi its advent may be soimmed over 
without incident. *hile we are on the subject, so that 
you may better be equipped to acknowledge the same, I 
would say that it was woven in florth Caroling during 
the pabt year, and that the pastel shades are from vegetable 
dyes. I personally think it is pretty, whether used as 
a bhawl today or as a sofa drape at Meade Hlla or some 
such placd eventually.

In mentioning this fact, I am but following a 
custom, instituted between Miss ^obina and me, to 
provide each other with particulars in advance, so that 
we may always be prepared. I reckon the identifying name

#*---is so indistinct that it might be passed over without
notice, unless one were looking for it particularly, but 
I though that the knowledge bf its existence might offer 
an opportunity for making the seem casual on its arrival, 
providin you should ware to take it to a plaoe where others 
might notice the item.° (over)
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*nd speaking of Miss Aobina, reminds me that 
in a letter of to a day or two back, she remarked "that 
Victor Herbert*s son, a cattle man from Texas, 1 believe, 
was in her office to give her some letters, dressed in 
the big hat, somewhat florid Texas style, as I recall.

i-liis brought to mind a question I asked her to 
find the answer for, when next she encountered the man.
That is: was some partioulari person responsible for 

the greater part of the words that are a delightful 
counter part of the Victor Herbert music?

„ Of course most people who have heard of the Gilbert I I
and Sullivan operas, can't for the life of them tell 1
which of the two men wrote the music and which the words.
As 1 understand it, the critics agree that the words and 
music are almost perfect in their relation to each other.
I have long felt the same way about the words and the
music of Victor Herbert's Operettas, and I shaould
like to know if one individual was responsible for the word.
Perhaps you know about this point, but I shall pass along 

the information regardless, should it come to hand.
S ' * . . ’ t ' 1 -  : ~ J" ' • * \  ’ v ’’ !

% e  eldest son of this family will not be home 
for Christmas, but i“shall be interested in talking 
with him the next time he does come, Aooording to 
his brother, he was recnetly in Warm Sprints for an 
hours conference with the head man there, and following 
the hour*s conference, there was a couple of hours 
of personal conversation. That should be ever so
interesting, * should think* y I

* A I
, Yesterday's cards included a'nioC one from ^osalind 

<and Jimmie Aswelll. A‘hey have asked me up to their 
place, between Natchitoches and Grand &core, but 1 shall 
make that later in the season. I think you know 
that ^osalind was formerly ̂ rs. ^ivin Douglass, and since 
Kelvin Douglass, «*r., in military school, spends 
his v oation with his mother,* it would be as well to 
pass by their home in the woods after the family has
gone back to their several interests.

- ' ’ • . ■ «

, There are other points, but time is runniing against 
me, and 1 shall have to let this slide momentarily.....

December 23rd, 1944,

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
Merely a hurried report this morning.

The package came through nicely, - the one for the Madam 
and the one for the children of strangers. It's needless to say 
that the Maaam was enohanted with the tile, which is really lovely, 
nor need I add how happy a lot of darkies are going to be 
on Christmas morning, thanks to your thoughtfulness and generosity.

I enclose a letter which may be of some interest, but
nothing especial, I guess Apparantly I am going to get a year's 
subscription to the NatohSs Democrat, - for the Lambert's publish 
that paper, and 1 believe that is what the reference is all about.
It is certainly sweet of Lora to provide so much material for me through
out the ensuing year, and at its close, I shall have the thing bound., 
which will add another item to our reference library.

One thing the letter indicates is that the Mississippi 
Sorapbook is being wrapped up for eventual submission to the 
publishers, on the basis of one man s judgement. I don't want to 
be fussy on that point, but this tendency too settle things without 
d consultation is vaguely disturbing, for one or twice it has led 
to the ommis8ion of very important points whose value is not realized 
by the collaborator*.-^! must bring up this point when I see him.
You will of course treat this poiht confidentially.

Something amusing just happened between this paragraph and 
the one above. The cook came to see me. She has a son in the 
Army, and she is trying to get an allotment from the Government 
for partial support of her two small illegitimate children. It 
seems there is much red tape to be gone through, and in consulting 
with a relative who has been through the same mill successfully,
the oook came to tell me this:

- - -■ —  • - •  • . •

"Cousin Dug say that us-es ought to write to Mr. Roosevelt, 
but Sam, he say us-es ought to write to D. a. Washington. What 
does you think?"

Lord, have meroy, is what 1 think, and that is that.
Must gallop for the moment.••••••••••
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December 27th, 1944,

Memorandum to flipping Service: , • «
Well, the best day of the year has oome and gone, and 

a lot of people ? know are the happier because of thoughtfulness 
stemming from your general direction.

Your air mail Christmas letter arrived on Saturday, and 
it goes without saying that we were delighted to have it* Somehow 
it was just what we needed most to make the week end carry the 
real spirit that tranaoends all other emotions at Christmas 
time.

! In the same mail cameayour, gift to aunt Gammie, which is 
perfectly lovely and which she likes ever so much, I reokon she 
may already have acknowledged it. fhe package for the plantation 
came through in the same mail, and I reokon the third package will 

be here today. « *
3 f

i have had neuralgia all the week end, - my left ear, jaw and 
eye, but 1 kept it down alright, - the pain, not the jaw, by 
pain killing pills, and merely used my aches to retire from the 
big house early.
* On Saturday night, • no. Sunday night, I walked the mile or so 
along Cans'Elver, down to deliver yourf packages to Clemence and 
Mary fr̂ ionoep* They were at home, and looking as neat as two pins*
1 think they were twice proud because there were a few friends there 
with them, and it gave them delight to put their beautifully wrapped 
packages on a little table for Monday's Christmas Clemence was 
wearing a new wig under a very fetching little hedd gear, - a sort 
of swirl, the wig seemed to appear in the rather uncertain light 
of the oil lamp. I sat and talked with them for half an hour, and 
then, under the warm, slightly veiled moon, i came back home*
A tall boy. - looking like a rotogravure reproduetion of Gary Gooper, 
walked home with me,. H b name is Jack, and he was aohing with 
neuralgia on the right side of his face, so that we could sit long 
befbre my fireplace, toast the respective sides of♦ our heads, and 
do a lot of talking.

One of the' ̂ enryd, - h., gave me some whiskey, and when 
fiv? o'clock came on Christmas morning, I was able to open a bottle 
and bdgin dispensing cheer to my first visitors, «■ Peter, Puny, 
Mitchell and little King* I stuck to louisianna coffee, which was 
about all I consumed all day, for f00d didn't seem to appeal, and 
the thought of after effects of whiskey, although probably good for my 
cold, wis not particularly attractive as regards an after-math, 
what with the neuralgia added to it. (over)

■ .

■
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llatti*. the cook, and AurelUa, the house girl, came by about 
7 with breakfast, And Sam Eeaee, Mattie's erstwhile husband, swelled
the group.

Then came Yank, a big old blaok a boy of 50 summers, and 
King Hunter, Ciemenoe's son, and we all exchanged greetings and 
good cheer.

At 9 .1 went over to the big house and sat with the Madam for 
a while. Pat was as hap.py as a clam, having been given a 
marvelous pair of slippers, which Christian had left with me and 
which had disappeared from my house some time back. ne also got a 
pair! of Christian's boots. I said nothing.

■Back, home at 10, more guests came. Clemenoe arrived first, to 
say how happy she and *ary> Frances were with their gifts and to 
ask me to say so to you on their behalf. Then came Jack and his 
brother, Bzra, andEarle Breux, my best, reader, and JUathaniel and 
Bobert Anthony and his son, Attrioe, a big old boy of 25 who doesn t 
look like his name sounds. And there was Fugabou and Pal and 
Sweet Milk, a big old blaok negro from Dittle Riv^r, and so on and 
so forth. And everybody was gay, and there weren t any white people 
in my house, and we all chatted and laughed and talked, and everybody 
on leaving, from time to time, declared that their day had been 
a hajapy one. f <

And Monday was a kind of hold over from Christmas Day, but the 
warm weather of the 25th turned chill and rainy on the 26th.
The clerk was taking the day off, and as the ^enrys, when they 
attempt to do the mail, always get it mixed up somehow or other, I 
posted nothing, but at the store I saw Bill Jones. He lives on 
the other side of Cane River, - a mulatto, and University of 
Chicago graduate, who very successfully opeates with his two brothers, 
Randolph and Nolan, the several thousand acre plantation 
left them by their father. I am think of using the Joes as exhibit 
A. of the mulattoes who have successfully maintained their economic 
status in this region, in contrast to the Metoyers who have
fradually gone down economically. I accordingly wanted Bill's 
ranscript or rather the abstract of a couple of~ his plantations, 
the better to trace down the ownership from the original French 
grant. Bill invited me to drive up to his house with him, and 
I accepted, and spent the morning there; <I had my first whiskey 
then, and the morning was merry, with talk exclusively on the 
racial side. Nolan and Randolph were at home, - a spick and span 
modern house, heated with gas,*eto.,-etc. Two other boys came in 
and then a third, and hy the time I got to Melrose, I felt
quite rosey, even though the Devil was riding the Bast Wind, and 
the leather was disagreeable. .

* ' *  * * f ^  ** . f * f. „ v* N  f
—  *  %  :i"* ' ■.

I reckon all these details must be boring enough, but perhaps
: -• ■ r rr > c. ’’ SV'

the kere enumeration of names and doings may give some concept 
of how thing8 turned here over the week end.

On the lighter side, I give you this as a sample of 
what Mattie conceives as to Who's Who in the nation. The allotment 
she is to receive from her soldier son in the Army is slow in coming 
through. - Or did I tell you this? - Well anyway, 1 shall repeat 
it, on a chance* She said that someone had told her she ought to 
write to ~r. d . Roosevelt about it, but someone else had 
advised her to write directly to Mr. D. C. Washington.

Under separate envelopes, I am sending a couple of 
olaendar's which I thought you might like. Perhaps you would 
like one for your offioe or your home, or perhaps you would like to 
give one to your girl friend. Mrs. George tester of Waverly 
Plantation did them, and 1 got them last autumn when visiting 
there, I am not sure if the calendar is for 44 or 45, but possibly 
it doesn't matter. Don't you think there is some kind of 

artistic justice in the fact that a contemporary artist, like Mrs. 
Lester, living in St, Francisville where Audubon did so much of his 
painting, should now be reproducing his work?

Up to the present writing, nothing whatsoever came through 
from Ayie as a holiday greeting to the Madam. Two or three letters 
in the past few days have reported him as having been seen,about 
New Orleans and looking well but thin. It must be he hasn t gotten 
around to "set-up his typewriter" yet. I do think he is a*bag not 
to have dropped a card or telephoned the Madam, - it would have 
taken so little tinje aiad/effort and it would have meant so much to 
her* - even though she disclaims any depression in not having 
a linA.severe^eleotrio storm on Christmas night out off our 
current at 6:30, so I didn't hear anything from then on, although 
I did hear some excellent things from Friday on through until

y n)ight. I heard two Christmas stories of whioh I must speak 
ou st some other sitting, - one of them particularly striking 

eoause of the originality of thought it embraced. But time for 
postman to be heading in is upon me, and as I want to -? 

be there when he arrives, I shall fold up at this point and 
head out for the store.

A am mighty thankful for the nicest Christmas i have known, 
and all because there is such a pleasant melange stirring in my 
soul, - ^lipping Serivce, ^eade Villa and heaven alone knows what 
all.......
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a l  f 0B % d
Memorandum to dipping Service:

Under even date, I have ?1*??^y1^ter wi ll^o t*go^forward untilthe mall has J^etaomeandaathleletterwilino g
tomorrow's post, I shall take pen in nano

The Virginia 4i«y is here, and how may^I delight
* . < « * .in the volume, wi!U burn brightly forever.

. i . -t-n KHfline the volume ever since I learned ofI have looted to seeing tne voxum trunlng through
Its publication, illustrations, and oontemplating thethe, pages', noting the charming illustrations^ ^  originalvarious arrangements of the margin^ etc.. inoioa i 6 x ^
document* appears and where ^  note .etc. O8ntlon

about 24 hours of the day.
laVtfeHV letter came in the 8 M  post, acknowledgeing the reoeipt 

I Shall let you know how my plans are shping up *£® B£*°n J ^ e*£rly
!S'.S*::s“:.r tsssfU s ̂■ass S3S*«R » » ŝ HŜ irasr.s
the8pro8peotu8.U11Perhape°thisUUi8 i£a»s. for the Bosenwald ! £ . !  I have 
to thinkPmy thoughts through, while in this Memorandum, I?®1®** 
my heart .run along without bothering to sea ifjny statements •r*1«®1 J 
phrased or even thought out, , since 1 instinctively feel they will be
understood regardless* «

One of the most striking things of today's after writing you this morning, sealing it and posting,jrourJL.tter 
should oome to hand mentioning your girl friend, - I almost said, our 
girl friend, for 1 think in my letter to you, referring to the 
Audubon calendars, that you might care to give her one. And on reoeipt 
of your letter, I was glad that I had mentioned her, for now I feel that 
I was anticipating a little the sheer pleasure I now feel in the 
realization that we have someone with whom we may share our joys. over
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Sometimes it seems to me as though Sod onoe in a while seleots 
a rare soul in whose person “e fashions « precious Yessel to hold 
a ^ J m u T o f  Human kindness, and "our" girl friend,, although I havs^buta maximum ox jiumau hj.uuuoon, w*'* © ~ r ---  j ., ascarcely passed hy her when too many people were milling about, exuded 
that radiation of infinite gentleness, understanding and goodness* I 
more happy than I oan express in words that she is to share our aspirations 
with us, for with "men of good will", the joys of one are the joys 
of all the others, and in helping one of their number to cushion his 
shocks, so they soften their own dispairs, - and equally so, in 
rejoicing with one for some Divine blessing or other, they somehow share 
that blessing, too. Praise God for His goodness to us, - all three.

It i-s certainly sweet of you both to think of things for i&ary Frances, 
and I know that what you send will serve to the ultimate in -
her along her way. How that cotton picking is about oter and that school 
has begun in earnest, the olothes will oome in most timely,_and Ulemence, 

who oan do tricks with a needle as well as a paint brush, will t
alterations in a jiffy, so that *ary,trances may start off 
ly following the receipt of the package, all girded up for her dip into 
education. It is a three to four mile walk from where she lives to her 
school, - which really makes quite a trip for her and some of the 
younger children who go the same distance, - the round trip of course 
running up to 6 or 8 milep. in the autumn and ^prig months, the 
children don't mind that waljc, but when a ?hill wind howls down out 
of Texas along about January or February, they look like little frozen 
sticks of chocolate, skirrying along through the cold, I think it 
was one of Mr. ^tledge's darkies on the Santde River in ^outh arolina 
who said, relative to not appearing for wark on a fr'osty mornings 
"God never intended folks to work when it is cold1*. I reckon the 
children in these parts have, the same idea about getting their 
education.

If Mrs. Haygood comes here in April, as she threatens to do, I am 
hoping that I may do something about looal educational fh? facilities 
for negro education, through her proximity to the Rosenwald millions which 
must be expended along this line. Getting such money isn t easy, but 
it will be sheer pleasure to take a try at it through such a medium.

Two letters from James in this morning's mail ask me to do 
jan introduction for the m d  Mississippi ^crapbook, the history of 
& ante helium houses in the Natchez are,-and an jexplanat.qrj^.introduction 
to 8 chapters in the book. It's a fairly large order, under the 
circumstances, but I shall do what 1 can before leaving here, although 
the prospeotus for kosenwald, fif course, must be done first, koiordingly 
I shall fold up at this point, and, after taking another pill, roll up 

my sleeves and get to going. But not before saying once more how 
much today's gift, both in the printed and typed and hand writen form 
mean..........., ••• • *

i <000

December 30th, 1944.

n. a .

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
* ' ’■ - '• ■ ,

It is good to have your.report, following the 
receipt of “The Shape of Things to Gome". I am enchanted 
that it symbolised what it was intended to suggest,

Ob  the radio, I eomatlm.a hear an adrertlsement which 
gees something like this* "What is the 14 day Palmolive plan?"

Well, I am beginning to wonder a little what my 14 day 
play, immediately head is going to be like. The prospeotus 
must be in Chicago within that ffma. My neuralgia hangs on, 
making me feel like a stewed owl that has just fallen down 
a steep flight of stairs, landing on his ear.

The Madam took to her bed a oouple of days ago, She is 
quite out of commission, - a cold, I guess, without any 
evidences of one. Possibly it is the influenza. I don't 
know what it is, and assume that it may not be serious.
Tfce doctor has been here a oouple of times, following a long 
sitting on my part on Thursday.night or Friday morning, when 
I stood by from 8:30 am. until daylight. But I wasn1t much good, 
since I felt as though I had the pip too, and following the 

dootor's visit, the ^adam wouldn't taka any of his medecina, 
and so we are at that point, - which is nowhere. And old 
Rosenwald hard on my heals and , stupid as I feal, with no one 
to read notes to me from the lie Brevelle scrapbook, I would 
seem as though I were temporarily up a trea. But I shall be 
able to get myself down, alright. Especially, as I reoall that 
tha dead-line, as fashioned for conveninenoe by la Haygood, oan 
be made elastic, if necessary,

I intended to speak of verti-vert in a recent note. A 
couple of the roots are attached herewith. It grows 
well in this,looality, being a member of the cane family,
I think. If you hold the roots, orum>led in your hand for 
a moment, to .moisten them just a little, you will notice a 
distinct aroma.3 People here say the perfume last for about 
a century, .and they uSe it for sweetening armcirs, closets, etc.
I am not sure I am orassy about it, but n s  aromatic
plants have always interested me, and I accordingly mention this
one to you. (over)

w

, \
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I heard a delicious story on the radio on Christmas day. 
Perhaps you heard it, too. But, foreseeing other circumstances 
might have prevented, 1 shall run the risk of repetition herewith:

*Long after Christ had departed from this earth, his Mother 
was one day walking along a byway, hard by her native city.
It was sundown and joyful children, playing in the field, 
were rollicking homeward at the close of day. The sound of 
their happy voices depresssed Mary, and she rested for a moment 
on a rook by the side of the road, and thinking of past events 
in her own family, s^e wept.

Passing by*at the moment was a woman whom Mary did not 
recognize, fifcw Seeing Mary in tears, the woman paused and 
inquired the causa. Mary explained he? depression, saying 
that when she thought of what had gone on by way of disappointment 
in her life, she felt moved to tears.

"You see," she explained to the woman whom she .failed to 
recognize, "I had a son^ His name was Jesus."

!e3ympatb«tioally, but her o,n emotions held in restraint, 
the woman comforted ^ary, and pointed out to her that after all, 
the?e was much the Mother of 3esus had by way of comfort, and 

concluded witfc these wprdsi - , ^ 4 ,
. .  i *

"After all, egen though I feel I should not give way to 
tears, I can nevertheless share your sorrows with you,
Ypu see, I also had a son. His name was Judas^.

I like that story, and *t will serve me many a time when 
I myself sometimes for g^t that there are others who may have more 
rights’ than-;I. -Wrrsr '

Since beginning this letter, six different darkies have 
tapped on my door, to ask for advice on one point or another, 
and to be given a cup of coffee to get tfce day going.
I reckon this memorandum therefore is a little more out of joint 
than usual, but I know you will forgive its lack of ooherenoe. 
flow I muet skip with this to the postman, and then see what is 
to be done next at the big house. .In a way, 1944 will be gone 
'when this note come to hand, but 1944 will always remain with me 
as one that held a heap of happiness for me, and 1945 will be 
the happier because of all the pleasant things I shall oarry over 
into it, all tucked down secretly in my heart...*i...
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